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PREFACE

Energy policy a~d energy-related i~sues'have become controversial in recent

times. Moreover, such issues are increasingly becoming politicized. This

politicization is viewed with suspicion and alarm by many of the energy players.

Indeed, one of the questions asked by the various interests groups that were

sent a questionnaire asking for input into this study was: "Why is the Joint

Legislative Committee on Science and Technology doing a study about the

administrative processes relating to energy decision making?" In anticipation

of this question by others, this preface explains some of the impetus behind

the study, the study's objectives, the organization of the report, and the

approach taken in preparing the study •

._ Over the last several years there has been increased vocalization about and

ppposition to electrical power in Minnesota as well as the rest of the United

,States and, indeed, the world. The most obvious example in Minnesota is the

~ngoing opposition by farmers to the United Power Association/Cooperative Power

Association Three + 400 kilovolt electric transmission line. This situation has

become increasingly more militant and no quick resolution, if any, to the

conflict is foreseen. There has been continuous opposition to Northern States

Power's nuclear plants (Monticello, Prairie Island, and the now defunct Tyrone

plant in Wisconsin) as well as the proposed expansion of the Sherco facilities

(one or two BOO-megawatt plants). Minnesota Power and Light has seen opposition

to the Floodwood-Fine Lakes project (an BOD-megawatt plant). This opposition

to plants and power lines is not new and opposition to the now defunct Henderson

site is still remembered by many.

The Minnesota Legislature has responded by enacting new laws, amending these

laws, introducing numerous bills, holding numerous hearings, and still no

resolution to the conflicts is foreseen. These conflicts, which are about

differing values in the utilization of scarce resources, center around plant size ani
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type; water pollution. air pollution. and health hazards posed by plants and

~~..~.~; agricultural and other land impacts; fuel transportation; costs; rates;

the siting of plants and lines; and damage awards in the condemnation pro-

ceedings. The focus of these conflicts is on the administration processes

Which make the decisions on these issues. Because of these conflicts and for

other reasons. the Joint C~ittee has responded to requests by some of its

members and the Chairman of the now defunct Bouse Select Committee on Energy

by authorizing this study.

There were four principal legislators responsible for identifying the issues

Dr issue areas to be addressed in this study: Representatives Gordon Voss, Ken

Nelson. and Delbert Anderson, and Senator Wayne Olhoft. The issues were det~r-

mined through informal discussions between the author and the legislators and

between them and others. The issues do not necessarily reflect a consensus

on the part of the principal legislators about what is at issue in electrical

energy policy. Rather, these issues reflect some of their individual views.

The specific issues with which the study is concerned and the limitations

Which were placed upon it .include

1. The study would be limited to electrical utilities;

2. Public participation would be a primary focus;

3. The interrelationships of the state agencies which regulate electrical
utilities including the Minnesota Energy Agency, the Minnesota Environ
mental Quality Board, permitting agencies and the Public Service
Commission would be examined as they are involved in the following
issues:

a. Public participation;

b. timing agency decision making;

c. delay in energy facility development;

d. the relationship of size, type, and location in siting new facilities;

e. the nature and timing of the environmental review process;

f. conservation of electrical energy;

g. the poor and the cost of electrical energy;
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h. the certificate of need and the certificate of site compatibility
in the determination -of "necessity: in eminent domain proceedings; and

1. the "taking" of agricultural land for 'power plants and lines;

4. Eminent domain would be a primary focus;

5. Recommendations for change would be offered as a catalyst for debate; and

6~ A survey of all parties including interest persons. government agencies.
and electrical utilities would be undertaken to determine if a consensus
of opinion on the','problems or solutions could be obtained.

After extensive research and analysis. the principal legislators involved

approved a survey that was sent to all electrical utilities. the key seven

regulatory agencies. and over 350 people. Of the nearly 600 questionnaires sent

out, only 34 were returned--a number insufficient to draw any conclusions from

or to determine if a consensus on the problems or their solutions existed.

The report is divided into five chapters. Chapters One and Two provide

background information on electrical energy use and the law. regulations, and

the administrative processes affecting electrical energy with judicial interpre-

tat ions thereof. Chapters Three, Four. and Five discuss many of the issues

noted above and offer recommendations. These recommendations are not offered

in the sense of being absolute solutions to the many problems relating to

electrical energy policy. Rather. they are offered as a focal point to debate

electrical energy policy and the tools of that policy. The recommendations

represent the judgment of the author and should be evaluated on' their merits.

They do not necessarily reflect the views and opinions of the Joint Committee,

the Science and Technology Research Office, the Minnesota Legislature, or the

principal legislators involved.

In addition, several appendices are included in the report. Appendix one

summarizes the 34 responses to the questionnaires on ten selected questions

relating to electrical energy pol~cy. Appendices two through six summarize

the recommendations of other legislative and administrative reports on energy

policy conducted in the last six years.

d
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ls designed to b~ a public .dmtnistrat~~~'or'processetudy,

the legislature gave in add(e$sing the lasuea of thi~ study

summed up by the following question: '~t h the administrative

processes contr:tbuted to the ange.r,~ trustratio~~ and tl\H1.tancy
,I

over power plant and line need, siting, permit, and condemnation

Consequentl1~he. principal conce~ of'the study was Whethe.r

citi~~enLs have the opportunity to, e~fect1ve1y participate ~ the administrative

prlOct!SSleS which make ,tate decisions SJ\volviAg ene.rgy po1tcy, The study does

, for example, address esoteric questions of 'how' participation affects group

and attitudes, nor does it address a littnY'of'specif1c tn,stances where.

the processes have been used. Rather, the study analyses decision making pro-

·cesses by (1) examining the factors that th~ decision making process is required

to consider, (2) determining the underlying values ~plicit within the proc.ess,

,(3) identifying conflicting, unbalanced, or'skewed procedures which result in a

de facto administrative bias. and (4) exam,ining the process to determine if all

interests have the opportunity to participate equally.

The goal of the report is to improve the process by which agencies make

decisions. Improving the decision making process should re~ult in decisions

that are more acceptable and less frustrating. The key to making better de-

cisions and decisions that are more acceptable to the parties and less frustrating

ls to design administrative processes that provide for fair and effective
I

opportunity for all interests to participate in the decision, Recognizing that

the participants in the administrative process have conflicting value systems and

notions of what they feel is important, the major basis for unity among these

participants is the way decisions are made. The major element of stability in

our pOlitical system is that tlle deci,sion making process is agreed upon prior to

the knowledge of the specific outcome of that process. All parties have an

interest 1n preserving a decision making process or political system which they

believe 1s fair. The alternative is the use of force to maintain what 1s

to be the majority conviction.
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There were two assumptions used in approaching t~1s study. !'irst,·the

only values that would be considered in evaluating decision making processes

were those inherent within the constitutional or statutes enacted by the

legislature. There are a number of values, often conflicting, inherent within

the decision making processes governing energy policy. Some of these include

the following: (1) electricity shall"be provided to all who wish it, regardless

of end use or waste; (2) conservation is the foremost energy policy of the

state; (3) effective and fair public participation shall be provided at all steps

10 the decision making processes; (4) the health, safety, and.welfare of the

citizens and protection of the environment shall be preserved and maintained;

(5) the poor should be helped and protected; and (6) those citizens who lose

their land due to condemnation shall be made whole again in the form of money.

The second assumption rests on the premise that the existing political in-

'stitutions only need to be refined, that the underlying structure is sound, and

no major or fundamental changes in our political structure are needed. It has

been suggested that society is presently in too great a state of.flux to set up

a set of procedures to resolve controversies. Yet, when examining the legislative

history and judicial interpretation of statutes, as well as the clarifications

provided by the courts about the constitution, it becomes clear that the result

of most changes is the continued refinement of existing administrative processes.

Generally, the underlying structure of the process remains constant. The specific

procedures refine the structure, fine-tune-it, to align it with today's values.

Consequently, the study's recommendations attempt to fine-tune the process,

rather than offer recommendations which greatly change the underlying structure.

This does not mean that the recommendations, if implemented, would not result in

significant changes in present practices. Most recommendations are being imple-

mented, in some way, shape, or form now. But, none of the recommendations are

designed to alter the underlying political or administrative structure. They

are designed to refine the process based upon existing legislatively and consti-

tutionally stated values.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report (Regulating Electric Utilities in Minnesota: The Reform of
Legal Institutions) was funded by the Joint Legislative Committee on Science
and Technology of the Minnesota Legislature. A variety of factors contributed
to the funding of this study including (1) the increasing cost of electricity;
(2) the decrease in supply of cheap, easily accessible fuels to generate
electricity; (3) the conflict over the utilization of sca~eresources such as
air, water, and land; and (4) the controversy over the power line in west-
central Minnesota.·· The report is divided into five chapters. The first two
chapters provide background material necessary to the understanding of Minnesota's
electric energy policy and tools. The remaining three chapters analyze several
important variables in electric energy policy. These last three chapters focus
on decision making by agencies and utilities by examining (1) public parti
cipation in energy related decision making; (2) how decisions are made which
allegedly balance power plant siting with environmental and public health
concerns; (3) the impact of a conservation policy on the need for new power
plants; (5) the protection of the poor from the rapid rise in the cost of electric
energy; and (6) the eminent domain process, the final step in siting power plants
and lines.

CHAPTER ONE: SETTING THE STAGE

In recent years the United States and the world have awakened to a new
problem involving the conflict of competing public interests both in assuring
a reliable supply of electrical energy and in achieving and maintaining a safe,
healthful, and pleasing human surrounding. Until a decade or so ago, the public
did not perceive these two interests as conflicting. The practice was to pro
mote a rapid grpwth in the demand for electricity. This attitude was widely
accepted after the publication of the National Power Survey in 1964 conducted
by the then Federal Power Commission. This document urged "maximum growth"
in electrical demand and recommended that this be "encouraged by reductions in
rates and steady improvements in service." Such an approach was characterized
as a "far-sighted philosophy."l

With the Northeast Power Blackout in 1965 and the decision of the second
circuit court of appeals in Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v. Federal
Power Commission, which required the Federal Power Commission (FPC) to consider
the environmental consequences of its decisions in licensing facilities, the
nation became aware that potential conflicts existed between maintaining a
reliable supply of electricity and the environmental consequences of doing
this. 2 In sum, the public has perceived limits upon the common air, water,
and land resources and possible limits on the primary energy resources.

1 Federal Power Commission, National Power Survey, Washington, D.C.: USGPO,
1964.

2
Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v. Federal Power Commission, 354 F.2d

608 (2d Cir. 1965). See also: 384 U.S. 941 (1966), 453 F.2d 463 (2d Cir.
1971), and 407 U.S. 926 (1972).



Without question electric power is an integral, pervasive element of
American society and economy. All sectors of society including industrial,
commercial, and personal sectors are dependant upon electricity. Clearly,
"without electricity, our tw~ntieth-centurycivilization--as we know it--can
not survive."~ However, there is strong disagreement over how much electricity
is needed or advisable. There is extensive debate over the factual relation
ships of electricity to the economy and to the environment. The importance
accorded to these economic and environmental values differs substantially.
And, obviously, solutions proposed range from faster growth of electricity
to intentional, immediate cut-backs depending upon the importance to the
individual of the values held. The effect o~. this debate, which is still
continuing, places decision ..kers in the difficult role of reexamining or
creating energy policies on a national and state level.

Minnesota in response to increasing shor~ages of liquid energy fuels and
an increasing demand for electricity has enacted a series of laws creating
tools for implementing an energy policy. The only discernible energy policy,
however, is that of conservation. ~nnesota Statutes, fll6H.Ol, summarizes
this policy:4

ll6H.Ol FINDINGS AND PURPOSE. The legislature finds and
declares that the present rapid growth in demand for energy
is in part due to unnecessary energy use; that a continua
tion of this trend will result in serious depletion of finite
quantities of fuels, land and water resources, and ~hreats

to the state's environmental quality; that the state must
insure consideration of urban expansion, transit systems;
economic development, energy conservation and environmental
protection in planning for large energy facilities; that
there is a need to carry out energy conservation measures;
and that energy planning, protection of environmental
values, development of Minnesota energy sources, and con
servation of energy require expanded authority and tech
nical capability and a unified, coordinated response within
state government.

The legislature seeks to encourage thrift in the use of
energy, and to maximize use of energy-efficient systems,
thereby reducing the rate of growth of energy consumption,
prudently conserving energy resources, and assuring state
wide environmental protection consistent with an adequate,
reliable supply of energy.

No comprehensive energy plan exists. The Final Report of the Legislative
Commission on Energy summarized the situation: 5

3 Remarks by J.N. Nassikas, ''Meeting Energy Demands in a Changing Society,"
Annual Meeting of the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies, Boca
Raton, Florida, December 4, 1969.

4 Minnesota Energy Agency Act, Minnesota Statutes Sll6H.OI.

5 "A Minnesota Energy Plan--Proposed, "Final Report of the Legislative
Commission on Energy, Minnesota State Legislature, June 10, 1975.

. . --,.--...........,...... ..... - ~ .~.-._• ..-." .-~ _ ... _.-.~,.r."'-,_. __.,_._......,'_
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The Legislative Commission on Energy 1s aware of no existing
statement of an energy policy plan for Minnesota. Because
serious energy problems are apparently at our doorstep--cur
tailed deliveries of natural gas and Canadian crude oil,
greatly increased prices for traditional energy fuels, etc.--1t
1s deemed by Commission members to be 1ntolerable that the
otate 1s leaving virtually all energy policy decisions to
energy suppliers, federal authorities, and the marketplace.
Leaving major energy decisions in these quarters 1s to run the
serious risk of allowing the state to slip into consumption
patterns that will 'eventually be altered only at the time of
crisis and will probably be accompanied by widespread social
and economic dislocations. Bow much better 1t would be to
use a degree of foresight and prepare an energy policy plan
that will minimize or eliminate serious dislocations.

No state energy plan has been enacted by the legislature since this report
was issued in 1975. A number of questions need to be addressed in any energy
plan relating to electrical energy. Some of these questions are (1) Which
energy fuel(s) will be developed and used to meet long-range energy demands?;
(2) How will conserving electricity and reducing fl~~tuations (peak demands)
in electrical use be met?; (3) Will electrical growth be limited to critical
uses or will all who 'demand electricity be supplied?; and (4) What limits will
be placed upon the development of alternative fuels and technologies for pro
viding electricity and who will develop them?

Section 1.1 reviews past and projected electric energy use. There are a
number of different perspectives from which electrical energy use may be viewed
including (1) electricity as a fraction of the total energy mix; (2) the growth
of electrical use; (3) the control of generating systems; (4) generating capacity
of fuel'type; and (5) sales of electricity. First, a substantial proportion of
U.S. energy (17.03 of 79.40 quadrillion Btu's) goes into the generation of
electricity and the various sectors of the economy are increasingly relying on
electricity as the most popular form of energy to be used. Second, the United
States' consumption of electrical power has grown exponentially with a doubling
time of about ten years, which translates into an annual growth rate of about
7.4% through 1973. Since 197 , the growth rate has dropped to less than % per
year. Generally, the growth of per capita electricity consumption has increased
faster than total per capita energy consumption, and while the cost of energy
consumption per $1.00 of GNP has decreased, the cost of electricity per $1.00
of GNP has increased since 1920. Third, privately owned utilities (basically
NSP) generate most of the electricity in Minnesota. Fourth, most electricity
in Minnesota is generated by steam plants. Finally, the urban residential
sector consumed 30% of all electricity in 1976, with the commercial, manufacturing,
and mining sector consuming over half of the electricity.

The 1976 Advance Forecasting Report submitted to the Minnesota Environmental
Board (MEQB) by the Minnesota/Wisconsin Power Suppliers projected winter

summer peak demand growing at a rate of 6.6 and 6.8 percent, respectively.
the 1978 report this was revised downward to 5.1 and 5.0 winter and summer

demand growth rates respectively. This reduction in the rate of growth
equivalent to a doubling time of about 14 years. These revised figures

~Plpe~lr to be unrealistic and probably not more than one new plant will be needed
1990.
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As noted earlier, one energy policy that has been articulated by the
state is that of conservation. Some people argue tha~ as one form of energy
is conserved another form will be used in its place. Electricity is often
suggested as a viable substitute for other energy sources. Electrical energy
demand and peak demand would rise if electricity was substituted to meet the
projected decline in petroleum supplies:

At some point this growth in electrical demand must be translated into new
generating plants. If electricity is substituted for diminishing petroleum
supplies, then, as estimated by the Minnesota Energy Agency, anywhere from 17
to 20 new plants and their associated transmission lines would be needed be
tween 1987 and 1995. Others have suggested that anywhere from 12 to 25
(1,60o-megawatt) plants may be needed in the next 25 years though still ,others
have suggested "demand is not growing rapidly now."6 On a short-term basis,
the MEA estimates between four and six plants will be needed in the state
by 1990, though probably not more than one new plant will be needed by 1990.
At present, a number of new facilities have been proposed as well as a number
of retirements.

However, many people doubt Minnesota's ability to build four new plants let
along the 17 to 25 that may be necessary by the turn of the century. A number
of constraints can affect the state's ability to build new plants. These
include (1) fuel availability; (2) water supply; (3) environmental constraints
such as air and water pollution and their impacts on public health; (4) the
availability of capital for financing new plants, and (5) social constraints
such as land use and public acceptability.

One of the more interesting aspects about the use of energy in the United
States and, indeed, the industrialized portion of the world is that energy
growth rate is exponential. This means that the rate of growth is itself
increasing. Some have suggested that the growth process is self-accelerating,
which means that the very use of energy seems to encourage the use of more
energy. Nature is full of these self-propelled processes. However, none of
them are perpetual. One may conclude, therefore that exponential growth rates
are an indication that the process has not~ encountered the forces which
will change it, for example, the constraints noted above and the ability of the
consumer to pay the increased prices for energy. Perhaps the revision of
utility forecasts downwards is an indication that these forces are finally being
felt.

Section 1.2 reviews the rationale for regulating electric utilities. Public
utilities are regulated, limited monopolies. They are monopolies because in
most instances the government awards a market franchise to only one utility
(called a "certificate of public convenience and necessity") to provide a
particular service ,in a specific locality. They may be limited as monopolies
where there is inter-industry competition such as product substitution (e.g.,
natural gas for electricity) and under certain circumstances competition between
the types of a public service industry. An example of this competition is that
for services between investor owned, government owned, and cooperatively owned
electric utilities. In addition, in most states, including Minnesota, utilities
are regulated by public commissions.

6 Minnesota State Planning Agency et al., Future Electric Resource Demands
Pilot Study, December 1976, and Personal Communication with Allan Jaisle,
Manager, Power Plant Siting Staff, June S, 1979.
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~lo.r to World War 'I. the public believed that comp.etition would keep
~.~c:al prices down and that. therefore. there was no need for regulation.

sting under this assumption. municipal~ties and states granted franchises
issUed licenses for the formation of many small power companies. The

u~~iwas no.t.healthy competition to keep down the cost of electricity,
~~~ emergence of one large Btrong company buying or forcing out the
leI' companies; this led to the formation of monopolies within service
s. ·As a result of this trend. governments and economists began viewing

~~d~rical utilities as "natural monopolies". The government responded by
egulating utilities through public commissions. 7

,.
Section 1.3 summarizes federal regulation'of electric utilities. Federal.

itate, and local governments make many decisions which affect energy policy.
The laws and regulations enacted by legislative bodies and promulgated by
agencies were established over a period of about 60 years. These regulatory
activities were in response to a wide variety of social problems, from
monopolistic corporate practices to the availability of electricity to environ
mental concerns--not because of any national recognition for the need to
establish an energy policy.

Since 1935 the federal government has enacted a wide variety of laws
regulating electrical utilities and created a host c~ federal agencies to
implement the policies established. Each of these laws has varying degrees
of impact on the state's ability to regulate electrical utilities. There
are five functional, areas of agency responsibility: (1) policy development
and program coordination; (2) regulation of the energy sector including
economic controls, fuels allocation, and import controls, facility siting,
land use, an~ environmental':and safety regulations)" ~ (3,) research and
development; (4) energy resource development; and (5) energy conservation.

CHAPTER TWO: THE ENERGY PLAYERS

There are numerous processes affecting the generation, distribution, and
cost of electricity in Minnesota. While many of these processes are guided
or controlled by federal laws (see Chapter One), a number of the key decisions
affecting the utilities and the ultimate consumers of electricity still reside
at the state level. These processes include determining the need for large
electrical generating facilities and high voltage transmission lines (HVTLs),
conservation policies, advanced planning for new facilities, siting facilities,
environmental policies, permitting new facilities, determining service areas,
establishing rates, and a host of other activities. The Minnesota Legislature
has created a number of agencies to govern these processes and implement
its':'policies,

The energy players who implement the Minnesota regulatory processes that
affect and govern electrical utilities and the role the public, which is de
fined as non-governmental. non-utility people, can play in affecting the
decision making process of the agencies and utilities are many. These energy

U~~~WCll, R•• Government Competition in the Electric Utility Industry, New
Praeger. 1972.

'.
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players include the electrical utilities, the Minnesota Energy Agency (MEA),
the Environmental Quality Board (MEQB), the permitting and pollution control
agencies (primarily MPCA and DNR), the Public Service Commission (PSC) and
its related agency, the Department of Public Service (DPS), the public's
advocate in rate proceedings (Residential Utility Service Unit (RUSU) within
the Office of Consumer Services), and the public (i.e., those "interested
persons" affected by a decision and who wish to get involved in the issue).

The two major concerns of the electrical utilities are the authorizations
for siting for new facilities and the ~ate of compensation permitted from the
sales of the power generated. Sections 2.2 tbrough 2.4 of Chapter Two
describe the agencies that affect siting. The authorizations for siting
overlap many agencies. In addition, many agencies have responsibilities
involving energy policy beyond siting decisions.

Section 2.1 reviews electrical utilities' organizational structures and
laws governing their existence. The electrical utility industry within the
United States is generally made up of vertically integrated companies that
generate, transmit, and deliver electricity to consumers. There are about

.3,500 utility systems supplying electricity in the yuited States. Of these,
. about 400 are investor-owned with an aggregate generating capacity of 263,000
megawatts or 77% of the total generating capacity in the United States. Forty
systems are federally owned with an aggregate capacity of 39,000 megawatts or
11% of the total. About 2,000 systems are municipally or state-owned with an
aggregate generating capacity of 34,000 megawatts or 10% of the total.
Finally, the remaining 1,000 cooperatively owned systems have an aggregate
capacity of about 5,000 megawatts or less than 2% of the total U.S. generating
capacity. Minnesota's electrical utility industry consists of 8 privately
owned utilities, 129 municipal utilities, and 56 cooperative utilities •

., Most electrical utilities act together to interconnect their transmission
systems into regional transmission grids that permit the flow of power among
utilities and regions. The development of the grid system is due in large part
to a change i.n perception by government, utilities, and the public of the
reliability of electrical power generation. In November 1965, the Northeast
Power Blackout demonstrated the disparity between the demand for electricity
and the reliability problem of meeting that demand by the industry. The need
for increased electrical transmission and generation capability was due to
an increasing demand growth rate~hich rose to 7 to 8% per year. In order to
maximize efficiency the industry began interconnecting its systems and relying
upon fewer, but larger, generating facilities. Because of this change in
direction toward interconnection and larger plants, the opportunity for system
failure increased. The Federal Power Commission, recognizing the consequences
if such a failure should occur, urged the formation of area reliability
councils within the industry. At the same time, state and local governments
became more interested in regulating the construction of new energy facilities.

The electrical utilities, recognizing their responsibility to provide
consumers with reliable service, formed the National Electric Reliability
Council (NERC) in 1968. This national council is divided into nine regional
reliability councils. The regional council for Minnesota is called the Mid
Continent Area Reliability Coordination Agreement (MARCA). MARCA is the council
which prOVides the "reliability overview" for the upper midwest region. A
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mp:l~netlt8,ry organization to MARGA is the Mid-COntinent Area Power Pool (MAPP),
basically the u.s. portion of MARCA.

_nJL~~ area councils formed by the ~tilit1es were originally designed to
the reliability of the power system, new factors began to playa major
The Dost important factors were due to the growing national concern

environmental deterioration. Along with this growing concern was the
de've:loIYmE!nt of envisonmental policy as expressed in the National Environmental

Act of 1969:_ _

The purposes of this Act are: To declare a national policy
which will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between
man and his environment; to promote efforts which will prevent
or eliminate damage to the environment and biosphere and stim
ulate the health and welfare of man; to enrich the understanding
of the ecological systems and n~tura1 resources important to
the Nation; and to establish a Council on Environmental Quality.

This act introduced the concept of environmental impact in the regulatory
process. It established that power plants and all other industry should meet
environmental protection standards enacted by federal and state government and
that adverse environmental effects of facility siting should be minimized.

The Minnesota utilities within MAPP, MARCA, and the NERC derive their existence
from the state. The three types of utilities that service Minnesota exist
because of many laws enacted by the legislature.

The first type of utility authorized by the legislature is the public
service corporations organized under the General Provisions of Corporations,
Minnesota Statutes §300.03 et. seq. These corporations are investor or privately
owned utilities which furnish power for public use. The General Provisions
permit the state to supervise and regulate the business methods and management
of the corporations and fix the compensation they may r~ceive for their services.
These corporations are subject to many restrictions not placed on other corpora
tions organized under other provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 300.
These sections also,define a public utility to mean any corporation that generates
electricity and which is neither a municipality nor any person that furnishes
electricity services to less than 50 people including cooperative associations
(M.S. 1300.11, Subdivision 1 and 4).

The second type of utility authorized by the legislature is the electrical
cooperative association organized under Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 308. These
utilities are subject to most provisions of the public service corporations.

The third type of utility authorized by the legislature is the municipal
utility organized under Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 453 and Chapter 455. Utilities
organized under Chapter 453 are municipal corporations consisting of two or more
cities formed to acquire and finance electrical facilities. This law extends
powers to Municipal Power Agencies (MPAs) to assure an adequate supply of
electricity to cities. Chapter 455 provides that city of the second, third, or
fourth class, acting alone, may construct or purchase electric light plants.

8
National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. 14321 35. seq.
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Minnesota has developed a set of laws and regulations for the development
of large electrical power generating plants and large high voltage transmission
lines (HVTLs). The laws, which include the Minnesota Energy Agency Act, the
Power Plant Siting Act, and· the Enviro~ental Policy Act, require a sequential
review of proposed energy facilities. The process basically consists of four
steps. First, the utility must obtain a certificate of need from the Minnesota
Energy Agency (MEA). Second, after establishing the need for a new facility,
the utility must obtain a certificate of site compatibility from the MEQB. The
third step is the compilation in an environmental impact statement (EIS) of
information necessary for decision making. The final step requires the utility
to obtain permits from various agencies for the construction and operation of
the proposed facility.

Section 2.2 reviews the function of the Minnesota Energy Agency. The MEA
is divided into four divisions: conservation, administration, data and analysis,
and alternative energy development. These four divisions oversee the nine major
activities of the agency. The MEA employs over 90 people (38 state plus federal
and legislative), three times the 1976 level. The four activities that this
report is primarily concerned with are the conservation program, forecasting
activity, certificate of need activity, and the research program. The most
important function of the MEA, with regard for ensp~ing the reliability of
our electrical supply, is the certificate of need activity. The certificate of
need process results in the decision for size, type, and timing of new energy
facilities.

Section 2.3 reviews the two principal activities of the Environmental ,
.Quality Board--power plant siting and environmental policy. The MEQB is composed
of seven agency heads, a representative of the governors office, and four
'~embers of the citizen advisory committee. The director of the State Planning
:Agency is the chairman of the MEQB. There are three other laws relating to
-energy overseen by the MEQB in addition to its enabling legislation. These
-laws include the Environmental Coordination Procedures Act, the Power Plant
Siting Act, and the Environmental Policy Act.

The purpose of the Power Plant Siting Act (PPSA) is to find the most
environmentally acceptable locations for large power plants and large HVTLs.
This Act is the second step in the sequential process for locating new 9
facilities. The policy of the act was spelled out clearly by the legislature:

The legislature hereby declares it to be the policy of the state
to locate large electric power facilities in an orderly manner
compatible with environmental preservation and the efficient
use of resources. In accordance with this policy the board
shall choose locations that minimize adverse human and environ
mental impact while insuring continuing electric power system
reliability and integrity and insuring that electric energy
needs are met and fulfilled in an orderly and timely fashion.

9 Power Plant Siting Act, Minnesota Statutes §116C.54.
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<a> to declare a state policy that will encourage
productive and enjoyable harmony between'man and his
environment; . (b) to promote efforts that will prevent
or eliminate damage to the environment and biosphere
and stimulate the health and welfare of man; and (c)
to enrich the understanding of the ecological systems
and natural resources important to the state and to the nation.

Xit111
,

The Minnesota Environmental Policy Act vas enacted in 1973, four years
NEPA (the National Environmental Policy Act of ~969). Both laws sought

establish a new policy that would make environmental and public health
factors in governmental decision making. These values have been

ignored by decision ~kers for sany rea~ons. Environmental values are what
economists call exogenous variables (i.e., external factors which cannot
easily be assigned dollar amounts). Because of the difficulty, if not
impossibility, of assigning dollar amounts to values, environmental and
public health concerns were often ignQred or considered unimportant in many
decisions made by government (i.e•• low dollar amounts were assigned to these
values). MEPA, both in policy and action, set a new tone for the consideration
of these values. The Minnesota Supreme Court has recognized that the purpose
of all environmental legislation, at both the state and federal level, is to
force agencies to make their own impartial evaluation of environmental
considerations in dec18ion making. The purpose of the Minnesota Environmental
Policy Act (MEPA) are.

Section 2.4 reviews the organization and laws of the permitting agencies.
'lhe fourth and final step in securing the necessary authorizations for siting
new energy facilities is the securing of permits from federal, state, and
local agencies, The principal purpose of the EIS process is to secure
sufficient information for government agencies to determine whether a new
facility should be constructe~ at a particular location. During the permitting
step, the government agencies review the environmental information on the major
effects and design of the proposed facility to determine whether it meets the
applicable health, environmental, and safety standards. During the process,
public hearings are held to solicit public comments and information. If the
permitting agency determines that the proposed facility meets the requirements
of its laws and regulations, then the permit is issued. If one or more of the
agencies determine that its regulations will be violated, permits are denied
and the utility must either redesign the facility to obtain compliance or
abandon its proposal. In the case involving Sherco 3 & 4 (NSP's proposed
addition of two 800-MW plants near Becker, Minnesota) the hearing officer for
the MEQB determined that 26 permits from nine government bodies must be obtained.
In addition to these permits, the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA)
must review the plant for compliance with New Source Performance Standards
which specify maximum air pollution emissions, and Significant Deterioration
Standards (SDS), which specify the maximum allowable degradation of ambient
air quality attributable to the new facility, under the Clean Air Act, as
amended.
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"
Section 2.5 reviews the function of the Public Service Commission. The

second major concern of the electrical utilities, besides obtaining necessary
authorization for new facilities, is the rate of compensation permitted from
the sales of the power generated. Minnesota began to regulate electrical
utilities in 1974 under the Minnesota Public Utilities Act, and became the
48th state in the nation to do 80. The principal purpose of this act is to
fix rates of compensation for the sales of electric power. The act does not
apply at all to municipal utilities; it applies only to those cooperative
utilities that choose to become regulated. In addition to fixing rates, the
pse establishes exclusive service areas for utilities.

There are three agencies which have statutory obligations to get involved
in rate cases: the Department of Public Service (DPS), the Public Service
Commission (pSe), and the Residential Utility Consumer Unit, Office of Consumer
Services (RUeU/OeS), which is part of the Commerce Department. Minnesota
Statutes, Chapter 216A created the Department of Public Service and the Public
Service Commission and provides for the usual administrative responsibilities.
Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 216 sets forth the procedures for the Department
of Public Service. Minnesota Statutes 145.17, Subd. 2 sets forth the
responsibilities of the Residential Utility Consumer Unit: ll

Subd. 2. The consumer services section shall be responsible for
representing and furthering the interests of residential utility
consumers through participation in matters before the public
service commission involving utility rates and adequacy of utility
services to residential utility consumers. The consumer services
section shall expend a reasonable portion of its efforts among
all three kinds of utility services and shall identify and promote
the needs of each class of residential consumers with respect to
each of the utility services.

Section 2.6 examines the role and rights of the public to participate in
the process. The role of the people in government decision making has changed
substantially over the last two hundred years. In the early years of this
country the primary forum for public participation was the local town hall
meeting, where most decisions affecting the people were made. The public
elected additional representatives to perform such tasks as run the post office,
collect tariffs, and provide for the common defense, which were beyond the
scope of the town meeting. But government has changed drastically over the last
two hundred years and in many ways beyond the projections of Alexis de Tocqueville
Government has become more and more centralized and the public's input into the
decision making process has diminished in proportion to and at the same rate as
this increased centralization. Today, government affects and controls much of
the day-to-day behavior of its citizens.

Since the Civil War, civil government has altered dramatically. No longer
does the legislative branch spell out the do's and don't's for American society;
rather, it delegates authority to administrative agencies which spell out the
do's and don't's. These administrative agencies are run by people who are not
elected and who are generally unaffected by their decisions and unaccountable

11 Consumer Services Section Act, Minnesota Statutes 145.17, Subd. 2.
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The legislative branch, by giving up its decision making
agencies, has diminished its role 'as an equal branch of

lI[o'\felrnJI~et:lt and has relegated the executive branch to a superior position. The
compounded by little, ,if -any, ov~rsight capab1lity':within' the'
branch, p~r't:tcularly on tbe:;,.tat~~.level. ......

However, the administrative agencies are not totally unaccountable for
their actions. The long-standing tradition of public participation in agency
decision making is still present. The fifth and fourteenth amendments to the
U.S. Constitution provide '~or due process in agency decision making. Since

War II, the Congress' and most state legislatures have passed administra
tive procedures acts and other laws, which provide for public input and

'accountability and which apecify the due process requirements for agency
~decision making.

Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 15 sets forth provisions relating to the
administration of state departments and agencies. Chapter 15 contains the
Administrative Procedures Act (APA), H.S. 115.0411-.052. The APA establishes
procedures relating to (1) the adoption of rules; (2) petitioning for the
adoption of rules; (3) judicial review of validity of rules,' agency review of
licenses and registrations, agency decisions; and'(4) the scope of review. The
APA also provides for the publication of rules, the creation of a state register,

'and the creation of the Office of Hearing Examiners.

Although Congress and the states have passed numerous laws recognizing and
encouraging public participation, the idea of public involvement is stated best
in the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. This act emphasized the
importance of citizen involvement in enhancing the quality of the environment: 12

The Congress recognizes that each person should enjoy a healthful
environment and that each person has a responsibility to contri
bute to the preservation and enhancement of the environment.

Minnesota put teeth in this statement when it enacted the Minnesota
Environmental Rights Act (MERA) in 1971. The purpose of MERA is spelled out in
its opening section:13

The legislature finds and declares that each person is entitled
by right to the protection, preservation, and enhancement of air,
water, land, and other natural resources located within the state
and that each person has the responsibility to contribute to the
protection, preservation, and enhancement thereof. The legislature
further declares its policy to create and maintain within the state
conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive
harmony in order that present and future generations may enjoy clean
air and water, productive land, and other natural resources with
which this state has been endowed. Accordingly, it is in the
public interest to provide an adequate civil remedy to protect
air, water, land, and other natural resources located within the
state from pOllution, impairment, or destruction.

12
, National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. 14323'{c).

13 Minnesota Environmental Rights Act, Minnesota Statutes Ill6B.Ol.



Prior to the passage of HERA, the people of Minnesota were unable to
protect the environment effectively through judicial ·action. Any person whose
property was injuriously affected or whose personal enjoyment was lessened
by a nuisance such as environmental pollution could maintain a private nuisance
action. If the nuisance affected a considerable number of people, then the
right to recover damages was modified. Under this circumstance an individual
had to show that he or she suffered an injury that was special or peculiar
to him or herself and not common to the general public before he or she could
recover damages. In many circumstances this was difficult; if not impossible
to do. ."

In addition to the above two laws, the enabling legislation for the energy
related agencies provides additional rights, procedures, and aid in facilitating
citizen participation in these admirtistrative processes. Some of these rights,
procedures, and aids include (1) a citizen advisor notifies citizens and
explains the processes for siting power plants and lines; (2) a citizen advocate
for residential utility customers in rate requests by PSC regulated utilities
is housed in the Office of Consumer Services; (3) the EIS process provides for
public review and comment on site specific EISs; and (4) a host of other

.procedures relating to planning, rulemaking, hearings, and judicial review •
./'.".

Table E.S.-I summarizes the present electric utility regulating process
and the role and rights that each "energy player" has in participating in the
process.

CHAPTER THREE: PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN ENERGY RELATED DECISION MAKING

This chapter, while focusing on energy decision making, is entirely
applicable to most, if not all, technological decision making. It is an under
statement to recognize that technology has impacts (both positive and negative)
on the day to day lives of most people. Few, if any, people are immune to
the consequences of technoiogy and the impact that technology may have on
human values. As the awareness of the role that technology plays in the quality
of life has grown, so too has the demand by the public for the opportunity to
play a significant role in the decision making processes which underlie
technological policies and investments. Because the applications of technology
involve considerations of human and societal values, citizens have begun to
seek a greater voice and vote. "It is not difficult to see citizen dissatis
faction with nuclear power as a symbol of increasing dissatisfaction among some
segments of the population with the economic and technological determinism
that they feel has characterized governmental management of limited environ
mental resources and a broader and more pervasive dissatisfaction with gover
nance itself."14

In a general sense, this entire chapter is aimed at assessing the impli
cations (i.e., the pros and cons) -of increased public participation in techno
logical decision making, and energy related decision making in particular, and
offering recommendations too -provide' for"-and assure effective public participation.
Section 3.1 examined the role of technological decision making in a democratic
republic. It set the stage by examining the characteristics of technology
generally, how these characters affect values, which in turn generates conflict,

14 Ebbin, S. and Kasper, R., Citizen Groups and the Nuclear Power Controversy,
Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1974, p. 253.
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TABL! !.S.-1

TH! ELECTRICAL UTILITY ltECULATORY PROCESS - PRESENT PROCESS

EI.ECTRICAL UTlUTlES MINNESOTA ENERGY AGENeT ENVIRONMENTAl. QUAUTY BOARD PEMITIIe AcncllS PUBUC S!RVICE COIIfISSIOtl

RF.SroMSIIILITIES/ PLANS SIZE. TYPE. HAKES SIZE, TYPE, AND HAKES LOCATIOW, lIS Dl!ClSIOW; ISSU! nllflTS fOR ClAln'S lATE l!QUISTS;
OECISIONS TIMING. LOCATTON. AIm TIMING DECISION PLANT DECISION HADE IRDEPEND- CONSTRUCTION AND. DETERMINES SERVICE

RATE DECISIONS ANT or UNl DECISION; USE AREAS
CONDUCTS INVENTORY OF STUDt
AREAS

TIME ALLOWED NO TIM! LIMIT;
"

6 MONTHS SITING: 1 YEAR + 6 MONTHS SINeLE ACnct: JOIQl RATES: 1 lIAR
roR DECISION USUALLY 5-7 YEARS ROUTING: 1 YEAR + 90 DAYS EPCA: 185-205 DAYS SERVICE AREA: 12 DAts

DRAFT EIS: 120 DAYS

IUGlrrs or PUBUC
TO PARTICIPATE:
1. AI.LOWED I. NO 1. YES 1. T!S: SITINC, ROUTINC, US 1. t!S 1. YES
2. FUNDED 2. NO 2. NO 2. NO 2. NO 2. YES
J. rUftLiC ADVOCATt. J. NO J. NO 3. CITIZEN ADVISOR - NO 3. NO 3. YES
4. OTIIER 4. NO 4. NO ADVISORY COHH. ADVOCATE 4. NO 4. NO

NO POUeT 4. PPSA ADVISORY COIIfITT!!;
PARTICIPATION POLleT;
EIS: 500 SIGNITURES

F.NVIRONHENTAL NO ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT OM FINAL lIS NO
REVIEW ON PLANT AND ON UNE PLANTS AND LINES; DRAFT US

FOR SITES AND LINES

COHHENTS: PI.ANNING PROCESS IS CONSERVATION IS THE CONDUCTS AN INVENTORY OF SITE EIS IS USED ONLY CONSERVATIOW POLICIIS
UNDERTAKEN IN SECRET; STATED POUCT. IUT IS STUDY AREAS. BUT AS AN INDEP- FOR PERHITING AND POLlCIP.CJ TO PROTECT
BIIRDEN FOR SIZE. TYPE NOT REFLECTED IN NEED ENDANT AND UNRELATED FUNCTION DECISION - NO THE POOR AU NOT REFLECTED
TIMING. LOCATION, AND DECISION; HAKES DECISIONS OF SITING DECISIONS; HAKES ACTION PLAnING IN THE RATE STRUCTURES;
RATE DECISIONS ON WITHOUT AN EIS; PLACES SITING AND ROUTII~ DECISIONS POTENTIAL IS INADAQUATE PUJlLIC
UTILITIES: NO .PIlBUC AI.TERNATIVE TECIINOLOGY WITHOUT A COMPLETE EIS; DERIVED FROM lIS; PARTICIPATION Hl!CRAIUSMS
INPUT INTO PI.ANNING BIlRDEN ON OTHERS; REQUIRES RErEAT OF NEED, INADAQUATI PUILIC
PROCESS INADAQUATE PUBLIC PART- SITING, EIS PROCESS BY PARTICIPATION MEeI-

ICIrATION HECIIANISMS SEPARATING PLANTS AND LINES; ANISMS
INADAQUATE PUBLIC PARTICIP- "
ATION MECHANISMS

,.
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resulting in the need for dispute resolution, and the 'relationship of
technological decision making processes to a democratic society. A number
of conclusions which set the stage for examining specific decision making
in the next two sections may be drawn from this section. First,
choices or decisions about technology and the regulatory processes that
govern them generally reflect the values and concerns of a small group,
rather than the values of the society at large. Second, the disparity of
values between those reflected in the decision making process and the "
components of society at large can and do generate conflict. Third, that
western society is pluralistic in nature and contains a wide variety of
values which are often at odds with each other. Fourth, the existing process
that permits technological decision making by scientists or engineers or
regulated interests alone is incompatible with any notion of a democratic
society. Finally, any notion of a democratic pluralistic society requires
that all values, no matter how extreme, must~be reflected and considered in
all decision making processes which affect the society at large.

Section 3.2 of this chapter examines ways to improve public participation
mechanisms. Section 2.6 of Chapter Two showed that public participation is
an integral policy of Minnesota administrative law. Section 3.2 addresses
defects in the law identified in the literature as·..,bstacles or barriers to
public participation. The literature indicates that there are a number of
pre-adjudicative obstacles which have effectively inhibited participation
by the public. These include (1) that inadequate notification exists
for the public to discover forums to express their concerns about decisions
that affect them; (2) that information and technical expertise needed by the
public to present their cases and held by the government or regulated
interests is unavailable, unknown or denied to public participants; (3) that
.the administrative process has placed limits on the ability of the public to
participate as "parties" in decision making process by inhibiting or prohibiting
the public's opportunity to initiate, to testify, to intervene in agency
decision making, or to seek review of agency decisions; and (4) that no
mechanism presently exists which facilitates public participation of unrepre
sented interests in the decision making process. The following recommendations
are offered to remove these barriers:

RECOMMENDATION 1: Notification procedures both under the Administrative
Procedures Act and enabling legislation for energy
related decision making should include paid adver
tisements and press releases to state-wide and local
newspapers, wire' 'services, and radio and television
stations for each and every hearing. Further, all
energy related agencies should develop special public
service announcements as part of their notification
procedures for all official hearings.

RECOMMENDATION 2: The content of the notice should be explicit enough to
provide information on the nature, type, and location of
the hearing. Further, the notice should explain a citizen's
rights and responsibilities for participating in the
hearing.



"",.'rTf',lJ 3: The notice of bearing ahould provide-adequate time, at
least 90 days prior to tbe start of tbe bearing, for tbe
citizen to organize and prepare bis case. Consequently,
the notice of hearing ahould run at least once a week for
~ight weeks.

4: The Public Advisor citizen involvement tool should be
~~~~~~ extended to the certificate of need, environmental impact

__ atatement, permitting rates, and designated service area
. processe~. Further, this' should be accomplished by the

creation of an office of public advisor to be established
in a manner aimilar to the Office of Bearing Examiners.

~~~~~~25~: The primary energy related decision making agencies (MEA,
MEQB, PSC, and PCA) should coordinate their information
gathering and provide a joint information c1ear1nghouseo.
to give citizens easy access to energy related information.

Minnesota Statutes 115.1611 et. seq. should be amended to
give citizens an unqualified rigpt of access to energy
related information of a nonpers':pal nature.

RECOMMENDATION 7: Minnesota Statutes 115.1611 et. seq. should specify access
to information procedures which include time limits,
uniform fee schedules, a right to judicial review, a
regulation and notification requirement, an indexing
requirement, and a right to see all disclosable information.

RECOMMENDATION 8: Transcripts of agency hearings should be provided at little
or no cost; multiple file requirements should be removed;
and citizens should have open access to agency experts as
advisor~ and witnesses.

RECOMMENDATION 9: Standing as requirement for judicial review of agency
decisions should be removed, except for the case or
controversy requirement of Article III of the U.S. Constitution.
The Administrative Procedures Act, in particular Minnesota
Statutes sections 15.0423, 15.0424, and 15.0426 should be
amended to reflect this policy.

RECOMMENDATION 10: The Minnesota Administrative Procedures Act should be amended
to guarantee any citizen the right to intervene in any agency
action regardless of the nature of the citizen's interest.
In particular, no qualification of the right to intervene
shall be considered in decisions involving the siting of any
kind of facility.

RECOMMENDATION 11: The Minnesota Administrative Procedures Act should be amended
to require agencies to have an affirmative duty to consider
all interests in arriving at a decision. Further, the courts
in reviewing agency activities should evaluate whether or not
the agency adequately and fully considered the interests of
all parties and participants.
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RECOMMENDATION 12: The Minnesota Administrative Procedures Act contested case
procedure should be amended to permit the public to petition
to initiate formal contested case procedures where informal
procedures may now be used. The petition should be specific
as to what action is requested and the need for the action.
Denial of the petition should be subject to judicial review.

RECOMMENDATION 13: The legislature should create a variety of institutional
mechanisms to effectively provide representation for unre
presented interests in goyernmental decision making. Three
mechanisms should be enacted: (l) an office of public
counsel should be created in each regulatory agency to
represent nonregulated clients in adjudicatory or ru1e-
making proceedings under the jurisdiction of the Attorney
General; (2) an department of citizen advocate should be created
on the cabinet level to augment the representation of
unrepresented interest in agency decision making; and (3)
a center for intervention "and technical assistance or
group of centers should be created to assist interested
persons and groups who wish to intervene in agency decision
making or in judicial review of agency decisions.

The office of public counsel, the department of citizen advocate
and the center for intervention and technical assistance
should (l) be statuatorily established and be provided with
a separate appropriations budget line; (2) the director of
each office should have complete administrative authority
over the office; (3) each office should be empowered to
intervene with full party status in agency proceedings;
(4) each office should be empowered to seek judicial
review of agency decisions; (5) the office of public
counsel should have public complaint handling responsi
bilities; (6) the office of public counsel and the center
for intervention and technical assistance should be
permitted to advise and assist, including the undertaking
of studies and information dissemination, independent
groups and individuals who seek to represent broad interests
before governmental agencies; (7) each office or center
should possess adequate authority to obtain information
needed to carry out their functions; and (8) each office
or center should have adequate funding to assume these
responsibilities.

Section 3.3 of the chapter examines additional aspects of the administrative
process necessary to assure public participation by those who wish to represent
themselves. While the recommendations offered above are important in that they
remove barriers in the process to public participants, they are insufficient by
themselves to assure effective public participation. Since many of the decisions
with which the public may want to participate involve complex technologies,
adequate time and resources are essential for the public to effectively present
its case. A review of the literature indicates that these two components
(timeliness and.resources) are crucial for public interest involvement. The
following recommendations are offered to assure that timeliness and lack of
resources do not constitute insuperable barriers to public participation.
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COMMENDATION 14: The public should be permitted to become involved in the
planning decisions relating to energy decision making at
an early date. Applications for certificates of need and
site compatibility as well as designation should take place
at least two to five years earlier than at present. Noti
f~cation of the application should be undertaken as
recommended earlier (see recommendations 1-4). Ex parte
communication with agency decision makers should be pro
hibited. All documents filed should be a matter of public
record as recommended earlier (see recommendations 6 and 8).

RECOMMENDATION 15: The Minnesota Public Utilities Act should be amended to
prohibit rate increases until after the Public Service
Commission makes a decision.

RECOM}ffiNDATION 16: It should be the policy of the State of Minnesota to provide
financing to nonprofit citizen organizations and unincor
porated citizen groups in order to assure that the public can
participate in adjudicatory or ru1emaking proceedings. When
ever'possib1e,the legislature should provide funding through
application fees in adjudicatory cases. Otherwise, funding
should be provided via a direct. appropriation, either through
the center for intervention and rechnical assistance (see
recommendation 13) recommended above or through the agency
itself. The criteria for eligibility should be limited to
the technical quality and importance of the group's proposal
and the need for the funds. The amount of funding provided
to any individual or group should be flexible with the criteria
being the complexity of the issues, the number of groups to
be funded, and the amount of funds available.

RECO}lliENDATION 17: The Minnesota Administrative Procedures Act should be amended
to empower agencies to order "fee shifting" in cases of bad
faith, ~illful violation of an agency order, or other egre
gious conduct.

RECOMMENDATION 18: The Minnesota Administrative Procedures Act should be amended
to require the courts to provide legal fees to any plaintiff
who brings an action against an administrative agency com
pelling the agency to do its job or challenging the agency's
decision for being arbitrary and capricious, and wins, or
in the opinion of the presiding justice has a legitimate
issue, but still loses. Agencies should not be able to
collect fees under any circumstances from the plaintiff.

Emotions run high on the wisdom of facilitating broader public participation
in agency proceedings and in particular of subsidizing private individuals or
groups at the regulated interests or at the taxpayers expense. The primary
argument against broadening public participation is that of delay. Yet, as
section 3.3 notes, public participation is responsible for little, if any, delay

administrative decision making. Further, many commentators believe that
1n(~T~'A~'~~. effective public participation will reduce delay by raising

issues early, thereby avoiding prolonged court cases.
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16 Massel. M. "The Regulatory Process." 26 Law and Contemporary Problems 179,
at 181-2, 1961.

D.C.: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG-0202

Improving Regulatory Effectiveness in Federal/State
Nuclear Power Plant Licensing: A New England

•• government.regu1ation .bas been treated as an insulated,
technical activity of government. Much of the discussion
has been founded on the imp1ication--stronger because unstated-
that regulation is a legal function that can be protected from
the contamination of other government activities. This academic
assumption has been so imbedded that most of the debating gambits
have overlooked three significant features of the regulatory
process: first, it is inherently a political activity that is
a substantial element in modern 'economies; second, the regulatory
functions are too intertwined with~ host of other government
activities to be set as a class apart; and third, while procedural
problems are important, they are subsidiary to the objectives and
accomplishments of the regulatory functions.

Adequate consideration of the policy issues that are inherent in
the regulatory process will depend upon a continuing awareness
of our traditional anxiety about government regulation, an
anxiety that stems from our inability to make clear-cut decisions
about what functions we want government to undertake. Our ultimate
public policy goals are an interesting compound of social, economic,
political, and international aims. Many of these aims conflict with
each other. At least, they give such an appearance. For social
and political reasons, we want many independent private enterprises
because we believe that they will insure the effective working of

. the democratic process and equality of opportunity; at the same
time, we look to large corporate aggregations to satisfy certain
economic and military objectives. Many look to government for the
solutions to broad economic and social problems; but others are
restive about government interference. We want to assure everyone
of his day in court; yet. we are unhappy with the lengthy administra
tive hearings that this":objective entails.

Public participation in administrative agency decision making is, of course,
not an end in itself. Rather, it is a means of insuring that regulation does
in fact further the "public interest." Attacks on the process that the agencies
too often favor and accommodate the desires and ends of the regulated interests
are often voiced. If the response is to admit only the most well organ~zed and
financed groups to a position of influence (i.e •• the regulated interests), the

15 Office of State Programs.
Siting Actions, Vol. 8:

:" ..... : As an NRC study observed. "most of those observed believed that
these issues{n~clear power plant licensing] could and should be determined.
A decision one way or another would neither bring the nuclear industry to its
knees, nor wipe out intervenors. After all. what is under discussion is a
concordant procedure for dispute resolution--not a clandestine plan for
revolution. illS We need, as attorney Mark Massel suggested, to take a fresh
look at the regulatory process: 16
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ultimate decisions will reflect ~he values of only a subset of the society.
If the public interest is truly defined through process, then the public must
be able to effectively part~cipate in the process.

CHAPTER FOUR: ~ SELECTED ISSUES IN ELECTRICAL EHERGY POLICY

Chapter Four focuses on three aspects of electrical energy policy: (1)
power plant siting and the environment (section 4.1); (2) conservation of
electrical energy'(section 4.2); and (3) electric rates and the poor (section
4.3). As noted in the preface ~o this report, there were a number of
limitations placed upon this study. The effect of these limitations greatly
restricted th~scope of inquiry which this report could address. The purpose
of this study is to address process questions, i.e., is the process structured
so that technological and value factors pan be considered.

Section 4.1 focuses on the conflict between electric power and the environ
ment. The building of electrical energy facilities has and continues to generate
substantial conflict. The conflict centers on the competition between many
important social interests. Two interests that this report is concerned with
include (1) the need to provide an adequate, reliable supply of electricity'and
(2) the need to protect the public health and to prevent further environmental
degradation. The competition between these two interests is over the utiliza
tion of scarce resources: air, water, and land. Because disputes arise over
the competition for these resources (a competition that reflects differing
values), dispute resolution mechanisms in the form of decision making authorities
~re necessary. The two principal decision making authorities in Minnesota
which are charged with making decisions about energy facilities, are the
Minnesota Energy Agency (MEA) under the Energy Agency Act and the Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board (MEQB) under the Power Plant Siting Act (PPSA) and
the Environmental Policy Act (MEPA).

An analysis of these decision making authorities reveal that the conflicts
still exist. First, the inherent conflict of values in the legislative policies
existing prior to the establishment of the decision making authorities noted
above is not resolved by these authorities. Second, the decisions that arise
from the certificate of need process and the power plant siting process do
not result in a balanced decision of the competing interests. Rather, the
defacto policies inherent in the site-by-site decisions, made pursuant to these
laws, result in a random solution, ,if any, to the fundamental conflicts that
exist between economic, environmental, and social considerations.

Recognizing that the planning process for the need, size, type, and
location of electrical energy facilities rests almost completely with the
utility and that the primary concern of the utility is to maintain an adequate
and reliable supply of electricity, how are environmental values reflected in
the process? Because the planning process of the utilities is made in secret,
no one other than utility executives knows how environmental factors influence
a utility's choice for size, type, and location in its applications to the MEA
or MEQB. Environmental factors in the decision making processes of government
are reflected through the environmental review procedures established under
MEPA. These processes and procedures provide that the MEA make a decision
on size and type with an environmental report (ER) as the mechanism to provide
public health and environmental information for "plann,ing" the decision. In
addition, the location decision for a specific size and type of facility made
by the MEQB also utilizes an environmental report (ER) as the mechanism to
provide environmental information in "planning" its location decision •

..
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'An analysis of the process T~veals that size t type t and location decisions
aTe inseparable in anticipating ~he environmental and public health consequences
of the decisions. Using a .series of guidelines developed by the Rand Corporation
·for the California State Assembly on power plant siting t this report analyzed
the Minnesota4decision making mechanisms to determine if the present design for
decision making and division of agency authority adequately coordinated the
size t type, and location decision. The analysis revealed that (1) func.tions
which are naturally linked t such as sizet type, and location of power plants
and lines, were not grouped together; (2) the existing decision making process
failed to provide separate.'institutions for separate ro1es t such as balancing
size t type, and location with the environmental consequences of the decisions;
(3) the existing process failed to take into account the natural tendencies of
institutional behaVior, such as a bias toward one side or the other; (4) many
members of the public are upset with the results of the agencies decision
making; and (5) the MEA does not have the proper balance of responsibilities to
provide technical competence and impartiality in making its size and type
decision.

The following recommendation is offered to overcome the present design
flaw in agency decision making and the division of agency authoritYt which results
in an adequately coordinated size t type t and locat~,n decision.

RECOMMENDATION 19: Size t type and location decisions should be made together
in one agency. The Agency best suited to making this
decision is the MEQB. The MEA should continue to issue
a certificate of need based on factors that affect demand
without regard to the size(s) and type(s) of facilities
necessary to meet that demand.

Environmental factors are considered in an environmental review process
created by the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (MEPA). The purposes of MEPA
·are many and include an intention to alter the decision making processes of
administrative agencies in two ways. First t the environmental impact statement
(EIS) process is an information gathering procedure t an "environmental full
disclosure law"t to inform decision makers about how their policies affect the
quality of the air t water t and land before they make their decision. Second t
the EIS process is an action planning procedure t i.e. t it permits an agency to
make a rational choice from a set of alternatives with full information about
the environmental consequences of both the preferred choice and the alternatives.

A retrospective review of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
reveals that NEPA and the federal EIS procedure have improved coordination
and effectiveness in decision making. Since NEPA and MEPA are nearly identical
in terms of their policies t their disclosure requirements, the impact statement
criteria t and in many other wayst an analysis of MEPA procedures for the
environmental review of the size t type t and location decision was made. The
analysis was based on a comparison of state procedures with those factors which
were shown to improve coordination and effectiveness in decision making for
federal agencies. The analysis revealed that the existing environmental review
process for determining the environmental consequences for power plants and
lines. defeated the purpose and intent of MEPA in six ways. In particular t the
existing process fails to (1) consider all possible environmental effects at
each stage of the process where decision making affects the environment; (2)

1
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provide adequate staff ~o independently review tbe environmental impact of tbe
proposed action and its alternatives; (3) permit adequate consideration of other
agency mandates in tbe decision Baking process for determining the size, type,
and location of power plants. and lines; (4) provide timely consideration of the
environmental 'impact of the proposed action and its alternatives; (5) provide
reasonable public review of environmental information documents necessary to
~eet the purposes of MEPA; and (6) provide adequate consideration of alternatives
by excluding certain alternatives and by failing to provide equal treatment of
the few alternatives considered with the proposed action.

"

The tbree key problems .ssociated witb tbe environmental review process
established by the regulations promulgated pursuant to MEPA are the timing and
scope of the lIS procedure and tbe secrecy associated witb the planning process.
The problems that have arisen witb respect to lIS timing and scope can be traced
to a common conceptual difficulty on the part of agency personnel. What is in
volved is not merely "bad faith" or administrative lethargy on the part of the
agencies, but a deeply ingrained bureaucratic orientation to focus on goals, rather
than on process. Process refers to the methodology or procedures 9f decision
making. The secrecy problem is an inherent part of both utility and agency be
havior, which is compounded by an administrative process that is not presently

faesigned to foster openness, since it informs the public of a basically predeter
Ddned decision at the eleventh hour.

The EIS action planning mechanism created by MEPA is the procedure by which
environmental concerns are made a part of agency decision making. The effective
utilization of MEPA EIS procedures by the MEQB can make significant strides toward·
achieving a more efficient facility siting determination. It must be noted that
the EIS procedure is not the cause of duplication of laws and procedures. On the
~ontrary, the EIS procedure can serve to reduce unnecessary overlap of environ
mental review as well as help agencies to make intelligent decisions.

Since the purpose and intent of MEPA and its associated EIS procedure is to
prOVide an environmental full disclosure law and to improve agency decision making,
the following recommendations are offered to accomplish these ends.

RECOMMENDATION 20: The environmental review process should be revised to reflect
both the intent and spirit of the Minnesota Environmental
Policy Act (MEPA). This should be accomplished by under
taking the following: (1) an environmental impact statement
(EIS) should be-mandatory for any power plant or transmission
line which is subject to the jurisdiction of the Power Plant
Siting Act (PPSA); (2) power plants and transmission lines
should be considered together whenever possible; (3) the
environmental reports required to be prepared at the certi
ficate of need stage and the power plant siting and route
designation stage should be abolished; (4) the environmental
assessment worksheet required to be prepared at the power
plant siting and route designation stage should also be
abolished; (5) the public should be given 60 days to review
and comment on the draft EIS; (6) all environmental impact
statements (whether plants and lines or just lines should be
prepared by the MPCA; and (7) the Minnesota Environmental
Quality Board (MEQB) should receive additional funds to hire
staff necessary to make an independent evaluation of an EIS
prepared pursuant to MEPA.



RECOMMENDATION 21: The EIS process for power plants and transmission lines
.~ should be revised. FiTst. a "planning EI8" should be

prepare~ and finalized prior to the MEQB decision on
size, type, and location. The "planning EIS" should
review alternative sizes and types and study areas
identified in the MEQB inventory of study areas pro
gram. The "planning EIS" would evaluate other planning
activities including air quality, water quality, water
resources, land use, economic, and transportation
planning activities for the purpose of evaluating
alternative sizes and types and the demand that they
place in choosing a study area. All agencies which
are involved in air, water, land, ~conomic, and
transportation planning, should participate in the
preparation of the draft EIS and submit written
comments on the draft EIS. Upon completion of the
final EIS, the MEQB should choose a type(s) and size(s)
and a study area for the plant(s). Second, upon
completion of the "planning EIS" and the size, type,
and study area decision, the MEQB would identify two
or more sites within the study area for the location
of the p1ant(s). Once these sites have been identified
a "project EIS" would be undertaken to analyze in detail
the environmental consequences of the MEQB size, type,
and location decisions on the local environment. The
"project EIS" would be completed and finalized by the
MEQB prior to the issuance of any permit or construction
authorization.

RECOMMENDATION 22: A generic EIS should be prepared and updated at periodic
intervals on (1) the environmental and economic
consequences of alternative and conventional energy
technologies of different sizes; (2) the relationship
of these technologies to the end use energy requirements;
(3) the impact of these technologies on the goals and
plans of environmental protection in the long-run; (4)
the impact of energy demand projections upon the deple
tion of natural resources; and (5) the impact of altering
the tax structure, electric rates, rationing and retro
fitting more energy efficient products, in short conser
vation, as an alternative to building more power plants
and lines.

RECOMMENDATION 23: The timing of decision making processes should be signi
ficantly altered so that all interested parties to the
decisions 'can rely on a specific time table for making
the decision. The following time frames offer definite
limits on agency decisions, but within realistic time
periods:

(1) The certificate of need decision should remain at
six months;

(2) The draft planntng EIS should be finished within
one year;

".
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(5)

(3)

(4)

(8)

The final planning EIS should be completed within
90 days after completion of the draft planning EIS;
The size(s), type(s), and study area(s) decision
should be made within six months of the approval of
the final planning EIS;
The draft project EIS should be completed within
450 days of the size(s), type(s), and study area(s)
decision;

(6) The final project EIS should be completed within
90 days after completion of the draft project EIS;

(7) The final location(s) decision should be made
within six months of the approval of the final
project EIS; and,
Permits issued by a single agency should be issued
within one year of the date of application, but no
applications should be accepted until after the
completion and approval of the final project EIS and
after the location decision(s) have been made by the
MEQB.

RECOMMENDATION 24: Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 11~C (The Environmental Quality
Board Act) should be amended to clarify the Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board's responsibilities including
the responsibility to act as an advocate of environmental
values in all proceedings in which the Board is involved.

Section 4.2 focused on the conservation of electrical energy. The need
for increased energy conservation is based upon four principle arguments. First,
the "energy crisis" is "not a temporary interruption of supply but a more
fundamental change caused by our moving from an era of abu~~nt energy to an
era of scarce, expensive energy•••" (Emphasis not added). Second, while
not offered as a total s6lution to the energy problem, conservation can (1) slow
the growth rate of energy consumption; (2) stretch the remaining life of
fossil fuels; (3) reduce the environmental impacts of energy production and
use; (4) hold down the U.S. foreign trade deficit; and (5) help to keep the
price of energy within peoples'reach. Third, energy conservation is "a strategy
[that] is not in competition with the present energy industries nor with the
present efforts to increase the supply capacities of these industries. Rather
it is a common-sense effort that offers substantial promise for helping to meet
anticipated demand requirements, and for minimizing the economic and social
costs resulting from unexpected supply prob1ems."18 Finally, the amount of
energy that can be conserved without interfering with lifestyles is considerable.

There are many problems in the U.S. in attempting to achieve significant
energy conservation. Energy consumption is dependent on (1) the energy efficiency
of existing products and equipment that use energy, and (2) the way consumers
operate or use the existing stock of products (traditional use patterns),
altering energy consumption patterns requires changing one or both of these

American Institute of Architects, Energy and the Built Environment: A Gap
in Current Strategies, Washington, D.C., 1974 •.

p. 8.
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~actors. Energy consuming products can be modified in two ways. In the short
term these products can be made aore, efficient through Tetrofit. In the long
TUn these products can be replaced with more energy efficient products. In
both instances efficient energy products or retrofit devices must be available
in sufficient-quantities and consumers must choose these products over lesS
efficient ones before energy consumption can be reduced. Altering traditional
energy use patterns involves the way individuals. businesses. and others
carry out their daily activities. These types of changes are difficult because
of the sheer number. of con~umers that need to be affected and because the
change in daily activities.'may. from a consumer viewpoint. be in a less con
venient fashion. The change in consumer behavior required is compounded because
"the growing demand for energy as a matter of ~ither public policy or private
practice runs contrary to the trend of the last several decades."19

There are a number of policy options available to encourage the conservation
of electricity. First. policies ~an be designed to elicit voluntary responses
from consumers by creating an awareness of the benefits of energy conservation.
both in terms of dollar and energy savings. ,$pecific policies would center
around consumer education. applicance labeling, and providing financial incentive
.for the development and use of energy saving devices. Second, policies can
be designed which indirectly affect the market. Th·".s involves either raising
the effective price of energy and/or lowering the real cost of implementing
energy conservation measures. such as more energy efficient products. For
example, specific programs. which provide financial incentives to conserve
energy, include tax credits, grants, low interest loans or loan guarantees to
businesses or individuals, and other tax relief for users who install more
efficient equipment or manufacturers who make such equipment can be enacted.
¥inancial disincentives can also be enacted through the taxing power by providing
taxes on the energy, taxes on the energy user (such as a sales tax). or taxes
on those who use disproportionate quantities of energy (i.e., taxes based on
the estimated average annual electricity use of the equipment. elimination of
~romotional rebates to builders and users). Third, policies can be designed
which directly affect the market, i.e., involves governmental regulation or
restriction of energy use for energy-using products. These are basically
proscriptive policies which include changes in the building code; bans on the
manufacture, sale, or installation of certain types of equipment; restrictions
on wattages or minimum efficiency of electrical equipment or appliances;
restrictions on new building permits; and explicit rationing of electricity
and other forms of energy. Finally. policies can be designed which change
the user cost of electricity. either through taxes as noted above or through
changes in the overall price mechanism, i.e •• changing the rate schedule.

, The question that Chapter Four, section (4.2) addresses is whether the
process permits the cons1deration of these conservation policy options. A
review of the statutes re1attng to conservation (~ee Chapter Two. section 2.2A)
shows the following (1) energy conservation is th~ policy of the State of Minnesota,
(~) the primary function of the MEA is to promote and el~cit voluntary energy
conservation functions from consumers and to enforce specific, statutory energy
conservation measures; and (3) the PSC.must. under the National Energy Act of 1978,
in particular sections 111 and 113 of the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act,

19 Hammond. A. L•• et al •• Energy and the Future, Washington, D.C.: AAAS, 1973.
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bId hearings to determine the appropriateness of implementing energy conser
ation measures Which ~y affect the Tate schedules.

The present conservation policies do not generally address direct or
indirect ~rket approaches, to energy conservation. These approaches include
little in the way of a taxing policy, a tax relief policy or tax credits,
loans, etc. for electric energy conservation. They do not restrict th~ use
of energy inefficient equipment or provide specific authority for the agencies
·to restrict 8uch equipmen~ (require retrofitting or minimum efficiency rating
other than for air conditioning and lighting),nor do they address the rationing
6£ electrical energy. Sin6e many of these issues were addressed in the Final
Report of the House Select Committee on Energy and the MEQC Energy Policy Task
Force Report, this report recommends that the Legislature pay close attention
to the recommendations of those reports.

Section 4.3 focuses on electric rates and the poor. It is generally
recognized that the more money people have, the more energy they use. However,
studies show that the poor spend a greater percentage of their income on energy
than the middle or upper income people. The ~ord Foundation report A Time to
Choose found that "the poor spend almost 15 percent of their household income
on energy while the high consumption of fuel by the rich typically accounts for
only 4 percent of their incomes. Any major price increases will thus cause
hardship to poor families, since their energy use levels do not include a
margin of extra amenities easily done without.,,20

It has been recommended both nationally and in Minnesota that the effects
~f increasing energy costs not unduly burden the poor and others on fixed
incomes. Haz'el Rollins, Acting Deputy Administrator of the Economic Regulatory
Administration of the Department of Energy, noted that "no geographic, ethnic,
or income group should have to bear an unfair share of the total burden, and
none should reap undue benefits from our energy problems. It is particularly
important that we protect the ~lder1y, the poor, and those on fixed income
from disproportionately adverse effects on their incomes."21 In addition, the
MEA has offered as one of their energy policy recommendations that "appropriate
legislation to provide assistance for consumers most impacted by higher
electricity costs" be undertaken. 22

One proposal that has been offered to alleviate the impact of rising electric
rates on the poor, the elderly, and others on fixed incomes is the establishment
of "lifeline" rates as a component.. of the rate structure. While there is no
rigid definition of lifeline, the purpose is to structure the rates in such a
way that residential users pay a reduced price for relatively small quantities
of electricity (for example, the first 300 to 500 kilowatt hours used per month)
necessary for essential needs. The underlying premise behind the lifeline
concept is to reduce the price of electricity to residential users who consume
small quantities.

Policy and Conservation Report, Minnesota Energy Agency, 1978, p. 5.

Rollins, H., "Energy and the Consumer," Energy PoHcy Options for Illinois,
Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Illinois Energy Conference, September 28-30,
1977, Chicago Circle Campus, University of Illinois, p. 198.

20
Energy Policy Project, A Time to Choose:

Report of the Energy Policy Project of
Mass.: Ballinger, 1974, p. 334.

America's Energy Future, Final
the Ford Foundation, Cambridge,



Lifeline rates offer three apparent advantages. "First, they provide rate
relief to residential users Who use only small amounts of electricity. These
users are thought to be the' poor, the elderly and others on fixed incomes.
Second, lifeline rates promote conservation by providing an economic incentive
to hold down consumption. Finally, rates are easy to understand, can be placed
in effect without much delay, and are politically and administratively
advantagous to the government because they require no new tax revenues·to
administer "the program". As a result of these multiple advantages, the lifeline
rate concept has taken different forms in the several states which have implemented
them. In California, for example, lifeline rates have generated strong support
as a method of slowing down growth in electricity consumption.

Since there exists a general policy within Minnesota to help the poor
(M.S., Chapter 261), the rising costs of electric rates should not unduly burden
the poor, the elderly, and others on fixed incomes. Because the data shows
that people are reluctant to use stamps, whether food or energy stamps, and
because energy stamps do not encourage conservation, a program that provides
relief for the poor as well as encourages that conservation should be adopted.

RECOMMENDATION 25: It should be the policy of Minnesota to protect the poor,
the elderly, and others on fixe~ incomes from the rising
cost of electrical energy. Therefore, the Public Service
Commission should begin hearings to enact a "lifeline"
rate which benefits the poor and encourages conservation.
The lifeline rate structure should reflect all factors
which affect the essential uses of electricity.

Table E.S.-2 summarizes how the recommendation in this report alter the
present process of regulating electrical utilities.

CHAPTER FIVE: EMINENT DOMAIN AND POWER PLANT AND LINE SITING

It is apparent that there is a crisis attitude today with regard to energy
problems. This is indicated by (1) the proliferation of new agen~ies; (2) the
enactment of new laws which regulate energy use and development., and (3) by the
proposal for new procedures, such as the Energy Mobilization Board (EMB). The EME,
for example, would not only develop priorities for energy proj~cts and goals, but
would limit the time that federal state, and local governments can make decisions

. (a process that CQuld ~e8ult_in de fac~9 ~enial of due~roc~ss and substantive
consideration of the proposed project). The decisions that result from this crisis
attitude can seriously affect land use.' Stu'dies' on the future of land use in the Unj
States report that our intensive use of land is expected to nearly double by the
year 2000. The equivalent of every public and private facility including
schools, hospitals, shopping centers, power plants, pipelines, homes and high
ways will be duplicated to accommodate projected population increases in the
next twenty to thirty years. Accompanying this type of resource use pressure
will be hotly contested debates over governmental powers to regulate land use
and the taking of land for public purposes. Recently, extensive debates have
occurred in Minnesota over regulation and the taking of land (particularly
agricultural land) for power plants, power lines, pipelines, streets and high
ways, the "domed stadium", preserving "wild and scenic" rivers, protecting the
BWCA and many more. These debates, which have occurred in the courts, the
legislature, before government agencies, and in many other public forums, will
increase in the future.

J
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TABLE E.S.-2

Ii

THE .:LECTIlICAL UTILITT REGULATORY PROCESS -- RECOMM1OOl!D PROCESS

ELECTRICAL UTll.ITIES MINNESOTA ENERGY AGENCY ENVIRONHENTAL QUALITT BOARD PERHITING AGENCIES PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

RESPONSI'ILITIESI HAKES PRELIMINARY MAKES TIMING AND QUANTITT IHAItES SIZK. nPE. AND LOCAT- ~SSO!S '!llM1TS POI '. ~ftS UTI '!qUESTS;
DECISIONS ESTIMATE OF NEED; DECISIONS (MIl CAPACITT ION DECISION; PLANTS AND ~NSTRUCTIOM AND US! ~ETlIQIINES SERVICK AREAS

PLANS RATE REQUEST; NEEDED) LINES ARE TOGETtIER; SIZE(S)
PARTICIPATES IN TilE AND TTPE(S) DECISIONS HADE
PROCESS AnEll PLANNING EIS; LOCATIOIf

DECISION MADE AnER PROJECT
EIS

TIME ALLOWED PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE 6 MONTHS DRAn PLANNING EIS: 1 YEAIl PlIQIITS IT A SIICL! RATlS: 1 YEAIl
FOR DECISION DETERMINED IN I-J FINAL PLANNING £IS: + 90 OATS ~GENCY: 1 TEAR

YEARS SIZE(S) AND TYPE(S): 6 MONTHS £rCA: 185-205 DATS
DRAn PROJECT EIS: 450 DAYS
FINAL PROJECT EIS: +90 DAYS :
LOCATION DECISION: 6 MONTHS

ENVIRONMENTAL NONE REQUIRED NONE REQUIRED EIS FOR PLANNING PURPOSES - HORE REQUIRED ~ONE REQUIRED
REVn:w RESULTS IN SIZE(S). TYPE(S)

AND STUDY AREA(S) DEr~,)ION;

EIS FOR PROJECT - R~SULTS

IN LOCATION DECISION

~rGIfT ... (It" rUBI. U;
TO PARTICIPATE:
I. AI.LOWED 1. NO 1. YES l. YES 1. YES 1. YES
2. FUNDtD 2. NO 2. YES 2. YES 2. YES 2. YES
J. PUBI.IC ADVOCATE J. NO J. YES J. YES J. YES J. YES
4. OTIIER 4. NO 4. CITIZEN ADVISOR 4. SAME ~. CITIZEN ADVISOl ~. CITIZEN ADnSOl
COHHENTS: TIHE REDUCED BJ 4-6 H1\KES TIMING AND QUANTITY EXPANDS DECISIONS TO INCLUDE PERMITS ARE ISSUED ESTABLISHES LIFELINE

YEARS BY ACTIVELY DECISION ONLY - SIZE AND SIZE(S) AND TYPE(S); ELIMIN- ~FTEll PROJECT EIS IS RATES; EXPANDS PUBLIC
TRANSFERRING PLANNING TYI'E DECISION TRANSFERRED ATES ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTS ~OHPLETED; EXPANDS PARTICIPATION
ACTIVITIES TO HEA AND TO HEQB; NO ENVIRONMENTAL AND EAY - SUBSTITUTES TWO ~UBLIC PARTICIPATIOIf
MEQB REVIEW; EXPANDS PUBLIC EIS PROCESSES - ONE FOR "ECHANISHS; SPECIFIE~

PARTICIPATION HECIIANISHS PLANNING AND ONE FOR PROJECTS ~IHES FOR DECISION
PLANTS AND LINES ARE TOGETJIER
SPECIFIES TIMES FOR DECISIONS
EXPANDS PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
MECIIANISHS

t!
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1 The desireability of local control over land use decision is under serious
question. Each local community,being concerned with its own protection, has
tended to zone its land to· avoid becoming a dump for undesirable uses. This
has resulted in urban sprawl, exclusionary zoning, and unplanned development.
Regional problems such as pollution, inadequate housing, and improper manage
ment of the environment have been attacked haphazardly and often in deference
to wholly local interests. This has resulted in purely local welfare becoming
the dominant concern. In addition, local governments, which are dependent upon
property taxes for support" find it difficult to resist the desires of developers
even though important social and aesthetic interests are sacrificed. One
commentator has suggested that the problem is due not so much that the land use
decision making is local, but "the flaw is that the criteria for decision making
are exclusively local, even when the interests are far more comprehensive."23

Recently, the Minnesota Legislature has enacted new laws to overcome the
procedures of local concerns by enacting state land use control authorities.
Some of these include the Flood Plain Management Act, Regulation of Shoreland
Development, the Critical Areas Act, the Minnesota Wild and Scenic Rivers Act,
and the Power Plant Siting Act. In each instance the state either regulates the
use of the land through its police power or permits the "taking" of the land to
meet a "public use" through the power of eminent domain. This chapter focuses
on the taking of land under the power of eminent domain by addressing the contro
versy about the condemnation or eminent domain process used to take land.

What powers and what limitations on the use of power does the state have in
affecting the use of land? No matter what level of government seeks to control

'. land use by direct or indirect means, the control must be based on one or more
~ of the following powers; commerce power, power to tax and spend, power over

federal property, police power (including control of public nuisances), and
eminent domain.

The two most important powers from the perspective state control are the
police power and the power of eminent domain. Indeed, much of the litigation
over real property that takes place is a result of the choice of power (police
or eminent domain) that the state exercised in a given instance. The issue in
these cases is whether a "taking" has occurred which requires compensation by
the state or others delegated the power of eminent domain.

Eminent domain, like the police power, is inherent in the sovereignty
of the state and requires no constitutional recognition. The U.S. Supreme
Court has ruled that lithe right of eminent domain, that is, the right to take
private property for public uses, appertains to every independant government. 4
It requires no constitutional recognition; it is an attribute of sovereignty."2

23 Babcock, R~, The Zoning Game, 1966, p. 153.

24 Boom Co. v. Paterson, 98 U.S. 403, at 406 (1873).
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titutional provisions concerning eminent domain limit the power of govern
to exercise the right, but do not create the power. Even ao, the court

ruled that the fifth amendment implies the grant of the power of eminent
in to lovernment.

Does the taking of private property for siting power plants and high
itage transmission lines (BVTL) constitute a public use? The recognition

that power plants and lines serve a public use is obviously connected with
be inherent value of electricity itself. Since electricity possesses an
~herent capacity to serve domestic uses, it. has and continues to be considered
public use unless produced primarily to private rather than public use.

ince power plants and lines are the sole means of providing electricity to
onsumers, they have generally been considered a public use. A number of
ases have addressed various aspects of the public use issue as it relates to

plants and lines. The cases have determined that (1) each member of
public need not be actually benefitted by the construction of a plant or

for it to serve a public use, provided that each member of the public
shares an equal right with all others to use the electricity; (2) the fact

one patron will be served by the facility does not destroy its public
nature; (3) the transmission of electricity by a w~9lesaler for ultimate
distribution constitutes a public use; (4) electric'1ty supplied to insure the
reliability of a power system, even though it might not supply any customers
,(within a state) directly, atill constitutes a public use; (5) public use exists
where evidence that reserve emergency power supplies would be increased by
the proposed facility, that the existing electrical distribution system would
be stabilized, or that options existed that could provide electric power to a
substantial number of residences; (6) property may be condemned prior to the
granting of certificate of necessity by state agencies; (7) land may be condemned
even though-other property may be more suitable; and (8) utilities may enter
private property to conduct tests prior to the initiation of condemnation
proceedings. In sum, the taking of private property to site power plants and
lines appears to constitute a legitimate public use.

The issue of whether power plants and lines constitute a legitimate public
use was settled in a 1979 Minnesota Supreme Court Case. It had been argued that
the Minnesota Energy Agency Act (M.S., Chapter 116H) removed the question of
need from the eminent domain proceedings of M.S., Chapter 117. "By this Act, the
legislature has removed from the condemnation court the power to decide whether
the subject facility is needed and has transferred that power to a state
administrative agency.,,25

124 Minnesota has extended the power of eminent domain to more than state
agencies and political subdivisions. The power has been extended to railroads,
mining companies, public utilities and others. As a result, eminent domain is
a widely used power affecting land use and the rights and values of large
numbers of people. In addition, the eminent domain procedures differ substantially
from procedures for other types of civil conflicts.

Chapter One of this report noted that a significant number of new power
and their associated transmission lines may be built in the next 20 to

years. While the ultimate amount of electrical power capacity that can be
is a function of many technological, environmental, and economic factors;
elements and social acceptance will playa major role. As noted by many

.. if" .,J., An examinat on 0 the Effect of the Energy, Agencv Act the Power
Plant Siting Act, the Environmental Policies Act ana toe Ebv1robmenta~ K1ghts
Act on Minnesota Condemnation Law," Eminent Domain, Nov. 2 and 3, 1979 (unpub.).
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individuals in government. utilities and the community, the growth in electrical
power will be closely linked with questions of social equity and the perception
of justice that exists in the processes for siting, condemming, and paying for
electric power plants and lines. This section examined three aspects of
the condemnation issue (1) due process; (2) social equity in condemnation
proceedings; and (3) negotiating the taking. "A thread that runs through all
the decisions dealing with the issue of due process and the necessity of some
kind of hearing is a tendency towards balancing of private interests in
procedural safeguards agai~st governm~nt expense and burden of providing those
safeguards."26 The listing of the required constitutional elements for a
fair hearing provides a basis for comparison of the state eminent domain
procedure. Since, Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 117 requires a hearing in the
condemnation process both on the "commissioner" level and upon appeal at district
court, an analysis of the need for a hearing in condemnation proceedings seems
moot.

The emi~ent domain process provided for in Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 117
fails to meet the due process requirements as delineated in Goldberg v. Kelly
in several respects. (1) the notice of the petition for condemnation fails to
provide an explanation of the reasons for the takin~; (2) there is no legal
requirement that the damages awarded by the tribunal of commissioner be based
upon the evidence adduced at the hearing; and (3) there is no requirement that
the commissioners explain how they arrived at their decision in the report that
they file with the district court. The following recommendations are offered to
overcome the due process inadequacies in the present statute.

RECOMMENDATION 26: A copy of the petition submitted to district·court·
under Minnesota Statutes 1117.055 should be included
with the notice of the time and place of the hearing
served upon the owner and occupant of the land.

RECOMMENDATION 27: Minnesota Statutes §ll7.086 relating to non-contiguous
tracts of land should be applicable at the commissioner
level, as well as on appeal.

RECOMMENDATION 28: Minnesota Statutes §117.085 should be amended to require
that the damages awarded by the commissioners be based
upon evidence submitted at the hearings, and the viewing,
and that the chairman of the commission be required to ex
plain in writing how the commission arrived at its decision
for awarding damages in the report that it submits to the
district court.

The purpose of the condemnation procedure is to provide the "just compen
sation" mandated by the fifth amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Just
compensation requires that the party whose property was taken must be placed
in as good a financial position by a condemnation award as the party would
have occupied had the property not been taken. In others words, a party whose
land was taken must be awarded a full and perfect equivalent in money. This

26
Comment, "Land Use and Due Process - An Examination of Current Federal and

State Procedures," 9 St. Mary's Law J. 846, at 849 (1978).
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of the V.S. Supreme Court's early opinions. In 1943 in United
• Miller, the V.S. Supreme Court created the "willing buyer~illing

" or "fair market val:ue" theory ~or determining just compensation.
t value is what a "wining buyer will sell to a willing seller." Just

~tisation, .therefore, was determined a theoretical market value, i.e., a
ethat a not overeager buyer pays in a hypothetical market. Market value,
he court said, was "a guess ~y informed persons."

The Supreme Court dec~sions, which have affected the evaluation concepts
every state, fail to recognize, monetarily, that the property owner in a
demnation proceeding is a unwilling seller. Consequently, the courts have
ored an owner's unwillingness to sell and the special benefits that accrue
the condemner. In addition, in the absence of state law to the contrary,

ecourts ignore the loss of profits, business interruption, and appraiser,
torney, and other costs incurred in the condemnation process. "This
enviable position of unwillingness is recognized in English and Canadian law,
ere at least some balm is given to an innocent victim of that process,

uphemistically called 'bulldozing for progress.' "27

A sense of justice would demand that, since one is dealing with an unwiiling
seller, the condemnation process minimize the burden in the process upon the
land owner and insure that his interest is represented. Four aspects of the
condemnation process, which have defects in light·of the unwilling seller
concept,include (1) the commissioner process; (2) placing the burden of proof;
(3) paying the damage award; and (4) payment of costs incurred in the process.
The following recommendations are offered to overcome defects in these areas.

RECOMMENDATION 29: The commissioner system provided in eminent domain proceedings
under Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 117 should be retained.

RECOMMENDATION 30: The mechanism for choosing commissioners should be altered so
that insofar as practical and desirable, the commissioners
shall consist of (1) a real estate broker or other person
familiar with current real estate market values; (2) a
qualified real estate appraiser; and (3) an attorney
knowledgeable in eminent domain or real estate law.

RECOMMENDATION 31: The burden of proof in condemnation proceedings should
be abandoned at all stages in the eminent domain process
including appeals. On appeal, the owner should still be
given the right to open and close at trial.

RECOMMENDATION 32: Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 117 and Minnesota Statutes §116C.63
should be amended to provide a uniform and consistent approach
to the payment of damage awards. The petitioner should first
attempt to directly pay the owner all unincumbered, uncontested
damage awards before depositing the award with the clerk of
court. The clerk of district court should deposit all awards

27 Searles, S., "Eminent Domain: A Kaleidoscope View," ,1 Real Estate Law J. 226,
at 238 (1972-3) •

..'.
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in an interest bearing account until paid. Any owner
should be able to elect to receive his sward in equal
installments up to ten years with all unpaid installments
accruing'interest. All awards held by the district court
shall be payable upon demand, and 1f encumbered or contested
upon the removal of such encumbrance or the conclusion of
such contesting to the owner upon written request. This
provision should be made retroactive to all awards held by
the district court.

",

RECOMMENDATION 33: The petitioner in the eminent domain process should be
required to pay all reasonable appraisal and expert witness
costs incurred on the part of the owner at any stage of the
process including appeals. In addition, the petitioner
should pay all reasonable legal costs including attorney
fees if the owner, upon appeal, receives an increase in his
award by $1,000.00 or 10 percent, whichever is less.

It is common practice for a utility to negotiate a settlement of the
compensation award, prior to the initiation of condemnation proceedings. How
ever, there is no statutory obligation that the utilities conduct negotiations.
The Uniform Eminent Domain Code recommends that a condemner make diligent efforts
to acquire property by negotiation before instituting eminent domain proceedings.
The proposed code recommends (1) that the condemner have the property appraised
and inform the owner of the appraisal and permit the owner to accompany the
appraiser during the inspection; (2) that the condemner must offer the owner an
amount at least equal to the condemner's appraisal of just compensation for
the property; and (3) that the condemner may institute condemnation proceedings
without negotiating if the owner refuses to negotiate or under other circum
stances. It is axiomatic to fair negotiating not to harrass or coerce the owner
to compel agreement on the damage award. During the construction of the UPA/CPA
line in west-central Minnesota, many farmers have complained that harrassment
occurred and fraudulent statements were made by representatives of the coopera
tives. According to a former agent who worked for the cooperatives, such practices
were common. The following recommendations are offered to provide for better
negotiating practices.

RECOMMENDATION 34: During negotiating for property subject to eminent domain
proceedings, the following practices should be statutorily
mandated (1) the condemner have the property appraised
and inform the owner of the appraisal and permit the owner
to accompany the appraiser during the inspection; (2) the
condemner must offer an amount at least equal to the
condemner's appraisal of just compensation for the property;

,and (3) the condemner may institute condemnation proceedings
without negotiating if the owner refuses to negotiate, cannot
be found, is legally incompetent, or similar reasons.
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~~~~~~__ A fraud statute should be enacted which prohibits harrass
ment or the use of fraudulent statements to secure title to
land subject to condemnation proceedings•. If a condemner
uses these practices·, a penalty should be imposed of an
additional SO percent of the just compensation added to
the award.

~~~~~~~__ The pet~tioner in a condemnation proceeding should be
required to provide a "handbook" to the owner and tenant
of the proper which explains his rights in condemnation
proceedings, how the process works, and how to participate
in the process. This handbook should be provided during
the first meeting or notice to the owner and tenant of an
interest to acquire any land, which could be subject to a
condemnation proceeding.

The use of land in Minnesota is rapidly becoming politicized, just as
enler~:y, food, water, and minerals has in the last 100 years. Fifty years ago,

was thought of as a commodity to be used by the owner as he pleased without
regard to neighboring or community interests. Today, land is no longer cheap
and its supply has not increased either with Minnesota's population or the de
mands of that population. As a result, the existing land is used much more
interdependent and land is now regarded more as a resource than a commodity •

It is axiomatic that the development and use of energy resources, whether on
public or private land, generates conflict with other land uses. Often energy
facilities are located on lands valuable for agricultural, forestry, grazing,
br recreational uses. Therefore, one of the more important issues in the siting
question is the compatibility of energy facilities with other land uses. In
addition, the increases distances between the energy facility and the end uses
of that energy demand ever increasing amounts of land for transmission corridors.
Consequently, some attempt to resolving these land use conflicts or at least
balancing the competing interests for the land must be made.

RECOMMENDATION 37: Utility companies building high voltage transmission lines
must attempt negotiations with the owner on the exact place
ment of the towers within the route designated by the MEQB.

RECOMMENDATION 38: In siting high voltage transmtssion lines, the utility should
follow property lines or section lines whenever practical
within the route designated by the MEQB unless an alternative
is negotiated with the owner. If negotiations do not result
in a settlement, the commissioners should decide the exact
placement of the towers.

RECOMMENDATION 39: The Minnesota Environmental Quality Board should amend its
exclusion and avoidance area regulations to include prime
agricultural land as an exemption.

Since the MEA and MEQB certificate of need and power plant
.........-"'-=:.:.:.;;:.=-=;;.;.-.~"'-

siting decisions determine the necessity for the condemnation
petition, the MEA certificate of need and MEQB power plant
siting process should be completed'before the eminent domain
actions are commenced.
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AUTHOR'S NOTE

The purpose of this note is to respond to some of the criticisms on the draft

report: Regulating Electrical Utilities in Minnesota: The Reform of Legal Institu-

tions. Many of the comments have resulted in changes in the Final Report. However,

in reviewing the comments offered on the draft report, it became clear that some re-

viewers did not understand the nature of the study or why I chose to emphasize public

participation in the study. As a result, this note is designed to clarify some of

the more important points about the study.

This study was conceived, right from the beginning, as being a process study.

The study concerns itself with how decisions are made by the principal energy agencie

in Minnesota. This type of study falls into the areas of public administration and

law. It is NOT an anthropological study, which is why I did not analyze how public

participation in agency decisions affects group behavior and attitudes. I also did

not attempt to analyze a litany of events in which the process was used. There were a

number of reasons for this. First, the process itself has not been used that exten-

sively. Second, much litigation was in progress during the time this study was beinE

conducted. It becomes difficult to analyze case events that are not complete. Thire

analyzing case studies as a way of examining process provides little useful informa-

tion on the logic of the process itself. Each party to the process has a desire to

have the outcome or decision arrived at to be in his favor. As a result, those who

lose would argue that the process is faulty and those who win would argue that the

process is fair and equitable. This is hardly useful data to analyze the logic of

the process by which decisions are made.

How does one analyze a process, then, to determine its fairness and equitabilit:

There is no universal research technique to determine the answer to this question •.

What I attempted to do was identify.the values or policies that the legislature piaci

upon the decision maker and then examine the decision making structure and procedurel
I

to determine if the process as a Whole provided for a fair and equita~le balance of

1
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g or contradictory values. As I noted in the 'Pref~ce (pages xiii-xiv), there were

of specific values or policies that the legislature demanded be considered

In examining the process, I did not use any additional policies or

in making my assessments of the processes, nor did I attempt to analyze the

sses from alternative political structures.

There also appears to be some confusion as to the purpose of the survey that

onducted during the course of the study. First, the study is not based on the

that survey, and the survey was never intended at any

study. The Subcommittee on Science and Technology of

he)Legislative Coordinating Commission, which is now the independent Joint Legisla-

tive Committee on Science and Technology, requested that I interview those parties

(agencies, utilities, citizen groups, and others) who were interested in electrical

energy policy. The purpose of the interviews was to determine if a consensus existed

on the nature of the problems with the electrical energy decision making process

and their solutions and to provide me with information that I could use to carry out

the study. Since it was impossible to interview the large numbers of individuals and

na-

organizations interested in the topic, a survey was designed and approved by the keyaing

lird legislators responsible for determining the specific direction of the study. Nearly

600 questionnaires were sent out and only 34 were returned. Because of the limited

to response to the survey, it was not possible to determine if a consensus on the prob-

ho lems or solutions existed. The survey was a corollary function and was not

e

f

of

Conceived to be either my principal function or the basis of research for the study.

One major area of contention by the utilities and a couple of other reviewers

emphasis on' public participation in agency decision making. Basically, they

that one should rely on the legislative or judicial branches of government

substitute for public participation in agency decision making. I did not rely

legislative or judicial branches of government as a substitute for public par-

for three reasons. First, there is a long-standing tradition of public
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""participation in government decision making~ Second, the constitution and existing

law mandate effective public participation in agency decision making. Finally, the

judicial branch rarely, if ever, evaluates the substantive basis of government

decisions.

The tradition of the public participating in government decision making is not

new. From colonial days through the civil way most decisions about health, safety,

land use, etc. were made at the local level in town hall style meetings where parti-

cipation of the public was the status quo with decisions often made by those citizens

present. Since the civil war and particularly after the creation of the ICC in the

late nineteenth century, increased centralization in ~ecision making took place.
-".

This centralization was often manifested in the creation of new agencies whose powerl

were derived from the legislative branch through delegation. Today, such agencies

.'
cover nearly anything. The legislative branch, which delegated the power to the

agencies, rarely engages in oversight activities. Agency budgets, programs, regu1a-

tions, contested case decisions are rarely scrutinized from an efficiency or efficac
,-

viewpoint. Without such oversight, the unelected, generally unaffected, and mostly

unaccountable decision makers engage in authoritarian activities that border on beir.

undemocratic in a philosophical sense. Administrative agencies are rarely hemmed ir

by legislative actions. In fact, mandates are often so broad that it is impossible

for them to determine what decisions are in the public interest (primarily due to

conflicts in mandates--for example, old AEC promotes and regulates nuclear power).

It is important to recognize an important point about the American system of

government. The American system of government is not a pure democracy, nor is it a

pure republic. As may be seen by examining Chapter Two (particularly Section 2.6),

the American system of government is a mixture of both a republic and a democracy.

The democracy is provided not merely in the election of representatives, but also

in the rights and opportunities to effectively participate in decisions themselves.

This is true for two basic reasons. First, 8ince the post civil war era, the
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$tive branch of government has delegated its resPQnsibil1ty for making law in

reas to the executive branch. and not to the governor either. but to unelected.

ted commissioners. directors. and department heads. Second, the United States

e Court has interpreted the fifth and fourteenth amendments to the V-.S. Consti-

n to require that decisions made by department heads. commissioners. and directors

for "due process" of law. The interpretations of due process and legislatively

process requirements and procedures both mandate effective public participa-

in agency decision making.

In Minnesota. the legislature has empowered the director of the MEA. the board

the MEQB. the commissioners of the PSC. and the department heads of various agencies

make law (through rule promulgation). to interpret law (through contested case

¢~ivities). and generally to make decisions about energy policy. Such decisions

determination of the need for new energy facilities. which includes the

and timing of the facilities; the location of these facilities, the permit~

necessary to operate these facilities; the rate structure necessary to pay for these

acilities; as well as many other decisions. The legislature does not make these

ecisions. nor does the governor. Unelected officials make these decisions. The legis-

basic process for making these decisionsi i.e •• the enabling legisla-

not make the decisions themselves •

In addition to enacting the enabling legislation, the Minnesota Legislature also

~nacted procedural or process laws which govern the decision making pro~ess of the
1

)gencies. The most important of these include the Administrative P~ocedures Act, the
J
j

~innesota Environmental Rights Act, and the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act. The

'h:-UH of these procedural or process laws is to spell out the specifics of the due
~.

~Ocess requirements mandated by the fifth and fourteenth amendments to the U.S. Con-

As reviewed in Chapter Two, Section 2.6, these laws and the enabling

the energy statutes mandate effective public-participation in energy.
Y decision making. Consequently. it is no longer reasonable to rely on just the
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electoral process for resolving the conflict or balancing the values inherent in

energy policy decisions.

'~Judicial processes, contrary to popular belief, rarely probe legislative intent

or rule on substantive evaluations of agencies' decisions. The check that the judi-

ciaty imposes on regulatory agencies has two components. First, that the agency has

not acted by either whim or impulse, but has followed "due process" (Monk & Excelsior

Inc. v. Minn. State Board of Health, 225 N.W.2d 821 (1975». Consequently, the

courts (primarily because of the fifth and fourteenth amendments to the U.S. Consti-

tution) examine agencies' .actions procedurally.- The second component is the judicial

evaluation of the agency substantively. The courts have ruled that where the evidence

on the record in a hearing permits more than one inference to be drawn, regardless if

the' evidence is conflicting or undisputed, the findings of the agency will be upheld

by'~the court (City of Minneapolis v. Richardson 239 N.W.2d 197 (1976». Unless there

is manifest injustice the court will refrain from substituting its judgement concern-

ing inferences to be drawn from evidence for the judgement of the agency (even if the

courts would reach different results if it were the agency Ekstedt v. Village of New

Hope, 193 N.W.2d 821 (1972». In short, the judicial branch is not an effective check

on substantive determinations of the agencies.

It is recognizable to almost everyone that there are basic divisions in our socie

regarding energy. These divisions involve disagreement about the type of future peopli

want, about the type of society we wish to create, about the ability of our society

to attain the different visions, and about the risks, benefits, and costs from obtain-

ing and using energy. There are 'numerous subjects over which the conflict wages.

Questions are often posed about the morality of nuclear power, the continued legit i-

macy of perpetual economic growth, the distribution of wealth, the balance between

human wants and environmental degradation, the ,preservation of our species, our liveS!

our health, and our safety. In short, the divisions are about conflicts in values.

If these conflicting value systems have no potential for consensus on any issue,
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conflicts can threaten the survival of our social-political institutions.

energy sector, the major basis for unity among conflicting value systems

upon which decisions are made and expressed. The social stability tn-

a "constitutional" political system is that the decision process is agreed

to the knowledge of the specific outcome of that process. All parties

stake in preserving a process which they deem fair. In this country, the re-

t of the majority when its views conflict with deeply held convictions of
•

tities is the key to the constitutional system. The alternative is the use of

e to guarantee what is necessary to maintain energy expansionism (if, indeed,
r""

t is the majority view). As a recent study by the Resources for the Future has

ted, "this means that the energy policies must be c~!"atible with the minimum r"e-

to obtain some source of energy • • • even though this means that "

Id disproportionate attention will be paid to minority's preferences and extra expense

ere may be necessary to meet them."
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January 10, 1980
32 So. Ewing, Apt. 5
Helena, Montana 59601

Patrick lee Reagan
Science and·Techno10gy Research Office
Room 49
State Office Building
St. Paul, Minnesota

Dear Mr. Reagan and interested legislators:

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the preliminary draft of the report:
Regulating Electrical Utilities in Minnesota: The Reform of legal Institutions."

First of all, I would like to commend the legislators who worked with the author
and the S&T Subcommittee for sponsoring and encouraging such a study--and also
the author for accomplishing the task. As the study describes, the decision
process on electrical utilities is complex. The problem with getting some
handle on the process is the complexity and the past history of handling each
aspect as if it was unrelated to the others. In addition, there are many con
flicting and contradictory forces at work; for example, public participation in
the process takes time and can slow the decision process. By going to the root
of these 'Issues Mr. Reagan has succeeded in doing something very difficult:
providing a means of resolving some of the deeply embedded dilemmas and conflicts.
Placing the issues historically and in context with each other is valuable in
this time of mistrust in government regulation.

Secondly, in light of the major interest from the public and in the lepislature
in energy issues, I believe the recommendations will be of great value in pro
viding a basis for debate and the study as a whole of value as a reference work
for many energy-related issues. I urge the S&T Subcommittee to disseminate it
as soon as possible.

I have some specific comments on the request for remarks on accuracy and other
items in the cover letter requesting review. My experience is mostly with the
environmental review process for power plants and with public participation
issues--gained from working the Minnesota EQB and a citizens committee studying
public participation. The supporting material (Chs. 1 and 2 and related infor
mation in other chapters) is accurate and supports the recommendations. The
critique of the environmental review process is very well taken--I feel confident
it is supported by a number of people both in and out of state government. The
existing process is disjointed and there are a number of points where "cart-before'
the-horse" decisions are made.

Public participation is a key element in the study and a key element in the decisi
process. Minnesota has some elements of this in the existing process; however,
as the study points out and as past history shows, it is not working well. Public
participation is not something that works well when there is "some" of it. This
often results in citizens becoming involved late, becoming angry when they find
that the major decisions are already past, 'and then litigation, distrust, and
delay follow. Public participation ~hould mean full commitment to the concept by
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Fy-makers and agency personnel. For example, notice of a project is not
h by the EQB until an application is received. However. the EQB knows many
hs before that planning by the utility 1s well underway. Once an application
s in, time is short and the EQB is reacting, not leading or even guidinp.
legislature is 1n a dilemma with pUblic participation--it betrays the people
t reduces public participation (we ·do have a democracy) but a middle-of-the

~a commitment by policy makers causes 1nmense public frustration. The recommen
tions in the report will improve this situation.

ediscussion 1n the report about technology is crucial.· I am fairly well-acquain
d with the literature in ~his area and can attest to the accuracy of this

~Ftion. For example, the EQB has 1n the last few days released a report stating
nat 200 MW plants can be sited 1n numerous places around Minnesota while 400 MW
Jants would have more limited sites (according to newspaper reports). Large plants
an have large, local effects (and, 1n the case of air pollution, long-range effects)
ot are sited by Twin Cities-based state employees. The major decisions occur
ar from the conmunities served by the plant. Small plants fit more readily

(socially and technologically) with smaller communities; and the environmental,
ealth, anateconomic costs of energy use are more obvious to citizens--they come

out in local siting discussions. Large plants tend to be "out-of-sight, out-of
mind." The social task of encouraging more energy conservation is thus made more
difficult by the existence of large plants. The siz~ questions referred to above
would seem obvious--but the existing process very much obscures them. (Note: I
would judge, from personal experience, that awareness of this problem has been
growing within the EQB siting staff recently. New (and !~improved") staff members
have been added also.)

The essence of the problem is the approach that electrical utility regulation is
a technical problem. It is not, emphatically. Energy use, energy facility
regulation, and the results of use and regulation are a community problem. Certain
ly there are large and important technical aspects--the interplay between energy
production, economics, size; the unseen and insidious health and environmental
damages of air and water pollution, etc. But these are not at all the whole story-
witness the difficulty in persuading people that there is an energy shortage.
Public participation is the key to changing this--if the people aren't able or
willing, regulators--and legislators--aren't doing their job to allow it to happen.

Gathering all these factors together in one report is a difficult task; not the
work of a specialist in one area. I strongly encourage the reviewing conmittee(s)
to recognize Mr. Reagan's accomplishment of this task.

There remains one difficult pro1em with the report: it is very long. I do not
believe that there is any way to "reduce its length without damaging the report-
take away part of the whole and the picture becomes fuzzy. Mr. Reagan has pro
vided a good summary that helps with this problem; even though it is also fairly
long, there is a capsu1ization of the arguements and the summary can be read
in a short time. Here in Montana, where I presently work, there is interest from
energy officials in reading the report (even though they know the length) because
9f wanting to learn of Minnesota's regulatory attempts. The report is a gold mine
Of energy information for Minnesota that is put in context, something which is
lmost always lacking. One simple structural change that would help explain
he report would be to place the preface and table of contents right after the
it1e page. Leave the summary content as is--sorry; you are dealing with great

plexity and a large social problem here, you can't get everything in one or
pages. I realize that legislators seldom read long documents--but staff



members do. Also. there is room for differences of opinion in some of the
jnterpretations of the material--that is bound to happen given Mr. Reagan's
~task. He has provided his interpretation--but also has provided a large amount
of background material that allows readers to come to their own judgements. In
light of the growing dissatisfaction with regulatory activities of federal and
state governments. I believe this study will be very useful both as a source
document and as stimulus for legislation. These considerations are a counter
to the length problem. After all. according to the preface. the task defined to
Mr. Reagan was not at all a small pro~lem.

I would advise some strictly editorial work and advice on the summary--because
of its importance. George Hage. a professor in the Uof MJournalism Dept .•
would be a good person to ask for assistance in locating a technical editor
(or plain editor for that matter) to spend a day or two on it.

In my judgement the study will be very useful for thoughtful legislators. staff
members. and other state officials who will be dealing with this problem in the
future. if not now. The problem will not go away; temporary. superficial
fixes of the regulatory problems will not make it go away. If anything, lid
say the in-depth report here is before it's time .. I commend the sponsoring

: legislators and the S&T Subcommittee for their lonp~term thinking in publishing
this study; it truly bridges the gap between technology and public policy. I
urge sponsoring legislators to develop long-term plans for bill development and
hearings on the recommended legislation.

Sincerely.

,2.,'~f/~~
Paul D. Stolen
32 So. Ewing, Apt. 5
Helena, Montana 59601

I....



In Re: Draft Report, "Regulating Electrical Utilities in Minnesota"

Dear Mr. Reagan:

o

January 9, 1980

Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs
909 Social Sciences
267 19th Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

. (612) 373-2653

,

"
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWINcmES

Pursuant to Senator Ohlofts' request, 1 am providing comments on
the above draft report. 1 have had an opportunity to read the executive
summary, and to scan the remainder of the report.

Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology Research Office
Room 49, State Office Building
St. Paul, MN 55155

In general, 1 found the report to be a remarkably useful product
from a difficult and ambitious undertaking. Despite the complexity and
extent of the subject ~tter, the report is adequately researched. The
hard policy issues are confronted directly. In my view the report came
close to the central policy issue when it noted that 'if the public
interest is truly defined by process, then the public must be able to
participate in the process.' 1 would emphasize this point by observing
that the public is aware that energy is a vital agent in this society,
and that the status of this vital agent is undergoing fundamental change.
As a consequence, the public has grown sensitive and alert to the processes
which control that change. The proposal for public advisors, public ad
vocates, etc. is a thoughtful response to this public sensitivity. Such
a procedural addition might be the change that is needed to bolster faith
in the administrative process. As such it deserves exploration.

All of your recommendatins seem to derive from legitimate concerns.
In some cases the recommendations constitute more drastic remedies than
I would propose. However, they serve a useful purpose in that through
their unrelenting severity they provide a distinguishable basis for
dialogue. .

Finally, 1 would like to include a related aside. You may not know
that the Science and Technology Research Office derived from a proposal
Ed Dirkswager wrote several years ago, as a project in one of my classes.
His proposal in turn derived from an earlier proposal which I had produced
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'. Patrick Reagan
:: January 9, 1980

Page 2

for the Center for Urban and Regional Affairs. 1 was pleased to note
from the character of your report, that the spirit of my original
proposal has not been lost. Your report is direct, forceful and policy
oriented. It does not purport to furnish absolute answers, but it does
provide a basis for informed discussion and argument.

Yours truly,

~lJ£.m
Professor'

DPG/sks

..



A CENTER FOR PUBLIC POLICY STUDY
AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
618 EAST 22ND STREET. MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404

. (612) 870-4700

February 26, 1980

Patrick Lee Reagan
sultant
ence and Technology Research Office
.~ 49, State Office Building

t~ Paul, Minnesota 55155

I have read your draft report Regulating Electrical Utilities in Minnesota:
e Reform of Le al Institutions. I will confine my comments to Chapter Three,
"Public Participation•••" (pp. 109-139). ~

First, your discussion of the patterns of interaction between scientists and
erts, on the one hand, and lay persons and citizens, on the other, is excellent.

f anything, you understate the case for insuring timely and appropriate participa
tion by citizens. The tendency for many of our most important political and per
80nal problems to be transformed into technical ones by experts of one kind or
another is well documented. Once the problems are re-defined as essentially tech
nical ones, the policy process itself usually gives special attention to the
technicians.

The role of experts in ~he process does need to be better understood, and policy
debates in fields informed heavily by scientists and professionals need to be both
broadened and deepened. The tangle of technical approaches to the "energy crisis"
must not obscure the underlying issues - such as distribution of resources, distri
bution of authority, the integrity of process, and equity. These are political,
economic, and social problems. We need scientists and experts to inform us without
re-defining the problems as so technical that the possibilities of and for citizen
ship become diminished.

The most general criticism of your report will, 1 suspect, be related to your
suggestions about setting up legal and financial supports for public participation
and intervention. Some will no doubt urge us to " ••• let representative government
do it ••• " Under many circumstances I would agree with that assertion. My problem
with it in this case is that it doesn't take into consideration how much authority
we have "delegated" to administrative agencies, only indirectly accountable by means
of the executive branch.

Second, your emphasis on process, and your assertion that " ••• the public in
terest is defined by process," seem entirely warranted to me.

1 am not sufficiently familiar with the Administrative Procedures Act to comment
~n your recommendations in this area, but their tone and direction are refreshingly
trong about the continuing need for public participation, Similarly, I am unfamiliar



1 would add that at least in popular terms, our technology also seems mysterious
and complex. However inaccurate this popular view may be, its persistence plagues us,
It reinforces the promotional bias you discuss by discrediting or eliminating non
technicians and non-scientists in the policy process. I think this aura of mystery
and complexity around much of our technology also makes it more likely we will concei
of~echnology as an end in itself. But all our tools and techniques, even those most
derived from science, are merely alternative means to an end. The key question then
becomes what ends they will be applied to - and this surely must be a political rather
than technical process.

1

February 26. 1980
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment. The views expressed here are my own
and not necessarily those of colleagues at either the Minnesota Project nor the
Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs.

Thomas R. Dewar
Policy Group, the Minnesota Project
Assistant Professor, Hubert H. Humphrey

Institute of Public Affairs (on leave)

Sincerely,

~ Your draft report reminds us of this and identifies many ways to translate that
understanding into process, policy, and programs.

Mr. Patrick Lee Reagan

Finally, I was impressed by your description of the nature of technology. You
attributed the following characteristics to it: potency, ubiquity, pace, self
acceleration, and lack of direction.

TRD:k1z

What strikes me as most important about your emphasis on process is that if
we didn't have or anticipate conflict, then it wouldn't matter. We need democracy
because we have conflict. So~e among us periodically bemoan or avoid conflict. and
even suggest that our system would work better with less of it. If we had no con
flict we wouldn't need our system of democratic-participation and process. As our
problems change, so must our process-not to "manage" conflict, but to respond to
it with integrity, to respect it, and to learn from it.

witt specific interagency battles. and histories, and so am not able to comment on
your selection of some agencies as mo~e appropriate than others for accomplishing
particular functions.
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JanUAr,y 26, 1980

.enator Wayne tlholft
Chairman, Joint Legislative Committee on Science and Technology
state Capitol
at. Paul, Minnesota &5155

Dear Senator.

Thank ~ou for the opportunity to review the document, Regulating Electrical
utilities in Minnesotaa the Reform of Legal lnstitutions. At hns been an
exhausting, ~et rewarding effort on ~ part.

Our organization has a 24-year record of concern for air and water pollution
. issues in Winneaota. uur experience in the proceas of siting, permitting,
and determining the need for electric power atationa is considerable. ~or

example, we took part in the earlieat hearings on the Monticello nuclear,
and the Allen S. Xing coal plants. We have monitored the EQB power plant
Biting process, a1r quality implementation planning and permits by the UPCA
and have participated in numerous EIS proceedin:s and some law8uits conteating
agency or utility action. over the year8. We were participants in the first
certificate of need hearing for NSF'e SHERCO and raiaed questions about al
ternative ways of forecasting need. We urged the importance of conservation
and load management before going ahead with the new plant. As you can eee,
we read this document with 80me interest.

AB an environmental organization, we find this document particularly valid
in portraying the difficulty of citizens' croups in getting YEQB and allied
agencies to thoroughly address the environmental impacts, conservation and
alternntive en~rgy approaches in their decision-making. The recommendations
are excellent.

We consider this a landmark .ffort to bring ao aany of these issues and con
cerns into one policy document. The Committee and its staff are to be com
mended for a great service to intelligent debate on our energy problems by
auggesting aome concrete ao1utions.

number of the recommendations should be passed this session. We
look forward to working with the Legislature in helping bring about a sensi
ble, fair energy policy and a more equitable process by which we make our
~nerlY and environmental decision8.

ae.review such a~d excellent and thoughtful study.

Pre.idellt
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Ivnnnesota Environmental Control Citizens Association .....@

Jan. )0, 1980

Patrick Lee Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology Researoh Office
Room 49, State Offioe Mlding
Saint Paul, Minnes'?ta 55155

Re: Comments on Preliminar,y Draft: Regulating Electrical
Utilities in Minnesota; The Reform Of Legal Institutions

Dear Mr. Reagan:

You are to be commended for this report. I hope it will be made avail
able tor wide publio distribJtion. '1'he report shows rare insight
into the present problems with prooedures for regulating electrio
utilities. If used by the State Legislature, the Reagan Report should
be a great help in establishing prooedures that truly serve the
public ~terest. ./

As one who bas partioipated in a number of state regulatory pro
oeedings during the past deoade, I oan report that they do not serve
the pUblic. Bather they have been souroes for grave public disserVioe,
inoluding approval of generating plants which were known to have the
potential for serious adverse pUblic health effects.

*****
In recent months the Minnesota Energy Agency issued a oertifioate of
need for Sheroo 3, a huge addition to an already too-large ooal gener
ating oomplex at Becker, Minnesota. Evidenoe from various official
sources indicated we oan expeot (and probably already are experienoing
from Sheroo 1 and 2) severe health and environmental effects from the
pollution from this site.

The question must be asked: How oan any state agenoy, with respon
sibilities to consider environmental effects, oertifY need for a plant
like Sheroo 31 • • when known evidenoe indicates that the effects on
health and the environment will be serious?

The oertificate of need was granted originally for Sheroo 3 without
regard to environmental and health effects. Then when Northern states
Power Company indicated the plant would not be needed as soon as they
had foreoast (muoh to the·embarrassment of ever,y state agency involved
in the licensing prooedure, all of whom had been rounded up to support
the utility's professed need to move up its construction date), the MEA
ruled that the utility must reapply for oertifioation of need. But the
agency showed its true intent b,y ruling that only the question of timing
oould be reoonsidered. Onoe again oritioal evidence of serious adverse
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health and environmental efrects vae successrull.1 .blocked from oonsider
ation in the hearing.

In other words - human life and quality of life oarry no weight in
MEA. need hearings. .l similar situation exists with the state Ebvironmental
Quality Board. Some serious questions must be asked about who is p~otect
ing the pUblio.

Referring to the 545 megawatt nuclear plant, the exeoutive direotor
testified, "If the MOnticello faoility is shut down to avoid very small
additions of radioaotivity to the environment, Northern States will be
required to make up this loss of generating oapaoity by inoreased use of
the coal-fired facilities in the ML~neapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area •
• • • This might be expected to result in as many as 57 excevs human deaths
due to sulphur dioxide·and 17 excess deaths due, to particulate matter
over 8 nine month period."

Where was the Department of Bealth during these hearings? Do they or do
they not have a responsibility tor pUblio health in this state? Does that
responsibility stop when it oomes to state prooedures to approve electrio
power plants?

In luly of1972, the executive direotor of the Minnesota Health Depart
ment oame forward in a nuolear pover hearing betore the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency to volunteer testimony in 8Upport of the Monticello Nuclear
Pover Plant. In his support of nuolear power, he re,ealed 80me extremely
frightening mortality figures in oondemning the utilization of ooal for
generating electrioity. He testified, -there are very hard and very real
data about the human health effeots of minor increases of SUlphur dioxide
in the human environment."

If the Bealth Department has been extremely 'Yooal in its pUblic support
of nuclear power (we have always disagreed with them on this too) -- they
have maintained silenoe on the effeots of coal at coal plant hearings.

Sinoe the Department's testimony On the serious health eftects of
ooal, two large 800 megavatt ooal plants have been put into operation
adjaoent to the Montioello nuolear plant. A third 700 megawatt (Sherco 3)
has been oertified b,y the Minnesota Ebergy Agency and the Environmental
Quality Board. All this has happened with little or no input by the Health
Department. No public health testimony was reoeived in the hearings for
Sherco 1 and 2. In the Sherco 3 and 4 EIS hearing, this writer publicly
asked the Health Department to produoe its "very real and very hard data
about the human health effects of minor increases of 8ulphur dioxide in
the human environment." Ho such evidence was produoed. No "very real
and very hard data" on health has been submitted by the Health Department
in any of the prooeedings tor Sheroo 1, 2 or 3••• or to my knowledge,
in any public prooedure in this state on the generation of eleotricity
'With ooal.
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The }annesota Pollution Control Agenoy also asked the Health Department
to help prepare the h~alth supplement to the Sheroo 3-4 Environmental

:. Impact Statement. Th,e Health Department refused beoause they were too
busy •.

*****
. .

The courts have now remanded the Sheroo 3 site certificate back to the
Environmental Quality Board with instruotion to oonsider environmental
and health impacts. Maybe that ,job now will be done ri~ht. J·~ybe not. '
But the great waste ~n sham hearings (of time and money) by stute agenoies
(and partioipating oitizens who are short of both) cannot be undone.
They may be avoided with the type of legislation reoommended in the Reagan:
Report. Even then, unless the Legislature makes it olear that the job of
state regulatory bodies is to serve the public interest first, agencies
will find ways to ciroumyent ~hQt need.

*****
Another application for oertificate of need for NSP's Prairie Island
nuclear plant is now pending before the ~unnesota Energy Agency. The
oowpany has applied for permission to pack mo~e than 7 times more high
level radioactive spent ruel rods in their storage pool than the pool
was originally designed to hold. While serious health and safety conoerns
are being raised in this hearing, the ~~ has ruled in advance that olos
ing down the plant oannot be a decision in this hearing. This rule can be
interpreted only to mean that nothing can change the hearing decision
which has been predetermined. It olearly demonstrates again that human
life, health and safety carry little or no weight in state hearings on
utility facilities.

***** .
As stated in the Reagan Report -- size, type and location must be consid
ered together and they must not be isolated from other public policy .
matters. I would like to see a series of reports from the 3tate Legisla
ture that would cover other public policy matters. With this foundation,
the state ~y then begin to develop the energy policy that is so badly
needed. I do not see such a policy coming out of existing state regulatory
bodies. The HEA has already all but abdicated its responsibility for
developing long-range policy; executive director Al Johnson recently ad- .
mitting in the press that the }~ is 80 busy with daily demands it oannot
find time for long-range planning.

Not the least of public policy matters that needs to be addressed,
for e~ple, is the utilities' present trend toward building large plants
and power oomplexes adjoined b.Y controversial h~gh power transluission lines.
Environmental illlpact, high voltage transmission lines, decreased reliability
are some of the recognized problems related to the trend to big plants



cd power oomplexes. A major problem, however, 't.hat has not been properly
reoognized for its importanoe, 18 the 't.remendous waste of fuel assooiated
with the large oentralized power plant. In faot, of all the known ways
to generate .leotrioi~, the large, oentralized ooal plant may be the DOst
wasterul. . .

,. ~
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Sixty to sixty-seven peroent or the potential useable energy is lost
up the smokestaok or disoharged into a river in the form or waste heat.
Another ten to twelve peroent 1s lost in transmitting the energy. The
large, oentralized generating plant 1s on1.1 between twenty 't.o thirty per
oent effioient in oonverting fuel to useable energy: heat or eleotrioity.

Undoubtedly these wasteful praotioes go baok to the days when utilities
oonvinoed even themselves that eleotrioity was penQY oheap. How with the
depletion of energy fuels -- the dear oosts of fuels -- the oontribution
of thBfle wasteful praotioes to runaway inflation and to international
oonfrontations over oil. • • ve oan 110 longer afford the waste of large,
oentralized eleotrio power generation.

/
Other teohnologies -- suoh as distriot he~~lng or even smaller systems

of oogeneration that are important souroes of electricity and heat in other
parts of the world -- are oapable of oonverting fuels to useable energies
with up to ninety peroent efficiency.

It is not enough to expect energy users only to fulfill the needs for
energy conservation. The utility must share this responsibility. Exist
ing lewE do not require efficienoy in electric power generation. They
may, in fact, contribute to waste as utilities are guaranteed a profit
by law, no matter how they choose to generate electricity or waste fuel.

Legislation is needed to eliminate the waste in electric power gener
ation. A conservative provision would be, where possible, to require
minimum standards of efficiency at 70% for conversion of fuel to useable
energy. In most cases, h~ghere8fficiencies should be attainable and re
quired.

*****
In summary, to this writer it has become flagrantly olear that regulatory
decisions on eleotric utilities in Minnesota are being made prior to
public hearings. As the Reagan Report observes, understandings between
utilities and state agencies are being reached prior to the hearing
process. The process itself then has become a means for achieving the
predetermined goal.

..***
Finally, I believe that publio partioipation in these proceedings is of
vital importance if cur generating systems and policies are to be developed
with the least impact on oitizens and quality of their lives.

Unless present procedures are drastioally ohanged, publio partioipa
tion will not oontinue. Personal saorifioes are us~lly too great; the
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prooedures are too f'rustrating; the decisions are too wrong. The
Reagan Report's reoommendations to facilitate pUblio involvement, in
cluding finanoial and legal assistanoe, say well be considered essential
if any meaningful contributions from the pUblio are to be forthooming
in the future.

Thank you for the oppC?rtunity to oomment on your exoellent report.

Sincerely yours,

q~~
Russell Hatling ~
President
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Department of Anthropology
215 Ford Hall
224 Church Street S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
anuary 23. 1980

\

,

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
twiN CITIES

MEMORANDUM

The report is encyclopedic in its review of ~ny of the comments and studies

on energy facility siting and public participation in energy areas. It tells us

much about legal judgments in these areas. about '-:~hird party assessments of the

participation process. and about the relationships between changes in the ener

gy areas of life with changes in land use and economy. In the areas which it

covers. it has the appearance of bei.ng comprehensive. and. indeed. may appear

to be~omprehensive that some readers might find the document overwhelmin9.

giving them much more than they feel they need to know or have time to read.

On the other hand. the document seems to ignore or exclude a very important

dimension of the public participation issue and interactions between citizens

and institutions in energy decision-making. It excludes or pays scant attention

to the way citizens mobilize for participation. the participation events as

themselves part of the change process. the frustration which citizens feel and

express during participation processes. and &lso the frustration experienced

and expressed by people in the energy industry and administrative and regulatory

bodies of government. The recommendations made seem thoughtful and reflect the

considered judgments of many individuals who know that something is wrong

th present attempts to conduct energy decision making in ways more accept-

e to diverse publics. But. because the author has not really dealt with

the dynamics of interaction in participation. the reader is left with no

indication that the recoJTVTlendations. if carried out. will. bring re.conciliation.

To: Patrick Reagan. JLCST Consultant

From: Luther P. Gerlach. Ph.D•• Professor of Anthropol~gy

Subject: Review of Preliminary Draft Report on Regulating Electric Utilities
in Minnesota: The Reform of Legal Institutions
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acceptance, better decision-maki~g or less frustrati~g decisions. Perhaps

~are not th~ goals of the reforms advocated by the writer~ One of the underlyi

problems is that the goals are not expressed and thus we have no measure of

how changes will affect goals. Perhaps there is an underlying commitment to

, the goal of making energy decisions in more democratic ways, but surely

_people will differ. consfderably in their.ppinions about how democracy is best

served.

Let me now elaborate upon these general observations. The report l s recomnlen~

.tions do reflect concerns voiced by many different people and groups who have

been dealing with energy decisions and controversies during the past decade.

They do deserve close attention, and will, 1n any."case be presented in various
"

,forms and forums time and again as people deal with energy issues and conflicts.

both in specific cases such as siting specific facilities, or regulating specifi

, utilities or making ju~gments on prici~g or allocation, or even more generally i

developing energy policies. The recorrrnendations are supported by some detailed

information and theory, particularly legal theory and legal precedent, and they

are placed in a broader perspective of land use and social change analysis.

There is also some reference to specific case studies of siting controversies,

particularly the now famous UPA/CPA, ~ 400 kV DC line in west central

and the writer acknowl~dges that this controversy did much to

cause the legislature to call for this type of study. The case study informati

is, however, deficient. It does not appear to reflect the author's own personal

interview of people involved, but instead depends upon secondary sources, chi

the Environmental Policy Institute's Jack Doyle, and also various reports of

decisions or assessments by the ~gencies involved in dealing with this

case. The author indicates that he conducted a survey of people involved

a kind of questionaire, but that response to the questionaire was limited

very small number. I think that through this very much important i

. Gerlach/2.4
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. _ as ~vidence that there must

reasons for voting in a certain way.

It is very interesting that Minnesota would, indeed, continue to consider

be change in the regulation of the en~rgy industry, and in public participation.

The report refers at various times to the importance of'protess, suggesting

that bureaucracies may focus too much on achieving certain specific goals rather

than on improving effect~ve process. The author is not too clear about what

these goals are, or what effective process is, but it is hard to believe that

in the final analysis, legislators will amend laws to improve process. It is

more likely that they will do so to achieve specific objectives. I tend to

agree with the writer that process is important, but I think it's unrealistic to

believe that legislators will accept this argument when it comes to explaining

their'

was lost. It seems that the author simply does not know en~ugh about the very

The reader can learn much of the problems in the process and goals by

using this document. Specific siting issues are placed in a larger

context of land use changes. There is much 1n this report which helps the reader

learn more of legal developments and decisions pertain1ng to energy facility

siting. The legal system, particularly the juridical sub-system. is pictured

Gerlach/3

case'he has , cited ovef.and over ~gain

- - .
changes in siting procedures and citizen involvement since its present practices

are still so ne~nd one could ~rgue have not been tested across a broad enough

range of cases. This seems to be further evidence of the ways resource issues

and related policy development continues in a state of flux •. One is left with

the impression that there is so much flux and so much controversy that by the

time these recommendations were acted upon and perhaps included in policy change

and in new legislation that they would then be applied against a situation which

has already ch~nged so much as to make them obsolete. It may very well be

that in this area of controversy l~gislation lags considerably behind action.
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governmental decisionsof the critics of the big energy industry, and

ments for powerline construction harassed farmers and other landowners. lied

to them in various ways and applied other pressure tactics. On the basis of th'

and presumably other case material. implied. but not illustrated. the author

recommends legislation which would curb such behavior on the part of industry.

All of this seems to make sense. and certainly. there have been reported such

unethical behaviors on the part of the ~ight of way agents. Farmers protesting

the line have talked about this time and again. It does appear that this is wn

happened. But what does the energy industry. generally. what does CPA/UPA.

and what does the Right of Way Association have to say about this? Not surpris
~

they present a different interpretation. They will either say that this never

happened. or that it happened without their consent or knowledge. The writer

as an institution trying. to reconcile different, and often conflicting social

needs and to protect' different interests thr~ugh the relatively flexible

instrument of case law, and establishi.ng the use of precedent against a backgroUi

of changing values. The ;writer -- or the sources he most frequently quotes -

seems or seem to reflect the opinion that private ~ights, particularly the right

of ordinary people, have suffered at the hands of energy developers, but that

.ever rising concern for such individual equity is creating both a need for and

a climate for cha~ge. The document reflects very much the arguments and ideas

be balanced. A specific example might help clarify this comment: the writer. .

. indicates. for example. that representatives of CPA/UPA in trying to get ease-
~;. .

which support it. It pays scant attention to those who defend big energy and

conventional en~rgy wisdom. and similarly. it pays little or no attention to the

:.:'·critics of public participation or public resistance to the' construction of lars
~ ..

energy facilities. In this and other senses. the report does not appear to., .
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~ not believe them, but at least their point of view should have been included
. .

in a balanced report. Further. there is no way that l.egislation can be designed

., and implemented to make people behave in ethical ways. legislation will not do

it. The ~st that legislation can do is offer positive and negative .sanctions
unethical

to help control~. ,~behav10r. ~ince the industry says its instructions call
" .

for the very behavior the l~gislation would be des.igned to promote, Why would these

new legislations make any difference? A final comment on this is that the writer

, indicates that CPA and UPA officials or right of way agen·s employed by UPA and

CPA admitted that they engaged in unethical practices. But from the reference

cited to support this, I am unable to assess the validity of this statement.

People concerned that their r.ights are bei.ng trampled by big energy in

<league with ~ig government, ~ight find that this document does indicate that

~ government is concerned about their problems and does care. The document does

-: give additional voice to many of their complaints. It might indeed contribute

; to further discussion 'of these complaints within the legislature. In this

. sense then, it will help contribute to the process of democratic action, and

for some, at any rate, show that government is responsive. It does nct, however,

persuade me that even if the recommendations were accepted and converted into

legal decisions, that controversies over energy facility siting would end, or

that citizens involved in such controversies either 1n the past, now, or into

the future. would. indeed. feel that their interests were being adequately

served. The answers to the problems are not to be found in changing legislation, or

in creating new pieces of bureaucracy to help citizens make complaints.

And, again, I would return toone of my earlier questions, what are the problems

which the author thinks these will solve -- that is what are the goals -- to reduce

conflict, to get citizens to accept energy facility siting decisions, to make

better decisions, to make more acceptable decisions, ~o curb big industry, to

legitimate established decisions, Dr simply to increase citizen input as an end

in itself? -- Dr what?
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of this is. however. that therecoordination and control. The imp'ication

The document makes considerable reference to the need for more integrated

systems-wide man~gement of resources., In parts of the document the writer sound~

like a planner, much concerned with the t~agedy of the commons, that is with

the w~s individual decisions perfectly rational in themselves, add up to social

Ger1achj6

;cactions which seem undesirable or irrational. The writer also seems to feel

:,that the individual actions of various utilities in siting energy facilities did

indeed add.up to a patchwork of decisions which did not make good ecological or

economic or social sense. when viewed on larger scale. In short, the writer

seems to support or even call for more integrated. systems-wide. planni~g.

will be more and not less management of people. But the writer elsewhere in

.his document indicates that when individuals and local governments are indeed

,.managed from the top down they feel this threatens them and they seek ways to

:.protest. and to have a greater say in the decision-making. Most of the

,recommendations of the writer would appear to facilitate this ~ncreased individua

and local level involvement. Perhaps the writer, like so many others. feels that

this kind of ever improved participation will somehow fit into and contribute

to the better systems level management plans. But he gives us no evidence to

support this. Instead. we can imply from all of the legal decisions he _:ites

and cases he refers to that there is. indeed, significant contradiction between

these pulls for larger scale management on the one hand. and for more individuali

. local and group self-interest on the other. I do not believe that these two

. contradictory forces can be brought into balance and in fact integration throughl

legislative change. If Minnesota could design systems of public participation

which would enable, governments to manage large systems efficiently, effectively,'

and justly. and at the same time have support for this from the general public,

it would be a triumph indeed. It is. perhaps, the hope of every planner that th

can be done: how to manage things as integratively and broadly a~ Hobbes thClU91
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necessary, whil~ givi~g people the individual freedoms called for by Adam

th, or to put it in another~, . ,reconc,li· the visions of Hamilton and

Jefferson through one process. It seems that the writer does not even consider

the contradict~on1w~~~~ ~xist. and it ~ be that he believes the problems lie

the way the '.' .ene,rgy. industry has misbehaved, or the way the environmental

ity Board sirq>ly did not do what it could have and should have done. If

this is the case, then certainly the whole-thing could be fixed up by legislative

change if this change can then be implemented. But I suspect that the problems

are far deeper and much more at the very nature of things and that legislative

change will have little effect upon outcomes. At least the writer could have

_ considered this viewpoint, since certainly enough people have expressed it.

The writer indicates that some people wish participation to be a legitimating

: device, to make legitimate and palatable that which powerful interests wish to

; accomplish. It seems that he wants participation to accomplish much more, and

~ that this, indeed, is the intent of jurists and indeed of our whole constitutional

system. Participation should, according to this, provide people with a greater

voice, to challenge and even ch~nge plans. But I return here to the question of

the purpose of participation. One of the issues in conflict, one of the subjects

which becomes part of the debate during public hearings and as people prepare for

them in the participatory process, is indeed the purpose or goal of participation.

People enter the.hearing and participation process with conflicting goals in mind.

It may be that bureaucracies are preoccupied with goal seeking, but this is a

kind of definition of decision-making. What is the function of participation to

be? Is it to be a check on established decisions and objectives which contribute

Ultimately to a balance acceptable to all? Is it to be a way of getting acceptance

timately of much or most of the objectives of those who propose the big projects

the pricing, or distribution plans? Is it to lead to some kind of an ultimately

ser decision? Is it to delay~'dec1sions? I repeat time and again that this is
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,,:crudal to any attempts to improve the q~ ity of decision making or ,the regulato

. process-- improve it for what? This;' deed is left ha~gi~g.

The writer does a service in showi~g how established orders cri~icized cit. z

participation as something which delays production of necessary facilities. but

; that delays are much more a function of other matters more central to the develop

of resources or the construction of facilities. and much more a result of what

established orders do lnd not what citizens do. Much of the evidence that the

author cites for this. however, comes from the early 70's. Is this still the Cft

The writer also indicates that there are times when both sides want delays and

that it serves purposes of both sides. This can~~lighten administrators. I

don't think that the writer makes these points as forcefully as he could. or

uses as current an information source as he should.

In any event. more consideration should be paid to citizen action as a

dynamic force with its own processes which is affected by but also affects the

siting process. The writer has ~ good sense of what some have called the mutual-.
causal process or processes of positive feedback; Using energy increases the n~ed

to use energy -- the automobile increases sprawl. highway construction. and the

use of convenience fuels which in turn increases use of the automobile, etc.

Unfortu~ately. the writer does not apply this understanding to the citizen partiei

pation. He treats citizen participation as a kind of passive element. Being

affected, and not affecting decision making. He sees citizen participation as

being affected negatively. or being controlled by the participatory process, and '

related legislation. but he doesn't deal at all with the ways in which citizen

participation uses and takes advantage of public hearings. and the ways in which

'participation can become an end in itself. or serve ends far in excess of simply

getting equity in terms of the siti~g of specific energy facilities. Yet our

research clearly shows that public hearings and citizen involvement processes

themselves contribute to citizen mobilization, the development of social movement



The report shows considerable unevenness. Some sections are hard to read,
having

cloudy, even confusing'Astrings of words without much meaning. Other sections,

particularly the executive summary, are effective. There is very much repetition.

not only of whole sets of ideas, but of whole phrases. 'It looks somewhat like
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the prom~lgation of man1 different purposes.

cipation can lead t~ greater mobilization and

egiti~zation not rather than 1~gitim1zation Of aO~'~~~I~rlt

cipation is an end in itself for the legislators, then this shot1

concern. But surely~hat most o~ the legislators will w. ,t is that participation

Drc)du1ces results other than merely 1ncrea51~g citizen mobilization and protest.

The report makes RUch use of secondary information, and as indicated above

does not seem to reflect first hand analysis of cases. The com~ ation of

secondary sources provides a useful set of reference materials. But it does

seem simply to give us a first step in the development of recommendations. It

raises points which then could be and should be tested against the reality of

,cases. Bits and pieces of cases are referred to, but whole cases are not

studied from beginning to end, and there 1s really no attempt to compare cases.

The author recommends courses of action which have been tried in various forms

1n other parts of the country, and, indeed, in Minnesota, both formally and

informally in respect to other kinds of decision making, not only about other

power plants and po~er lines, but about water resources and other large develop

ments. For example, the Upper Mississippi Basir Commission engaged in a long

process of citizen involvement in its lilevel B" study to work out better management

plans for this Basin which integrated the viewpoints of various specialists

and a broad range of citizens. What were their findings? In many w~ys they

have provided natural experiemnts against which the recommendations could be

tested. I see no evidence that this ~as done.
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, a report done by a committee, :~,th people sticking'in sectjons written

$ 'for . one part to support'other parts. In short, this makes the report far more

!.cumbersome and l~ng than need be. It seems unlikely that legislators will have

;.the time or take the time to wade thro.ugh it. Possibly they will want to skim

~it, but it does not lend .itself to skimmi~g or skanni~g. For ~xample, the pages

. are numbered consequti~ely, but the references are not. The author ~egins with

.one with each new chapter in n~mberi~g his references. Thus, in scanning, it is

difficult to find the reference -- difficult in this case merely meaning the loss

of a few minutes -- but for someone faced with time problem, this is enough.

The essay seeks to do so very very much. and its main thread is often lost.

Is the document really to provide information to reform legal institutions general

more specifically in respect to en~rgy. or more broadly in respect to land use?

~:Does it focus on energy facility siti,ng. or all aspects of energy policy?

.:..1 must confess that I had trouble determining this. and I am certain that someone

~'with a more specific focus as a legislative requirement would be disturbed.

~'In sum. this is a useful document which contributes to ongoing attempts to deal

with complex system problems while tryi.ng to find ways to protect democratic

pluralism. The author does not make this poiRt ~lear, and in fact seems not

even to show understanding of it. alth~ugh the point seems latent in the su~ject

and also in the draft report. The report does more to help the cause of increasin

participation and citizen mobilization and to question the actions of the energy

industry and big government, than it does to evaluate participation as a tool
I
I

and to find ways to improve the quality of participation as a tool in decision- f

making. I have no complaint with this approach. but I would like to see it more I
clearly expressed as a value of the writer. Its recommendations would. if carrie

out. increase the power of participation to add information,an9to help the man~

forces already presently challengi.ng conventional wisdom., It will contribute tOj
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those pressures encou~agi~g more conservation. the stali~g down of the size of

projects. and. indeed. to the contesti~g of the development of l~rge projects.

This shift seems to represent a risi~g trend towards' .hat some have called

"the soft .path." This ,then will run counter to other attempts being made to

create an Energy Mobilization Board at the federal level to promote the develop-
,

. lent of critical projects. One does not have to take a position for any of

these approaches to be able to anticipate more conflict. I don't think that

. the recommendations will lead to ch~nges .which will reduce conflict or

. make more paletable or acceptable the kinds of energy decisions which are likely

to be felt most desirable by established thinkers in the energy industry.

If the recommendations are carried out. they will~ lead to the creation of

;·more attempts to resolve problems using administrative and bureaucratic means

. centered in more government while one of the imp:Jications of much of the

: citizen protest and mobilization is that citizens are developing alternatives

: to this established bureaucratic system relating to representative democracy.

: New political forces are eme.rgi~g which ~ight, indeed. ultimately make most

of these recommendations'seem like the efforts of a genera' trying to fight

World War II using lessons learned duri~g the middle of World War I. I suspect

that we are now. indeed. learni~g how to site large energy facilities at

about the same time that whole 'new methods of deali~g with energy problems are

coming into operation.



We appreciate the opportunity to review this report. In general, we
found it to be we11-conceiv~d and well-prepared. Although we do not
endorse all of the recommendations proposed in it, we do, of course,
support the underlying emphasis on improving the public participation
and environmental review process and on expanding the state's role
in insuring the development of conservation and renewable resource
energy alternatives.

DATE: January 10, 19

PHONE:

STATE OF MINNESOTA

Office Memorandum
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Comments on Regulating Electrical Utilities in Minnesota:
The Reform of l.'e'8a1' 'Inst'it'ut'io'ns

Patrick Lee Reagan, c~n:~~tant
ScieD~e("Dd Tec~.010g~eaTCbOffice

Vonny H~~S tan ommissioner
Office of P1annin

It is, however, the last three chapters and the forty recommendations
for regulatory and institutional reform contained therein that
warrant more detailed review from DNR here. Specifically, this review
will focus on the recommendations in Chapter IV which propose a
restructuring of the timetables and agency responsibilities in the
entire EIS and energy facility siting and licensing process. Brief
comments are also included on some of the other proposals regarding
public participation in Chapter III,conservation and electric rates
in Chapter IV, and eminent domain issues in Chapter V.

In summary, some of the more significant recommendations that we
support in the following comments include the generic EIS, the two
stage planning and project EIS, and the expanded use of the Public
Advisor tool. ; Some of the other lesser recommendations that we suppor
seem to be simply formalizations of existing procedure. As for
recommendations which we do not support, two of the more important
ones are the pioposal to establish three new types of public parti
cipation offices (the offices of Public Counsel, Citizen-Advocat"
and Center for Intervention, and Technical Assistance) and the pro
posal to shift planning responsibility from the utilities to the MEQB.
Our opinions on these recommendations as well as on some of the reason
presented in the report are discussed in more detail in the following
comments.

Chapters One and Two of the report provide a good overview of the
historical development of the electric utility industry and the
federal and state regulation thereof. The historical data presented
on electricity use is comprehensive, and the outline of Minnesota
legislation and agency development well-detailed. One brief observati
here is that better analysis could have been done on the significance
of recent data 'showing declines in the growth rate, the consequent
revision of utility forecasts downward, and the effect of this on
any overall energy policy to be developed.

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

DEPARTMENT Natural Resources-Office of
Planning

N)MtN 1000 (Rev. 1/78)
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.CHAPTER ill.

llECOMMENDATIONS l.::l1.

all to be implemented - seem to us excessive.

Center for Intervention and Technical Assistance are designed

are meant to deal with just energy facility siting issues,

with just energy facility siting issues or with all agency

the discussion whether the proposed offices of Public Counsel

in each regultatory agency of state government), Citizen Advocate,

it seems more appropriate that the EQB itself house one such

While the recommendations in this chapter would all serve to

public participation by increasing public notification pro

and public accessibility to information, expertise, and fin-
r:~:-> -

most practicable while Recommendations #5, 13, 14, 16, and 17-

has been the multiplicity of agencies and offices with which

This constitutes the most elaborate proposal. Yet, it is unclear

patibility and corridor designation .h~uld occur 2-5 years earlier

involve the public at an early stage may not be practicable.

s proposal which specifies that certificates of need and site

question the desirability of establishing all of these offices

ld be created, and the possible redundancy of functions. One of

frustrations of'the public in dealing with the present

ial aid we question whether all are feasible, necessary, and

ommendation II

must deal, and this proposal would create several more. If these

lic assistance office.

cause of the expense involved, the additional bureaucracy which

commendation 13

onomically justifiable. aecommendations '1-14. 16-112, and 115

ermitting and approval processes generally. In either case, though,
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CHAPTER IV

RECOMMENDATIONS 19-25

The first fiv~ recommendations in this chapter warrant the most

review from DNR, involving as they do a complete restrueturingrCf

the timetables and agency responsibilities in the whole EIS and ener

facility siting process. These recommendations are supported in

various degrees and are answered point by point. The last recommends

in the chapter which regards ~onservation and lifeline rates is

supported more unequivocab1Y.

Recommendation 19

We agree that the size, type and location decisions are inter

related enough to warrant being made within one agency, and as sugges

the MEQB is the most likely candidate.

While it might r~duce the "secrecy" of utility planning, it also

seems likely ~o inord~nately delay it. 'The implicit question here

as to how mu~h of's ~h1ft in planning responsibility can or should

occur between the utilities and the public is addressed further in

Chapter IV.

Recommenda tions16 'and 17

Assuming that early public participation mechanisms are impr

(e.g., that Recommendation 14, the Public Advisor tool, and some

portions of Recommendation 113 are in effect), the need for such

financial aid at the litigation and adjudicatory stage would hope

fully be minimized. Anyway, Recommendation #17 seems more acceptab

than 116, in that 117's criteria for providing funds are more clear

defined and limited.



commendation !Q

Although we see problems with the reasoning presented in this

tion, the end ,result' as stated in the recommendation is basically
. ,

, with the possible exception of part 16.

We question the value of hiring additional p~rsonnel for EQB
• ..~~->.- .. _. .'

ff review of environmental documents. This shbuld be the function

the member agencies, .and if additional staff is provided it should

to the agencies. In addition, the.EQB (Power Plant Siting) staff

ares the EIS on transmission lines, so there is a question as to

any EQB staff review would be necessary.

We believe it is important to note, however, that the segmentation

ich is noted on pages 289-90 would certainly not be eliminated by

e proposed process. The proposed process would still entail a

rtificate of Need decision and a size/type/general location decision

t stages when it would be impossible to identify, much less notify

hd involve all of the potentially affected people. This is because

t the Certificate of Need state, study areas would not even yet be

at ~he size/type/general 10cation'stage, the study

would still be so large as to make the identification

fall landowners'therein 'Yirtua11y:1mposi1ble. "Ohances, are that most

ndowners would choose not to participate anyway until a specific

te affecting them was identified. Therefore, the basic frustration

people most affected by power projects who complain that they are

t involved in the early ~ecisions, would not be eliminated by these

terations in the environmental review process.

Before proceeding to the next Recommendation, please note again

the discussion preceding Recommendation '20, beginning on page

seems to exhibit some misunderstanding as ~o how the present

-4-
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"-
process workso This in turn?results in not giving sufficient credit

in the recom~~ndations to the tremendous amount of both public parti

cipation and ~nvirQnmental review'that presently occurs in the EIS

p~ocess and ~specially in the formal ~QB routing and siting process.

Some clarification is in order:
"

a. (p. 264) An Environmental Assessment Worksheet is virtually

never prepared on a aajor power plant or transmission line.

EQB regulations provide for waiver of the EAW on large pro-

jecta (6HCAR 3.024 C). Thus, the recommendation that they

be eliminated is basically a formalization of existing

procedure.

b. The Q'p 0 si tion paper s" ref erred to (second paragraph p. 264)

are usually position statements presented orally by the agen

at the siting or routing public hearing, and are therefore

subject to public review, comment and questioning.

c. There is confusion regarding the concepts of "corridors!"

and "routes" as discussed in 6MCAR 3.025 d and e. It should

be noted that the EQB Power Plant Siting Regulations were

revised to eliminate the corridor designation stage for

transmission lines and there is now only a one-step route

designation process. The EIS regulations have not been

revised to reflect this change. In practice, Environmental

Impact Statements recently have always been completed_prior

to EQB route designation (see 6MCAR 3.025 e.(3», and most

recently, have been completed prior to completion of the pub

hearings so that the Bearing Examiner could benefit from it.

In addition, EQB rules requi~e that transmission line Envi-

ronmental Impact Statements provide information on alternate

routes (6HCAR 3.025 e.(2».

-5-
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d. The analysis of the present environmental review process

(pp.' 268-283) seems to recognize only the environmental

docuaent, as the means by which the present process meets
,;'"

the six criteria listed. ~n fact, however, the si~ing ~

routing processes provide a much more comprehensive format·

in many respects than the lIS process for the consideration

of environmental impacts and alternatives, the encouragement·

of agency review and input, and public participation. For

example',. a Citizens' aoute Evaluation or Plant Siting Advisory

Committee is formed, a aeries of public informational meetings

is held in each affected county, and then a series of public

hearings is held in those aame counties.

The report speaks highly of the Federal (NEPA) environmental

review process. It~~ould be noted, however, that for most

projects undergoing NEPA review there is not any extensive

siting (or routing) process such as is provided for in our

Power Plant Siti ng Act. Consider, for example, the con-.....
trover sial UPA/CPA transmission line. It had a federal lIS

under the NEPA process as well as a state EIS; yet, the federal

EIS was little more than a superficial assessment and was

accompanied by virtually no public input other than comments on

the DEIS provided by state and federal agencies.

e. Adequate staff (p. 270-1). The report notes that the MEQB

has a very small staff to review environmental documents.

This section indicates a laek of understanding of the fact

that the IQB staff serves primarily an administrative function,

while it is the EQB member agencies who really provide the

review function. To build up a review staff in the EQB itself

-6-



Jr f. Public Review (p. 276-9). It ~s not true that there 1s no;

by the public.

by the utility, by the Citizens Route Evaluation Committee,

-7-
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by the agencies,. ~y ~he EQB Power Plant Siting Staff, and

proposed by the utility. In the case of the once proposed NS

has been eliminated, the EIS now considers virtually all

would duplicate wha~ ~he member agencies are or should be

alternative routes .which are ever proposed or considered by

anyone at/any time during the process, including those propos

doing already.

plant at Floodwood was a site identified by the EQB and not

southern Minnesota power plant, the MEA considered the possib

of using multiple smaller plants as well as district heating.

Contrary to the statement on page 282, the MEQB regulations

utility" (p. 279). The site 'designated for the MP&L 800 MW

Also, this section again does not reflect the fact that the

corridor stage'bas been eliminated from the transmission line

require consideration of "all alternative routes designated

for study by the Council" (Board). Since the corridor proces

choice of size, ~ype and location is left to the individual

routing process.

'formal review process for a Draft EIS. See 6MCAR 3.029.
I

g. Alternatives (p. 279-83). It is not entirely true that "the

~..

.j

documents: that is, at least for power plants which habitually

lengthy,' detailed size/type/location decisions. However, the pr

Recommendation 11

This two-stage ("Planning" and "Project") process appears t

a sound alternative to the present array of approvals and envirnnmpn
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commendation'll

The generic EIS concept is a good one, provided the generic

uments are well done, kept up-to-date, and fulfill the purpose

red~cing the time and effort needed for the planning and project

ironmental Impact Statements.

not be necessary or app~priate for most transmission lines, es

amaller ones, aince often size and ttpe variations are not

factors and few alternatives exist. An example would be

short connecting link in a grid where the end points are fairly well

xed and the voltage must match tbe existing grid voltage. In such'

tbere would be n~·reason to lo~brougb a long two-stage process.

year-plus process could be quite burdensome for small lines

to meet critical localized transmission problems. This recom

seems to reduce th~ present flexibility available for shortening

necessary review procedures.

We note that, presumably, the effort required for preparation

"Planning" Environmental Impact Statements, would be gradually

by the development of the "generic EIS" (Recommendation 122)

completion of the state inventory of plant study areas which

epapable of supporting different types and sizes of plants. At

point, then, it might be possible to cut the time period of one

and nine months for the planning EIS and decision.

To reiterate an earlier comment, this process would not eliminate

of the public's most basic concerns with the energy facility siting

that is, those persons most directly affected by the proposed

could not be identified and involved at.the aai11est-stages

the process. At the Certificate of Need Stage, study areas have not

n been identified; and at the "'Planning" stage, the large size of

dy areas still precludes the possibility of involving all the land

ultimately most affected.
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Recommendat"ion '·23

The total time frame proposed (approximately 54114 years minimum)

seems rathe~long'especially,as noted earlier, for smaller transmiss1

lines. The primary justification for the lengthened agency-processing

time frame seems to be • proposed transfer of some early type/size

decision-making from the utilities to ·the EQB. It is very unclear

from the discussion, however, exactly where this division of respon

.sibility would occur. There is a fundamental question as to whether

a public agency should make basic technical decisions about the design

of a private utility's generation and transmission systems. If the

EQB were to do so, certainly it would need cignificantly more funding,

personnel, and time to develop the expertise for such basic utility·

system design decisions.

If the EQB is to consider alternatives regarding basic utility

system design as part of the size/type decision, the one year period

for the planning EIS may not be enough. That ~s, it may be enough for

actual EIS preparation, given the availability of a good generic EIS,

but it'may not be enough time for the system planning effort needed

to determine the alternative sizes and types of facilities which are

going to be considered.

Recommendation 1i

This recommendation is laudatory if somewhat obvious, but there

could be a conflict of interest in the EQB's responsibilities, in tha '

there seems to be a fairly strong mandate for the EQB to site a facil

once a Certificate of Need is issued, even though "there is no good

place to put it."

39
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commendation '25

This proposal regarding "lifelines~ rates is an excellent one

hicb we endorse strongly because implementation of such rates could

imultaneously provide some protection for the poor from ris~ng utility

osts and encourage~onservationamong all residential users. The

nderlying emphasis in t'his report on .~.the importance of promoting

ion and the development of renewable resources is well-

eived and politically-wise. In addition. the referral in this

ction to the reports by the House Select Committee on Energy and

the MEQC (now the KEQB) which describe a wide variety of possible

entive programs in this area should be heeded.

CHAPTER !

RECOMMENDATIONS 26-40

Generally, the recommendations in this chapter which aim at in

creasing the consistency and fairness of the eminent domain process

easing the landownei's role seem reasonable. It is noted here

imply that Recommendations 136, 37. 38, and 140 actually serve to

ormalize procedures which are already often followed: that is,

have been provided landowners on some routes, placement of

~nu·~s have been subject to Degotiation with landowners, BVT lines

followed property lines, and utilities have generally

for the certificates of Deed and siting processes to be com

before commencing eminent domain proceedings.

-10-
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STATE OF MINNESOTA

OFFICE OF CONSUMER SERVICES
Metro Square Building
7th and Robert
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
(612) 296-2331

January 31, 1980

Senator Wayne Olhoft, Chairman
Representative Tom Rees, Vice-Chairman
Joint Legislative Committee on

Science and Technology
Room 49
State Office Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Dear Senator Olhoft and Representative Rees:

This letter will acknowledge our receipt of the report
entitled, "Regulating Electrical Utilities in Minnesota:
The Reform of Legal Institutions," prepared on behalf of
your committee. The length of this report and the im
portance of the subject matters it deals with will require
more exhaustive study by our relatively small utility
staff than we have been able to give it so far. However,
I would like to give you our initial responses to a few
of the sections in the Report, and indicate our intention
to share with you our further thoughts on these matters as
they develop.

We would first refer you to the Report's description of
"the energy players" in Public Service Commission proceed
ings (p. 87). You describe our Utility Unit at OCS by
quoting Subdivision 2 of our enabling statute, Minn. stat.
§ 45.17. We would note that while this section sets out
the broad representati~nal duties assigned us by the Legis
lature, Subdivision 3 removes rate. case jurisdiction over
cooperative or municipally owned utilities.

Perhaps more significantly, nothing in the entire statute
grants the OCS/RUCU explicit authority to represent the
residential customers in Minnesota Energy Agency Certifi
cate of Need proceedings for new power plants. Nor is
express authority granted for OCS/RUCU to appear in Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission proceedings establishing the
wholesale prices of fuel, or Federal Communications Commis
sion hearings on AT&T charges for long distance calls and
other services. The former omission is of particular
potential significance, in that the proportion of overall

Minnesota Commerce Department. An Equal Opportunity Employer

.•.... _..•- -'-.-' _.



Finally, we note your discussion of energy cost problems
facing our less affluent citizens at pages 304-315 of the
Report. To begin with. we might note that there is some
dispute over your unsupported assertion at the beginning of

gas and electric charges which are determined at the federal
level and passed through to Minnesota ratepayers under fuel
adjustment clauses has dramatically increased in recent
years to now account. in some cases. for over half of the
total utility bill.

_..... ---;.._.... - ....:..~ .. ;..:. .. -- - ::,...
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Sen. Olhoft and Rep. Rees
Page 2
January 31. 1980

We also believe that a center for intervention and technical
assistance could be created within an independent agency
such as ours. We proposed the creation of an intervention
and technical information clearinghouse of this sort as part
of the activities to be carried out under a Department of
Energy grant which the OCS/RUCU applied for in 1979. Unfor
tunately. our Office was not successful in its grant appli
cation. largely because the preponderance of nuclear energy
as a source of electric power in this state kept the average
cost per kilowatt hour of electric power too low for Minne
sota to rank well on the "need" criterion.

The second area in the Report attracting our attention in
volves the discussion of representing unrepre-
sented interests at pages 165-178. In reviewing the
recommendations on page 178. we would suggest that there may
be great difficulty in forming effective separate internal
representational mechanisms within the regulatory agency it
self. Instead. the concept of an ind~pendent citizen advo
cacy agency has generally been better"~'eceived among the
state regulatory officials with whom we deal. whether it is
within a larger department or is a separate cabinet level
agency as recommendation 2 on page 178 suggests.

We nevertheless stand ready to assist consumer groups with
information insofar as doing so is consistent with our re
sources and with our duty to represent all of the state's
residential consumers. Often this merely involves explaining
to a prospective intervenor how the hearings process oper
ates. the role our agency intends to take in a particular
hearing, and the advantages and disadvantages of separate
intervention.

_. _.. _- _...-- - ...__._- ~.. "
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Sen. Olhoft and Rep. Rees
Page 3
January 31, 1980

paragraph 4.3 that rich people generally consumer more
energy. Often the poor have less well-insulated homes, and
for thisreason,'~dthe fa~t that they often have larger
families, ·:.tend to have suprisingly high levels of energy
usage. We have been able to obtain some data on energy
consumption by income level and would be glad to share this
with your Committee.

We would also note in this regard that the OCS/RUCU has pre
sented rate designs in recent electric and gas cases incor
porating some of the lifeline aspects discussed in your
Report, but with particular features to preserve some of
the conservation incentives which the Report in several
places suggests may be inconsistent with lifeline rates.
While the rate structures proposed certainly are not claimed
to be ideal, they do try to mitigate billing impact without
discouraging conservation. They also attempt to address
considerations particular to customers of the individual
utilities, such as proportion of customers using electric
heat, levels of summer air conditioning usage, etc.

We shall look forward to working with you in the future
on the topics dealt with in the Report or any other matters
of mutual concerns.

Sincerely,

KRISTA L. SANDA
Director

KLS: jrw
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STATE OF MINNESOTA

OFFICE OF CONSUMER SERVICES
Metro Square Building
7th Br'ld Robert

. St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
(612) 296-2331

February 12, 1980

Senator Wayne Olhoft.. Chairman
Representative Tom Rees.. Vice-Chairman
Joint Legislative Committee on

Science and Technology
Room 49
State Office Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Dear Senator Olhoft and Representative Rees:

In our letter 'to you on January 31, 1980, commenting on the
report entitled, "Regulating Electrical Utilities in Minnesota:

'The Reform of Legal Irlstitutions", we referred to data on energy
consumption by income levels. Since the data is incorporated in
several reports published by Northern States Power Company; it
is difficult to characterize in a brief manner. Therefore l I
have requested Mr. Bob Kohlstedt, an employee of. Northern States
Power, to forward to you copies of the following reports:

1. "Residential Electrical Use Study - Twin Cities
Metro Area" - February, 1979;

2. "Residential Electrical Use Study - Minnesota (Non
MetrO)M - May, ~979;

3. "Residential Gas Use vs. Income Study - Mi.nnesota U

June, 1979.

Of particular interest to you may be the section in each report
titled, "Characteristics of Low Income Families". Those sections
can be found on Page 50 of the "Residential Electrical Use Study 
Twin Cities Metro Area;" on page 49 of the "Residential Electrical

. Use Study - Minnesota (Non-Metro)"; and on page 35 of "Residential
Gas Use vs. Income Study - Minnesota." Please note that in the
Gas Use report, on Table 15, a family of over 6 with an income of
between $10,000 ~d $14,999 used an average of 439 CCF per month.

Minnesota Commerce Department. An Equat Opportunity Em'ployer
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Sincerely,

Upon investigating this number, ~ was told it represented
a sample of one customer. I suggest that it may be an anomoly
and that it does not accurately reflect useage by low income
customers since it varies so greatly from any other numbers
on that table.

The information in'these reports can be interpreted in a
variety of ways and we do not necessarily accept NSP's
conclusions'about the data.

If you have any questions on this material, please do not
hesitate to call.

Diane Legatt Hunt
R~search Analyst

'~'" . Residential Utility Consumer Unit
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I do agree it would be well, AI far as practical, tbat one lIember be a

iD& Ilectrlcal UUliti••,.111 M1DMlIou..

Chapter 71ft: ~unt Dollalll and Power Pla.ut aDd Liu lit1Dg, I would

aake the following commentl: o.n page 349 where the recommendation II ~t

h.rd ot 4amace. ava.r'a..a .ho'Ald be "baied 011 .ndenee pr..ented at the heariD£l,
., ~

broker .2!. real estate appraher, familiar with land in the vicinity of

te.kin.g. An attorney ,should aQ.1lt!. one ot the commissioners. '!'he pet! tioner 11

elented b1 an attorney. The land owner --ma1 or mar not --allO be represented by

!he court Yhich hae appointed the commhlion hal instructed and ill wi111Zl.€

pitT aJJ'3 poinh of lay that UJ b. r&1e.d. What lOU are lUUeatin& i. the

e laying: one-third of a ~ur'1 .hould be compolld ot 1aV7erl •

• o.t ca.... transmildon linee aJ1d. poyer plante are ta1d.n& af:ricul tural land,

that redon, at leut one of the coJDJD1l1lonerll Ihould haTe a ylde ,eneral

ledge, Y~ ask thell to new the propert7. .11.0 the condelllJ18r baa accell to

belt ot legal AI.htance, while otten the land owner 18 unWoraed or unable

eecure equa117 proticient al.ietance. Be ehould not be penalized for this reason.

commielionerll .hould take into consideration the evidence presented at the

arings, 'but should~ be restricted on what they can 11Ie in makiZl.€ their decision.

.do not be1ieTe the eba1rll8J1 ~hould be required to f11e in wri UZl.€ hoY they arriTed

i.t their deeidon except:'lIa1be to .hoy h a TerT general ~ the criteria 11l1ed.

On page 353 the reeoDendatS-on Ie tbat the commillion be compoaed of a real

"Itate broker, a real eltat, appra1eer aDd an attorney. I cannot acree with this
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•

l' hope these ~hougb.t. will be of help to TOU in vorldDg with thil difficult and

to .ee a real e.tate broker rather than an appraiser on the commission, .. the

petitioner or bie agents ~f fraudulent .tatementl. !he SO percent penalty 11

Sincerely,

7~
J1enr7 Joellchow

condemner am ovur vill probabl1 each haT' apprailerl MIUtying tor them. lIT

recOJllDlendatiou Ar' for acrtculnral or tor••t 1aDd aDd would BOt ..pplT to urban

properV·

I agree with the recommendations on page '57 ~hat the petitioner be required

to par apprailal aDd e%pert witness COltl a. well ..e realonable attorne1 t •••

incurred 'b1 the owner either at a beariDg or appeal to diltrict court. I allO

~re. with the findings that .. fraud Itatute b. enacted to »rohib1\ the 1lIe b7 the

knowledge of a&ricu1ture as prae.t1ced 1n the area of ~ tald.DC· It 'Would be well

if the third JI&D. or preferabl1 all had a BOund budB8.. lr::nowledge. I would prefer
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SUITE 1800 DAIN TOWER

MINNEAI"'OL.18, MINNESOTA 155402

PAUL A. SXJERVOLD

"A party claiming a unity in noncontiguous tracts
shall give timely notice thereof."

Recommendation No. 28 -'If implemented, substantial problems
result. Proper presentation of evidence will in most cases

Preliminary Draft of Regulating Electrical Utilities in
Minnesota: The Reform of Legal Institutions

comments are as follows:

"

• Patrick Lee Reagan, Consultant
oint Legislative Committee on
Science and Technology

oom 49
tate Office Building
t. Paul, MN 55155

anuary 31, 1980

Recommendation No. 26 - This is largely covered by the present
statute. We propose that a copy of the actual petition be attached
to the notice served on owners. This would avoid the necessity of
defining what would be included in a "summary" and would prevent any
misunderstandings a "summary" could create.

Recommendation No. 27 - We agree with your recommendation. It
could easily be implemented by revising Subdivision 2 of 117.086 to

as follows:

Mr. Reagan:

A special subcommittee of the Hennepin County Bar Association
Eminent Domain Committee appointed to review your report· has met
ahd this letter will set out our comments on the various recomrnenda

ions included in your report. Although considerable time and
effort has gone into our review of the report, we have chosen to

ake our comments brief. If you so desire, we will be happy to
provide an indepth analysis of any of our comments.
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Mr. Patrick Lee Reagan
January 31, 1980
Page 2

require the assistance of an attorney; owners will be discouraged
from presenting their own cases. The additional requirements placed
upon commissioners wil~ further. reduce the availability of persons
qualified and willing to serve.

Recommendation No. 29 - We agree.

Recommendation No. 30 - We agree but we foresee practical
problems in locating such individuals in outlying areas.

Recorranendation No. 31 - There should be no "burden of proof ll
•

Recommendation No. 32 - The ,present statutes cover the question
of deposits and withdrawals fairly well. However, attempts to make

"direct payment should be encouraged.

Recommendation No. 33 - We recommend increasing the appraisal
fees recoverable at the commissioner stage. However, assessing
attorney fees against the petitioner would foster a large amount of
unnecessary litigation, as has been demonstrated in several states.
In many small takings, the attorney fees would far exceed the payment
received by the owner and in most cases the taxpayers will foot the
bill.

Recommendation No. 34 - This is not practical as written. In
major condemnations these practices are generally followed, but in
small acquisitions these requirements would create an undue burden
and cost to the condemnor.

Recommendation No. 35 - Not necessary. The existing criminal
code covers criminal fraud and civil fraud is actionable under
the common law.

Recommendation No. 36 - This is commonly done; we agree with
the recommendation.

Recommendation No. 37 - This recommendation does not appear
appropriate for Chapter 117. Aside from that, technical problems
abound and the condemnation award or settlement takes into considera
tion the location of structures.

Recommendation No. 38 - Same comments as Recommendation No

Recommendation No. 39 - This is not an appropriate subject
comment by the Eminent Domain Committee.

..



so

you for the opportunity to be heard.

Honorable Wayne Olhoft, Chairman
Joint Legislative Committee on

Science and Technology
29 State Capitol
St. Paul, MN 55155

Recommendation No. 40 - This is not an appropriate subject for
mment by the Eminent Domain Committee.

~ Patrick Lee Reagan
Iluary 31, 1980
ge 3

~••.•. are much impressed by your interest and your creative approach
the problems inherent in the eminent domain process. We in the

nnepin County Eminent Domain Commi~tee have labored long and hard
th these problems. In the past ten years numerous changes to
inent domain substance and procedure have been suggested by our
mrnittee. Many of these suggestions have been enacted into law.

he job of making the whole process more equitable and responsive
o the needs of a changing society is by no means finished. We,
herefore, welcome your interest and feel that we in the field and,

'ndeed,the cause of justice have obtained a valuable ally. Chapter
17, though not perfect, is constitutional and workable. It can
e made better by judicious improvement.

s very truly,

r::;}.J~~



Recommendation No. 40 -~his is not an appropriate subject for
comment by the Eminent:Domain Committee.

cc: Honorable Wayne Olhoft, Chairman
Joint Legislative Committee ,on

Science and Technology
29 State Capitol
St. Paul, MN 55155

We again thank you for the opportunity to be heard.

tA~r~tr:~
Paul A. Sk~VOld .

PAS:skm

..' .. -..... - . ,-~"".-.---
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Mr. Patrick Lee Reagan
January 31, 1980
Page 3

We are much impressed by your interest and your creative approach
to the problems inherent in the eminent domain process. We in the
Hennepin County Eminent Domain Committee have labored long and hard
with these problems. In the past ten years numerous changes to
eminent domain substance and procedure have been suggested by our
committee. Many of these suggestions have been enacted into law.
The job of making the whole process more equitable and responsive
to the needs of a changing society is by no means finished. We,
.therefore, welcome your interest and feel that we in the field and,
indeed, the cause of justice have obtained ~ valuable ally. Chapter
117, though not perfect, is constitutional and workable. It can
be made better by judicious improvement.

..
'~~~~_.",., . .;:' ::..:.-......::',~~~..~.~~~,~,~-~-' ........... _-_ ..~....;-~---.. ".-. -- .' ...• " •... _--~ ..... .~_._~.-,--~ .. ~,...,.~ .. , ..... - -' -'--"
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LEL.AND J. FRANKMAN
A1TORNIIY AT ~W

,,,Ott CAR.'U. aUILDlN.

MINNIlA~OLI•• MINNUOTA 88402

Aft.. CODI ., a.a7a., .00

February 1, 1980

Mr. Patrick Lee"Reagan, Consu.ltant
Joint Legislative Committee on

Science and Technology
Room 49 .
State Office Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Re: Preliminary Draft of Regulating Electrical Utilities
In Minnesota: The Reform of Legal Institutions

Dear Mr. Reagan:

I want to thank you on behalf of the Eminent Domain Committee'
of the Hennepin County Bar Association for attending our monthly
luncheon meeting on January 16, 1980. At that meeting I appointed
a 6-man special sub-committee to review your report insofar as
it pertains to eminent domain law and to inform you prior to
February 1, 1980, of our suggestions.

I have received a copy of a letter dated January 31, 1980,
addressed to you with the report of the SUb-committee. Since
you and I have met concerning your report in my office and
have spoken several times on the telephone concerning same,
you may consider the letter of January 31 to be additional
comments to those I have already given you in my capacity as
Chairman of this attorney's committee.

We appreciate your interest and work in the eminent domain
process and want to thank you for giving us an opportunity to
share our ideas with you. .

/
Very ..t.ruly yours,./ I~'/it., f) ('(1ucJL---
~eland~Ff'inkman,
Ch~irman, He nepin ~ounty

LJF:KH Em1nent Doma n Comm1ttee

cc: Honorable Wayne Olhoft, Chairman
Joint Legislative Committee on

Science and Technology
29 State Capitol .
St. Paul, MN 55155
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Route 1
Echo, rtoN 562)7
January), 1979

Patrick Lee Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology Research Office
Room 49, State Office Building
Saint Paul, ~ 55155

Dear Mr. Reagan,

RE: Comments on the draft report, Regulating Electrical
Utilities in Minnesota: The Reform of Legal
Institutions

Reference is made to the letter of Senator Wayne Olhoft,
Chairman Joint Legislative Committee on Science and Technology,
dated December 7, 1979, requesting opinions and remarks on the
draft report.

Your objective presentation of the issues in this matter is
greatly appreciated. Specifically, I would like to comment
on the following:

REcorntl~NJATlON 32: The Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
should amend its exclusion and avoidance
area regulation to include prime agricultural

.. land as an exemption.

Comment: I strongly support this recommendation. The
following enclosures document the reasons for
my support:

Enclosures:

1. Letter, Paul Ims, dated February 19, 1978, to
~r. Peter Vanderpoel, Chairman, ~~QB, RE: Report
of the Hearing Examiner in Docket No. EQB-78-005
MG, E~B Rules Hearing Report

2. Statement of Pau2 Ims at MEQB Meeting, ~arch 9,
1978, 9:)0 A.M., St. Paul, MN

). Minutes, MEQB Meeting, March 9, 1978, Veterans
Service Building, 9100 A.M.

4. Testimony of Paul Ims at Citizens Meeting on
Inventory of Study Areas for Electric Power Plants,
Southwest State University, Marshall, MN, August 29 1

-1-
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6 Enclosures: as stated

.',.,
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Testimony ofPauf '1ms --at Hearing of 1:he House
Select Committee On Energy. Thursday, September 14,
1978, 7.00 P.M •• Rm 8), State Office Building, St.
Paul. rei Public input on energy policy in Minnesota

Testimony of Paul 1ms at the Annual Hearing on the
Power Plant Siting and Transmission Line Routing
Program of the Minnesota Environmental Quality
Board,-held from 9.00 a.m. to noon, Saturday,
November 18, 1978. on the fifth floor of the
Veterans Service Building, 20 West 12th Street,
St. Paul. MN

6.

.. S.

Your objective presentation of the issue6 in this matter,
along with recommendations for correcting deficiencies should
certainly make a valuable contribution in the search for
solutions that will "come to grips" with the crux of the
problem, thereby looking after the best interests of present
generations and the generations yet to come.

Thank you for the opportunity to review your draft report.

Your attention is also invited to these enclosures as they
document personal experience illustrating inadequacies and
injustices of the existing administrative procedures, whereby
state agencies can circumvent the spirit and intent of
legislative mandates as stated in the The Power Plant Siting
Act of 197), As Amended 1977.

Ltr, Paul 1ms, Echo, MN Sb2)7. ~-J-bO
- 1r1r. Patrick Lee Reagan - _ . ,:~ ....

... • .'. ,.~_ ~ .._I'



References:

Mr. Peter Vanderpoel; Chairman
The Minnesota Environmental Quality:.Board
550 Cedar Street. Room 100
St. Paul, MN 55101

·RR 1
Echo, MN 562J7
February 19, 1978

, .... .. ', . -~. -', ,'. .". ~ ,
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My telephone conversation with Ms. Mary Sullivan on
7, 1978, granting me additional time to sUbmit
on sUbject report prior to the March 1978 meeting of

(G)
February
comments
the MEQB

(H) Transcripts of Hearings. Rules for the Siting of
Large Electric Power Generating Plants and High Voltage
Transmission Lines, VOLUME I and VOLUME II

Dear Mr. Vanderpoel,

REa Report of the'Hearing Examiner in Docket
No. EQB-78-005-MG, EQB Rules Hearing Report

(A) Letter, Hearing Examiner Myron Greenburg to Paul
Ims, dated November 14, 1977 (Enclosure No.1)

(B) Report of the Hearing Examiner in Docket No. EQB
:·78-005-MG, which I received February 1. 1978

(C) My letter to MEQB, dated February 2, 1978, sUbject
as above, mailed via certified mail receipt no. 178287. with

.a return receipt request, requesting time for me to present
:'addi tional pertinent information to the MEQB prior to its
taking final action on sUbject report

(D) My visit to the Lyon County Library, Marshall, on
February J, 1978. for the purpose of researching the tran
scripts of the EQB Hearings in order to prepare a response to
subject report. However, the transcripts were not available
at Marshall, as stated in a memo from the librarian. (En
closure No.2)

(E) My visit to the Crow Wing Regional Library, Willmar,
on February J, 1978, where_the transcripts were available

(F) My testimony before the MEQB Hearing at Granite
'Falls on November J, 1977 (Enclosure No. J)

.. .

(,

~.(...

, .' ":.
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First of all, I would like to state that ~his response to the
Report of the Hearing Examiner ~as been submitted as expe
ditiously as possible. Briefly,·as you may have noted from
references (B) thru (E) above, my time schedule for review of
the report, review of the hearing transcripts, and preparation
of this response to the report has been as follows. (1) FEB I,
received, copy of the report following my order which was sub
mitted as soon as I was notified that the report was available,
(2) FEB 2, mailed letter to MEQB advising of my intent to
respond to SUbject report, (3) FE~,3,traveled 35 miles to the
Marshall Library in search of the hearing transcripts, then 65
miles to the Willmar Library, where copies were found, 'then 45
miles to home, and (4) FEB 4 to date for review of pertinent

, material and preparation of this response. Having to accomplish
the work of preparing this response after accomplishing my
daily mandatory work involved in a livestock operation, places
me at a disadvantage time-wise.

In accordance with stated policy of the Minnesota Legislature,
as specified in The Power Plant Siting Act of 1973, As Amended
1977, Which states in part, "to provide a,· public planning
process where all interested persons can participate in develop
ing the criteria and standards to be used by the Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board in preparing an inventory of large
electric power generating plant study areas and to guide the
site and route suitability evaluation and selection process",
and having reviewed subject REPORT OF THE HEARING EXAMINER,
EQB-?8-005-MG, In the Matter of the Rules Proposed for Adoption
by the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board Relating to Power
Plant Siting and Transmission Line Routing, and portions of the
transcripts of the hearings, I hereby respectfully submit to
the MEQB for its consideration, prior to taking final action
on SUbject report, the following supplemental, relevant infor
mation, comments, and recommendations.

~ffiQB 74 H - CRln~RIA FOR THE EVALUATION OF SITES

1. I would like to invite your attention to a vital aspect of
a relevant, seriously important issue and its related facts and
ramifications, stated in the testimony of Paul Ims at the
Granite Falls EQB Hearing (Pub. Ex. 22, pp. 2-4, See Enclosure
No.3). which was not mentioned in the Hearing Examiner's
discussions of this SUbject in his Findings 39 thru 65. This
issue is relevant to my recommendation which reads in my
testimony as follows I

~mQB 74H.l.e. Exclusion Criteria

Add 74H.I.e. New SUbdivision after d.

"No large electric power generating plants shall be
sited on agricultural land which would be rated as
glass 1, 2, or ), in the USDA Soil Conservation
Service land classification system."

-2-
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DR. NORMAN E. BORLAUG, who states in his letter of
January 27, 1978, that we are recklessly removing too much
good farm land from agriculture ••• And this sad situation
is going on in many other states and countries. (Enclosure
No.4)

WIN 562)7 • .,2-~9-'l8 ,_._.'
. : •. j..": -4 • .;; ~ _..:; ~ .r
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The vital aspect of the issue pertains to a warning ~rom
. the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture, and the application of this
',warning to the power plant site selection situation here in
: Minnesota. The warni'i1g of Bob Bergeland pertains to the alarming
.loss of cropland in the United States. (See Enclosure No. )
:The Hearing Examiner's Report fails to mention this high level
warning"and also to mention how, and to what extent, the exist-
ing power plant siting rules, criteria and standards, and plans

. and projections for additional. power plants to be built in
Minnesota, can permit and contribute to the irreplaceable loss

-of such significant quantities of a vital natural resource.

Briefly. in reviewing the study titled, "Future Electrical
.Energy Resources Demands", developed and produced by the
Minnesota State Planning Agency, Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency, Minnesota Energy Agency, and the Minnesota Department
of Natural Resources, with its section devoted to FUTURE
DEMAND ON RESOURCES, and in reviewing information pUblished by
a power company as to actual cropland that would be lost to the
plant site alone, in the case of a site area currently under
consideration, a very alarming situation comes to light.

In making the forecast of future electrical demands, the
'study uses minimum and maximum growth factor estimates of 3X,
·4x and 6X, which would require 12, 16, or 25 1,600 ~~ plants,
"respectively. Applying the NSP pUblished estimated loss of
'cropland of 3,100 acres for the plant site itself at the
proposed Wood Lake site, to the projected number of additional
power plants, total permanent losses could run from 37,200,
49,600 to 77,500 acres depending on the actual growth rate. It
certainly is alarming to note that existing policies and plans

. can permit the squandering of such quantities of a vital
. irreplaceable natural resource.

While the Hearing Examiner may have jUdged this aspect of
a vital issue, (Which was presented in accordmlce with statutory
authority granted to all interested persons to participate in
developing the criteria and standards to be used by the Board
in preparing an inventory of large electric power generating
plant study areas and to guide the site and rQute suitability
evaluation and selection process) to be of such small importance

. that it was not worth mentioning in his Report. there are,
however, in addition to U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Bob
Bergeland, other leaders and men of professional stature who
are speaking out and taking action on this ve~, important issue
of preventing further irretrievable losses of this vital
natural resource. A partial list documenting their concerns
follows.

,

"Ltr, Paul Ims, RR 1. Echo,
-: '., .~ ..

: : '.
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VICE PRESIDENT WALTER MONDALE was clearly impressed
by the urgent logic of Dr. Norman Bor1aug's message, as
stated in an article in the Minneapolis Tribune, January 22,
1978, titled, "Farm expert Bor1aug warns Mondale of food
shortages", written by Finlay Lewis. Staff Correspondent.

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE RICHARD NOLAN. who states in his".
letter of January 23, 1978. that the loss of prime agri-'
cultural land to nonagricultural uses is of growing
concern in the Nation, and in Congress. He also mentions
our need to preserve prime farm land as an irreplaceable
natural resource. He further states that on February 14.
1978, his Subcommittee will meet to officially adopt and
send to the Full Committee, H.R. 5882. the National Agri
cultural Land Policy Act of 1978. This legislation is
designed to initiate a major government effort to develop
strategies to preserve prime agricUltural land. (Enclosure
No.6)

-4-
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THE MINNEAPOLIS METROPOLITAN COUNCIL has stepped up
its attention in efforts to save farmland for farming"as
stated in an editorial of the Minneapolis Tribune of
February 1. 1978, titled, "Rural issues get equal time."
It states further that the council has set up a rural task
force charged with doing for undeveloped outlying areas
what the urban task force did for the developed core. to
determine what's happening -- and likely to happen -- to
rural areas; to assess the effect of regional policies
and taxation, and to suggest what federal, state, regional
and local governments can do to preserve farmland. In
1976, it issued guidelines for local governments to use in
identifying and pro~ecting such land.

JOHN TI~~10NS, PROFESSOR OF NATURAL RESOURCES AT IOWA
STATE UNIVERSITY, states in an article from the Washington
Post, written by Paul Shinoff, and republished in the
February 2. 1978 edition of The Mankato Free Press, titled.
"Green Revolution bumping ceiling of applied technology",
that America's "green revolution" may be over. The intense
30-year industrialization of the nation's farm lands,

\,.. . .

"Dr. Bor1aug, Director. International Wheat Improvement
Program, International Center for Maize and Wheat Improve
ment (CIMMYT), Londres 40, Mexico 6 D.F., Mexico, states
further in a tre~tise titled~ ~The Green Revolution. Can
We lt1ake It Meet Expectatlons?"., Reprinted from PROCEEDINGS
of The American Phytopathological Society, Vol. 3, 1976,
p. 11, that as we begin to reflect on the natural resource
base of our earth and its potential for food production, we
see that the earth has a lot of poor real estate. Approxi
mately 71~of th~ surface area is ocean and only 29% is
land. Moreover. ··much of the land 1s of 1itt1e value for
agricUlture and animal husbandry. (Enclosure No. S)
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·Ltr. Paul 1ms. RR 1 •. Echo, NN 56237. 2-19-78

:S8

during which crop yields more ~han doubled ~hrough ~he
introduction of complex harvesting machinery, petro
chemicals and genetically .engineered crops, appears' to be
at an end.

-.
liARRY M·. MAJOR, USDA, SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE,.

stated in the Minneapolis Tribune "Fixit" column of .
February 11, 1978 ~hat ) million acres of farmland are
irreversibly shifted each year from agriculture to other
uses. Inventories by the Soil~ConservationService indicate
there are about III million acres in the nation that are
available and have the quality for conversion to cropland.
This is land that would not' need intensive management, such
as irrigation. Simple arithmetic indicates that, at the
present rate, this reserve of cropland will be lost in
approximately 37 years •.

2. Your attention is also invited ~o Hearing Examiner Finding
54, in which he states that the language "and utilize only
marginal lands" to be ambiguous and redundant. This language
was used in my testimony at Granite Falls. (Pub. Ex. 22, p. 4,
See Enclosure No. )

Submitted for your consideration is revised language as
'follows:

MEQB 74H.3.g. Add the underlined words.

"Preferred sites minimize the removal of valuable and
productive mineral, timber and agricultural land from
other necessary uses."

This language would appear to be reasonable to clarify
the desired result in the implementation of these
criteria, and further, to add emphasis in the rules
for th~ protection of agricultural land -- a "thread
of strong feeling woven throughout the fabric" of the
hearing testimony, surfacing at many points in the
transcripts such as in (Tr. VII, pp. 90-91, and
Tr. X, pp. 47-48) reflecting the opinions of Legislators
based on their personal recollection and conclusions
of what the 1977 Minnesota Legislature intended to
accomplish in amending the Power Plant Siting Act of
1973, as it pertains to emphasis on the protection of
agricultural land, and in (Tr. IX, pp. 36-37) re
flecting the opinion of an attorney on the PPSAC,
and as recognized in the Report of the Hearing
Examiner in Finding )6.

RECOMMENDATION

.In light of the Hearing Examiner's final recommendation on p. 79,

-5-
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~nclosures.
1. Ltr. HE Myron Greenburg to Paul Ims, dtd 11-14-17
2. ~emo, Marshall Librarian, dtd 2-)-78
). Paul Ims Testimony, EQB Hearing, Granite Falls, 11-)-77
4. Ltr, Dr. Borlaug to Paul Ims, dtd 1-27-78
S. Treatise, Dr. Borlaug, "The Green Revolution. Can We ~ake

6. Ltr, u.s. Rep. Nolan to Paul Ims, dtd 1-2)-78

-6-

recommending that the proposed rules, as modified herein, be
adopted, and further recommending that consideration be given by
the Board to those suggestions which were indicated by the
Examiner to constitute substantial changes and that additional
hearings be scheduled with appropriate notice to consider those
suggestions, and, -

In light of the supplemental, relevant and substantive information,
-comments. and recommendations 'Which 1 have SUbmitted hereinabove,
and. '.-

- In light of the Report of the Hearing Ex~ner's omission of and
failure to direct the attention of the -Board to a vital aspect
of a relevant, seriously important issue and its related facts
and ramifications as presented in my written and oral testimony
at the Granite Falls EQB hearing (Pub. Ex. 22, pp. 2-4), and

In light of the procedures utilized in these EQB Proposed Rules
Hearings, which precluded affected citizen's participation until
after the Proposed Rules had been printed and distributed (green
sheets), which in effect, means that citizen participation can
be extensive, intensive, objective, and constructive, but that

_actual meaningful results from such valid citizen participation
recommendations may never be realized, but rather that they can
be stymied or negated simply by omission from the Report of the
Hearing Examiner, or on the basis of being found to constitute
"substantial change" and thereby being SUbject to the provisions.
and procedures of Minnesota Rule HE 108, which in turn involves
exposing the final "weighing of' the merit.. of the recommendation
to possible arbitrary action on the part of the initiating
agency, Which may view the recommendation as not being completely
in accord with its rationale in the matter at hand, regardless
of the objective merit of the recommendation, and hence, choose
to decline the adoption of' the recommendation and thereby
prevent the scheduling of any additional hearings to give it
further consideration, and thus silencing at a possibly critical
time, an issue of potential, great, long-term importance affect
ing generations yet to come,

It is therefore, hereby requested that hearings be scheduled to
consider the matters hereinabove identified.

incer lyL
aul Ims



November 14, 1977

STATE OF '~INNESO'rA

OFFICE OF HEARING EXAMINERS
ROOM aoo - t?~ UNIVERSITY AVENUE

ST. PAUL...INNESOTA .alCM

(612) 296-6910
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AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

MSG/eag

Yours very truly,

M~"~~ s. GREENB GJ~~Ig Examiner

RE: Power Plant Siting and Power Line Routing Rules
Our File No. EQB-78-00S-MG

Responding to your letter of November 10, 1977, please be
advised that your exhibit has been marked as Public Ex. No. 22.

Your request for a copy of the Report in this matter is
somewhat premature. You will receive a letter indicating when
that Report is available and the cost thereof. If you still
wish a copy, you may then order one.

Mr. Paul 1ms, Sr.
Echo, Minnesota - 56237

Dear Mr. 1ms:

•• ,, __• ~._: ••• ~ w •• i....
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, .
Marshall· Lyon County Library ,

301 West Lyon street
Marshall, Minnesota 56258

Phone (507) 532·2646 •

February 3, 1978

After searching carefully our collection of
Environmental Quality Control materials we
find that we have not received the November 3,
1977 transcript of Hearings which took place
in Granite Falls, HInnesota.

Please be advised that Mr. Paul Ims attempted
to receive this it?£ormation from us. ,,-

1/1 . ['/rI t0./1 I~v~ J.).-..).~
Margaret E. Bosshardt
Director of Library Services
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Hearing Ex-wr (EQB Hearing. Grazute Falls. MIt). . . '.

Paul 11:18. an 1," Bcho. ·.uN 56237

ttovember ,. 1911

-No arca shall bo solected which does not have reasonable
accesooto a provon water supply sufficient for plant
operation. No uso of ground water 8hall be permitted where
m1ning of ground w~ter recourccs will result. -Mining- as
usod herein shall mean the ~moval ot ground water that
rosults in material adverse effects on ground water in and
adjacont to tho croa, aa determined in each case. ~~fore,

~~t1t.h!Lontorn Uinnonot~ 18 f\1tcludod trom the Biting of large
eloctric po~or gnnnrntins-Plpnts."

This exclusion of e specific geographical area is
recc:=cndcd b~cauGo of the following reasons.

Mr. Curtis Sparko ot the ~innesota Pollution Control
Agency's Orriee ot Environmental Analysis, stated in
the SGptembor 22. 1977. issue of the "ENERGY" Section
of the M~Qto Freo Preoo. on page lSA, as follows.

-Any power plant likely to be constructed, said
Sparks. will likoly bo on a river. because neither the
federol governm~nt nor ~nnesota has thus far looked
at dedicating lakos tor power plants. Plants on the
Minnesota River, he ~a1d. 'may be limited by poor water
quality -- the water already has heavy concentrations
of salts trom the geologic strata.

..; ".

SUBJECT.. f8atlccny of feul 1138 at Hoaring on Proposed Rules of
'tho 11innoDotn Environ:1~ntal Quality Board for Siting

.Larao Eloctric Powr' Gonerating Plants and Routing
High Voltago Transmission Lines. held at Granite
Palle. lin on ~OY=bor .3. 1977

·Mr. Roarins Examiner. Jiy ftllme is Paul· latlt and I am a farmer
in the ~ood Lako area. I am hero tonight because I am concerned
about the envircncontal &nd egrlcul'tural impact of 81ting a

. large electrio po~r gonorati~ plant in the Wood Lake area.
and also the projoctod sit~ ot 12 to 25 additional plants
1n ltlnnosota. .' .

'I would like to mako the follomng recomm.~:'ndations concerning
tho Prop5sed Rulos of the M1nnesota Env1ronmental Quality Board
for Siting Largo Electric Powor Generating Plants and Routing
High Volt~o Tr~~smisoion LineD. ~ testimony will pertain ~o
throo provisions of tho proposed rYles.

FIRST.

(.. 1~9D 74H.l.c. Add the underlined words.

. ."- .
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.- 801l'th''lItem aliMeNta. Sparta add 111 excluded
.b1 • shortage of nter. lind northnstem Minnesota has
lWted water of poor 4luallV. Aaron Katz (also ot

. tb.1s off1ce) cd sputa agNod water and air epaee
eculd bo m.l~lo b _at~'tral Minnesota -- 1t
the IJtQt3 Gro m.l11~ to .acr1tic. lakes -- but ."
N1d 'thAt ~Q 1• • tt 1Wto ·tor polltlcal reasons. ~

.-2-

on.. CU;i ~~ L" "~-::z.0~~;..:.;::~~~~~~~~~::;.a,.......
2.l' J, t.U..." "":::L:~:.!:.'P..:.J"",ofi~~~i&l::~.t.U.~ .......~~::.:.:~::.:::.:.:~
~1~nRrflent1~nRYntAm.

!bore Ie • compelling reason tor this "commended
exelucicn. and thill reason has two aspecia. First. .
thero 18 a wa.mlng trom the US Secretary of Agriculture,
Bob ~rgelend, concornlng the alarming annual loss of
agricultural land 1n the United States, as stated in
an interviow titled, -Why Farm~rs Are Up In Arms,
publiched in the October 31. 1977 isssue or US News.
World Roport. on page 59. Which reads in part as tollows.

-Q You otten emphao1ze the need tor more planni~ in
rurnl devolopt7.3nt and agrieultun. Do you teel
that tcrmara vnnt tho Governcent involved in
thoir nffnirc?

A 'here's no euch thing as being totally free.
!here are constraints of all kinds -- soclal and
fin:ncial -- 80 1- don't accept the theory that
you ccn operato 1n society today without living'by
lim1to••!here' are problems where planning and
Govornment involvement are nocecsary.

Q For exe=plo ~-

A In my l1tetime we've paved over cropland
equivelont to tho cize of Ohio, and we will ·pave
OVGr Indiann- bofore the century is out.
~o are a farming nation, we pride ourselves on

beil1,!; en induotrial might, but farming is the
bl~coot bualnooa in the United States. We were
8tartod by fen:oro. They came to this country, and
they 80ttled in tho valleys and along the rivers

...:...... : ~ ..

SBCOND. '
. '

'~ Exelu.,I;O'n Criteria.

Md ,"'B.l... .~. nbdlri"I~' afte'~ d.
t) lar ftlect

.. .~~...... : ..
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12 1,600 MW planta
16 1,600MW plante
25 1,600 ~ plants

Growth tActor'~f )X would require

• • • 4x· ..
• .. • 6X. ..

Using tho estimatod pomanent loss of actual crop lend
at tho ~ood Lako sito ot ),100 acres, and applying this
to tho forecast projectlona of 12, 16, and 25 tutu~
power plants requirod, total permanent losses would be
)7,200, 49,600 or 17".500 aoros respectively. In add.ition
to the permanont 10000s du~ to plant sites and reservoirs,
each eite will require a 2,000 to ),000 acre bUffer
&one, future u~es tor which are still being studied. It
1s acknowledged thnt actunl losses of ~rop land would
vary from sito to aito, deponding considerably on the
ei&e of reservoir expansion requirements, existing

-- ..)-

' .
. "...... '" ..~,- .
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, and lakee and ooeane -- the flatland. 'Villages
grew to 'toms 4ID\d oities, ~d they were connected
by hlghways and, airport. -- all on f"latland.
Suburbs grown on 'flatland. And eo we are paving

, over 2 I11l1lon aone ot crop land and recovering
1 million --'tor a net loss of 1 million acres
a:nnua1ly. tho 1 Ill1ll1on recovered is mostly
~bCArainal lend that requires irrigation to
~:product1v.. '

We neelS to carefully examine our land-use
in thi8 countr)'. thAt RHumB that we're going to
.et a,confrontation between private rights and
pUblic interest. We can't go on losing a million
acrcs ot the world'. beat c,ropland forever."

And secondly, ho.dina this warning of the US Secretary
of Agriculture Bob Bergoland. aa it applies to the
projected 8ittng of large electric power ~nerating
plante hero in the state of ~innesota, we tind the
follo\"ing alarcing statistics. ," (1) The estimated 108s
of tarclend'presently in crops at the Wood Lake aite
~uld be a total of ).100 acres, as stated 1n a letter
trom Mr. Robart D. Cook, NSF District Manager, Montevideo
sont to local no~spapar editors, dated October 24. 1977,
clarifying previous acroQSo estimates., And (2), a study
titled "Future Electrical Energy Resources Demands·,
developed and producod by the following state agenciea.
Uinnecota State Planning Agency, Minnosota Pollution
Control ~ency, lUnnesota Energy Agency, and the
ainnocota Dopnrtmont of Nntural Resources. has a section
devotod to FUTURE DEMAnD on RESOURCES. Which includes
en Electrical Enorgy Demand Forecast. This forecast
mnhes pro~ectlcns tor the numbor of power powor plants
required in the future, based on minimum and maximum
gro~h tactor estimQtoa es follows.

'.
.',,-.

<.

'c'
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2 Enclosures. 1. Cp, Mpls 'Tribune Editorial, Oct.'2. 1977
2. Cp, US News 6 ~orld Report, Interview with

Sec. of Agriculture. Bob Bergeland

. ';~_'... ~. i.:.:.~':. '... .':. ..... ;~. ~ ~.',-;

. . .. ~5 _' .' :." :, : ' :,__ :, ," , ".,. _ _" .... ~ _ ::_, :',_ ..
land use practices and ~errain teatures. However,
regardless of certain variations fr.om site to site as to
actual losses of farm land, ~he total losses of ~arm
land rrom thesepro3ected 81tings remains very 'alarming.

.. . .
·Preferred Bites minimize the removal of valuable and
productive land trom other neceasar.r uses, and utilize
2nly marginal land.· '

~his addition provides guidance, that if followed,
will be of considerable assistance in achieving
one of the objectives .tated in MEQB ?lB, Purpose
and Policy, which reads as follows. "It is the purpose
of the Act and the~olicy of the State to locate large
electric power facilities in an orderly manner compatible
with environmental preservation and the efficient use
of resources.-

Utilization of marginal land in t~e siting of power
plants is vital to conserving valuable land for other
necessary uses and achieving the objective of
"efficient use of resources." '

In conclusion, I would like to say that having heard and read'
about the CPA-UPA mattor in Stearns, Pope, Travis and other •
counties, and having personally talked to some of the individuals
involved, and having read the editorial titled, "The Court and
the Pow~r-line Controversy". pUblished in the October 2, 1977
issue of tho Minneapolis Tribune, siting the separate opinion of
Justice Lawrence Yetka, on this matter, it raised serious
questions in my mind aD to the integrity of this Whole process,
and as to whether a citizen's participation would actually be
~rth the effort involved, however, after having observed the
response of local governmental units to citizen participation in
this matter, and havi~ personally attended the EQB hearing at
St. ClOUd on October 21th. and having listened to the tapes of
the Office of Hearing Ezeminors' hearings at Alexandria on October
17th, and Mankato on October 20th. which my wife attended, I have
hope that an equitable solution con be found within the system.

.........
and THIRD, '

MEQB 14H.'.g. Add :'the underlined WONS'-
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CENTRO INTERNACIONAl DE MEJORAMIENTO DE MAIZ Y TRIGO

.~ NEB-53 . . '. '. .
INTERNATIONAL MAIZE. AND WHEAT IMPROVEMENT (H

Sincerely,
~ ., ~ ~,

1./l ~ ('- {.'t~" t 'jt~ j;;),,~/'l(It .,\'" ~r~
NC'rman E. Borlaug.

The Green Revolution: ,.' . '" '.
Can We Make It Meet Expectation? ~_.

Mr. Paullms
Route 1
Echo, Minnesota 56237
U. S. A.

Dear Mr. Ims:

..

Londres 40. Mexico 8, D. F.
Apdo. Postal H41
Cable: CENCIMMYT
Tel. 514-46-30

. January 27. 1978.

1 am sorry for my long delay in replying to your letter of October 27,1977.
1 was traveling and away from my office for virtuaUy all of the months of
October, November and December.

I am enclosing herewith a copy of an article in which I mention some of the
general problems of land use and the food problem in general.

1 am wondering what happened on the hearings concerning the proposed
siting of the N. S. P .. power plant. I fully agree with you that we are
recklessly removing too much good farm land from agriculture and
diverting it to industrial sites, housing developments, highways, airports
etc. And this sad situation is going on in many other states and countries.

Encl.

'\

c·



SYMPOSIUM-WORLD FOOD II
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,truth is lhat at lhe maximum level of fISh and crustacean
iK'odUdion in '97 I, the haf'Ve!;t of the liCit reOlched a leVel
~f approllimately 70 million mel ric tons. or only about
2% of Ihe lonnage of food futrvcsted from the land. In
recent ye8no, the marine harvcst has begun 10 decline
despite improvements and expansion of ehe world'ii
fIShing fleetli, A number of .uthorities. including Dr.
Oeorg Borgstrom whn is on this Symposium. have slaled
that already the OCC<in iii being overharvcsled for many
speck'!> and th:lt it will be necessary to limil catches to II
lower level to sustain yield, Consequently. it becomes
apparent that we must not consider the OC:Clln to be a vast,
largely untapped food-production basc,

Thus, it becomes ohvious that. as in the past. the
&rowing demands for food musl largely be met by

,production on the: land, This cnn be achieved by
expanding the area cultivated, by increasing yields on the
area now undcr cultivation, or by • combination of the
IWo.

Since the first recorded history there have been many
cr~e5 in (ood proouetion leadinllio famines caused hy
droughts. plant disca,""'S, or hordes ofltX'usts, ElIch crisis
was precipituted because Ihe human population was
approaching the carrying capacity of .he land under
cultivation an~ animul husbandry under Ihe prevailing
conditions of th~t time.

Afler each crisis mme land was rapidl)' opened to
cUllivutiun-for thl:n land was plentiful- to feed the
growing populations, But population growlh in thllse
early times was slow because man had lillie control over
the environment. his food stlpply. or his own diseases,
Next year we willcclehratl' 200 years since the hinh of this
country; our lands werc opened Jarj,lcJy during thaI time.
tlllw much mllr~ land can w'c,and thl' rl'st (If thc wnrJd, •
opl:n in the next 10 year~, or in the n,'xl 200 ~'e"r~'! II i~

true thaI in ccrtltin Itrl:as uflh,' world lh~ development of
larile irrigation IiChemeli lillCh as the Indu~·Ganges·

Brahmapulra draina!!c basin in South Asia, the Mekong
in Snllthelllit Asia. the Niill'r basin in Africa. and the
Am:llon lind Parana River hasins in Slllllh AmL'rku
could bring large IIreus uf land under higher produclion,
BUI thi~ will r~quirc cnormous capital in\'~stmenls that
are beyond Ihl: capahililies of individlml naliors,
Moreover. international aj,lr~ments lind intermllion;J1
financing will hi: required to bellin lu dcwlllP the
potential of these, and thc B\.'litlltion period bel ween
planning and imph:mentlilion will be v~ry long-several
decudes at besl. There ure also vast tract~ of land with
10lld prccipitalion thai gradually can be openl'd \0

cultivalion in southcrn Sudall, Similarly, Rr:lliI has vast
tracls oflall'rilic, leached hlliIs in ar~as Wilh precipillllilln
of I,OOO-I,(l(1O mm. Twenty·five yellrs ago Ihese ureas,
known as thl' "Cllmpu l'ernldo" and \'ariollsly'Cslimalcd III
constitute an area of 60-100 million hL'ctan:s, werc
regarded as having liltle potenlial valu~ I'm ugricuhur,',
But with the introduction of the proper tech nil logy, Il'is
.rea in a period of 10 ycars has beeomc IhI.' sccond III rilcsl
produl'Cr of SO}'he,lOs in the wmld, Under thc econllmic
Itimuilis of the w'orldwide shortape ofedihle oil and meal,
Brlll.ilian ~.)yhcan production increased from 350,000
metric Ions in I96S to 10 million rnetrictons in 1975-lrul)'
a revolutiun in 50)'bcltn production.

The grass 118vannahs of Central Africa, in many ways
similar to Ihe ellmpo cerrado of 8razil and thc savannah

....
'"

Whrrr dOfS our rood tomt rrum'!

Food is produccd from three diffeTl'nt sources: the
ocean lind inland waters; the I""d; and, to &I vcry limited
extent. indireclly from micro.Mganisms cullured under
artificial conditions. Thc 11I1l~r currently is ofvery limited
importance and will nOl hL' dh,ussed in this prcliCnlut ion,

Many people erroneollsl) hclic\'l' that thc S\'a is a \'lIst
and largely untapped resen,,;r III' lood pmduetinn, The

. ~:.

,rowing world population, To most peoplc, the world
(earth) i5 an enormoWi planet -and, unfonunatcly. to
many Itill the u:nter of the univcn;c-with much
unexploitcd £lind and water for expanding food
production indefinitely as needed, The truth is that our
earth b Jl m~dium'1iil.cd planet in our modellt 1IOiar
system, which in tum is only a ",pecL;" in the univene as
mosl of u~ ob~~n'e, but only \'agucly comprehend ,liS we
llance upwafd on a clear, mo()n~~ night and 11/..'1.' the star
studded sky with mnny UlIOlar .)'Stems,"

As we begin to renect on the natural f'Cl;ource base of
our earth and ill; potential for (ood production, we ICC

that the earth has a lot ofpoor real estate, Approximately
71% of thc liu"ace area iii Ot.'Can and only 29% i5 IllOO.
Moreover, much of the land iii of 'ittle ",.lIue (or
agriculture and IInimal husbandry,as is indicated inT.ble
I. Only about 11% is classified as arabic land, suitable (or
agriculture or permanent non-forest tree crops. 22% is
classified 8S permanent pastures or meadows, and 30%8S
forest and woodland. This Icaves about 37% of the total
land area in wasteland (liub-arctic and antarctic
wasteland, rocL;y mountain lilopeli, lundra. or d~rtli)

citics, industrial sites, highwayli. airports, etc,
This c1aSliification b. at belit,onlya tentative attempt to

classify the world\ land ruourc:cs. In land-rcform
programs in sevcral p:lrts of the world. I 'UiVC ICCn
peasant farmers being i1110Cillcd land thaI is incapahle of
producing food for a silahle pllpillatilln nf ilmsshupper~,
much les~ IlIr II family uf hlln~r)' people, Consequentl}',
considerahle es~cntiallv worlhless land has been elassilicd
as arllhh: l'or politic~1 reasons. Similarly. much land
c1assifk'd U~ I'ore~t lind woudl'lnd is ol'lillie \'ulue. being in
SomL' cuses "ast extl'n~ion~ of ti:IJ:!L'hru~h with £In

I oeca~ional luncly jllnil'er or "pinin~ pinion pine,"
Moreovcr. largL' are:ls of \'''hmhle agricultural lund lire
hcin~ removed from agricultural 11M: lind conwrted ttl

industrial and residenlial silL'S, highway~, airl'orts, etc.
each year, II hus been estimaled that in the USA I million
hectares arc being Inst tn thesl' 1I1'Cli annually. The truth is

/
' Ihal IhL' liSA even nnw hus no land~use pnliey and Ihut

the siluut;oll is equally chaolic elsewhere in the world.
It is Irue that there arc slill oppnrlunit i\.os for cxpa ndin/!

Ihe arahlL' land arca by irrigalion of deserlureas. and by
c1earin!! I'orcsls in some urea~, hUI these IIndertu~inl!s arc
both time eon~lIming lind expl'nsivc as will he emphasiled
by Borgstrom and b}' Janlen in this Symposium.
Moreovcr. we must weigh thl'udvisability of clearing or
not dearing forest lands for aE!riclIlIlITlII usc m the world
will soon find ilsclfjuccd \\ilh a wursening shortagl' of
:orest produch, Wouldn't il hL'disastHlus 1'1IrthL' vaslund
growing nalional and inlcrmlliunal hureaucracies, ne\l's
media, and Ihl' pllhlisher~ of hll{lls of gloom and doom.
and of lIcxaluiY if Ihe world ran shorl of papcr'!
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With best wishes, I am

RN:jsf

I am confident that our Subcommittee will act favorably
on this legislation and I am hopeful for its adoption by the
Congress this year.

Mr. Paul Ims, Sr.
Echo,
Minnesota 56937

,.
f

January 23, 1978

On February 14, 1978, our Subcommittee will meet to
officially adopt and send to the Full Committee, H.R. 5882,
the National Agricultural Land Policy Act of 1978. This
legislation is designed to initiate a major government ef
fort to develop strategies to preserve prime agricultural
land.

'TItDMAS a. PDLI':Y. WAitt ••
at Dl'neJO MUI8I:"

The loss of prime agricultural land to nonagricultural
uses is of growing concern in the Nation, and in Congress.
It is a complex and frustrating problem, of~en pitting our
Nation's need for energy, transportation, and economic de
velopment against our need to preserve prime farmland as an •
irreplaceable natural resource.

Thank you for your recent letter and for testifying
b~fore the Subcommittee last October. The hearing record
is now at the printing office and you will be sent a copy
as soon as they are printed -- approxii;.ately three weeks.

Dear Mr. Ims:
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~

Paul 1ms. RH 1, Echo. ~ 56231

"
"

Al. ME~B ~eeting•.~arch 9. ~918. 9,)O,AoM •• St. Paul. ~

STAl'Ert,E!'4T OF.

1 •. My oral and written testimony submitted at the EQB
Hearing at Granite Falls on November " 1911. which was
designated Public Exhibit 22

2. Report of the Hearing Examiner, in Docket No. EQB-?8
OOS-MG, dated February 1, 1918

3. lJ.y letter of February 2, 1978 to the N£QB providing
notice of my intent to respond to the Report of the
Hearing Examiner. and requesting time to do 80

40 E~B Staff Proposed Findings of Faot. Conclusion and
Order. dated }o'ebruary lS. 1978

50 Letter from E~B Administrator. Mary Sullivan. dated
February 11. 1978. confirming information provided
during our telephone conversation on February 7. and
advising of the opportunity to submit comments or
sug~estions to the Board through its Chairman. N.r.
Feter Vanderpoel

6. ~y letter of February' 19, 1978, to UrI Peter Vanderpoel.
Rc. Report of the Hearing Examiner in Docket No. EQB
78-005-rr.G. EQB Rules Hearing Report, providing my
response to the aeport of the Hearing Examiner

7. E~:3 .:;taff froposed Findings of Fact. Oonclu.sion and
Order. dated ~arch 2. 1978.

Raving personally partioipated in the hearings, and having
reviewed the Report of the Hearing Examiner, Transcripts of
the Hearings. the ~~B Staff Findings of Facts, Conclusions and
Orders. dated F'ebruary lS and f;:arch 2. 1978, it is disappointing
to find that the final rules will fail to provide adequate
protection for the preservation of prime agriculture.l land (land
which would be rated a$ Class 1, 2, or , in the USDA. Soil
Conservation Service land classification system).

The Conclusions of theEQB Staff refleot a basic failure to
meaningfully "come to grips· with. vital issue that 1s now
coming to the forefront at the national level in suoh matters
as HoR. 5882, the National Land Folicy Aot 01 1978. now being
considered in the United States Congress -- which would provide

Chairman Vanderpoel. My name 18 Paul Ills. and I represent
Conoerned Cititens for the Preservation of the Environment, Inc.

Por the record. I would like ~o refer to ~he following actions.
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wh~H~ASI local, state and federal agencies and service
organizations dedicated to the conservation of our
Minnesota natural resources stand ready and able to
assist and guide landowners and operators in the
selection of proper land for cultivation and with
applying appropriate soil and water conserving measuresl

NO~~, TH~REFORE, I. Wendell H. Anderson. Governor of the State of
N.innesota, do hereby proclaim and charge the people of Minnesota
with the challenge of meeting the vital need for expanded
agricultural production in 1974 while protecting our basic
natural resources with appropriate. soil and water oonserving
measures, and thus sustain our agriou1tural productive capacity
for this and future generations.

FROCLAMA'rION

WliEREAS. the high quality and quantity .of agricultural production
in Kinnesota is founded in the state"s bountiful soil
and water resources, and

State of ~inn8sota

legislation designed to initiate a major government effort ~o
devalop cttrategie", 'to preserve.' prime ogrlcultuzoal land. ~he

seriousness of this matter is 'further emphasl&ed at the inter
national level in the efforts of the International ~heat

Improvement Program. with main offic~s in Mexico City. and its
Nobel Prize-winning Director, Dr. Norman E. Borlaug. a world
renowned agricultural expert who has been expressing grave
concern for the world's food producing capacity, and who
recently impressed Vice President Walter fJondale with his urgent
logic in a warning about developing food shortages.

In making my final comment on this mfttter. I would like to quote
from a Proclamation of our former Governor. Wendell R. Anderson.

C
"
.' .

-. iiHEHEAS, Minnesota' s reputation for conservation of natural
resources is the result of its people who support
soil and water conservation programs based on the

(:., wise use of our resources, and

~lllinEA3a our' nation is faced with a need for bringing several
million aores of "set aside" cropland back into
agricultural production in 1974 to meet the increased
demand ~or agricultural commodities, and

WHZRBAS, there are sufficient acres of cropland in Minnesota
to meet increased production demands, and

WlillREAS, land that is better suited for pasture. hayland.
forests or wildlife should remain in these uses, and
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF. t· have hereunto ••t
ay hand and caused the Great Seal or the
State ofldnnesota to be affixed at the
'State Capitol this eleventh day of March
in 'the )pear of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and 8eventy-four and of the State
the one hundred and sixteenth.

···lsl Wen~el1 R. Anderson
GOVERNOR

IsL Arlen I. Erdahl
SECRETARY OF STATE

In light of this proclamation by former Governor Wendell R.
Anderson in 1974. and in light of statements by Dr. Horman
Borlaug, U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Bob Bergland, U.S.
Representative Richard Nolan, and Frofessor John Timmons.
as presented in my testimony at a previous hearing, and in
SUbsequent written 8upplemental information pertaining to
these proposed rules, it would appear that EQB proposed rule
rt.EQB 74~.l, a-d, is not adequately protecting our most valuable
natural resource, prime farmland. Classes 1. 2. and :3 in the
U3JA Soil Conservation Service land classification system,
therefore. it would be my hope that this Board would rectify
this situation by adding my previously proposed rule. ~QB
74[j.l.~. to these proposed rules. and thereby in effect.
make the rules for the siting of large electric power
generating plants in the state of ~inne8ota, the example for
the nation, in this very important matter of preserving
prime farm land for future generations.

nYO~

Z;l~



Mr. Mil1hone suggested some non-substantive. clarification amendments in the rules that!' .
were unanimously approved by the Board.
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Minutes
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, ,MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
MEETING

. March 9. 1978
. Veterans Service Building

. 9:00 a.m•
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..
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EQB Members Present: Chairman Peter Vanderpoel:. Ronnie Brooks. Sandra Gardebring.
Jim Harrington. Warren Lawson. Barbara lukermann. John Millhone, Allan Mulligan.
Wi 11 iam Nye' . .

EQ~ Members Absent: Wesley Ohman. Gwen Schwartz. Bill Walker

Chainman Vanderpoel called the meeting to order•

. "

Paul lrns. representing Concerned Citizens for the Preservation of the Environment,
express~d cCJncern that the final rules fail to provide adequate pl'9tection for the
preservation of prime agricultural land as classified 1, 2 or 3 in the USDA Soil

. Consc:tvation Service land Cldssification System. He recurrrneMed the Board adopt an
additional rule that would state that no large electric power generatinq pldnts shall fl '.

be sited on agricultural land which would be rated 1 or 2 in the USDA Soil Conservationec
Service land Classification. Systetn. tar

. pot
Mr. Vunderpoe1 corrrnented that Mr. Ims's request is clearly outside the Board's authoritr!

'The legislature did not include. in the Board's basic law. the authority to rule out 6.~..•.. VI
major parts of the state. •

r...:. ra'
Deve Velde. Assistant Conmissioner. Department of Agriculture. expressed con~ern over I

.. (: continuing util ization of agricultural land as contrasted to· presei"vation and concern itt

~(!)
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.1," •

. ~ . : ..

.,~} The propo~ed agenda, with amendments. was unanimously approved.
·.,i.8.41

."{.,. Power Plant Siting Rules I
Will Kaul. Power Plant Siting staff. explained to the Board that the Hearing Examinr.rls!·P(l
r.eport was received in late January. Staff has proposed its own findings ber.~u$e in I'

l '". some. instances the Hearing Examiner's findings were very general and staff disagrees I! .

with the Hearing Examiner in other instances.· 1;:
He th~n outlined each of the rules explaining any substantive or cla.rificaticn changes.l "

... _.... ;.
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Vanderpoel also expressed opposition to NSP's reGuest.
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.WHEREAS. the r~innesota Environmental Quality Board proposed major
dments in the Power Plant Siting Act to the 70th Legislature; and

• WHEREAS. the 70th legislature responded with a major redraft of the
r'Plant Sit1ng Act; and

WHEREAS, the legislative changes in the Pow~r Plant Siting Act made it
ssary to prom~lgate a new series of rules for power plant siting and transmission
routing; and

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED:

n:AT the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board adop't staff's am~ndf!d
~ed findings of fact, conclusions and order for adoption in the mi:tter of the
proposed for adoption by the Minnesota Environmenta I Qua'l i ty Board relat 1rg

wer plant siting and transmission line routing; nnd ~

.THAT staff take the necessary actions to allow the rules to take effect.

dad by Mr. Mi11hone, the motion carried unani~~usly with VandCr[Oel. Brooks,
bring, Uarrinton·, Lukennilnn. Millhone and Mull igan ~otjn9 aye, awson and ~ye
resent.

·Jtim transcript of the above discussion is avai1~bla for review at the EQD offic

f?rsman Request fCl!...Bevocation anri )"so~nsion cd Cunst~uttion PermiL

~ion bi.:t.-;ea,t Tom Jp.nsen~ attorney ,..epr'!sPlltinl) (;r,li~ forsM:!!'l, and the Board
:1l1ed that no ection or~ Mr. FO;-:'lilOnls rL:ti~ic;n fOI' ~evocl1tion and S'Jsp~nsion be
at this n:eetin9 li~cJcse th£:fi! are no rules in efff'!ct.

n D. Peterson. President, Circuit Breakers Inc •• expressed his support of Mr.
'$ proposed amendment.

re was no motton to add this rule.

th Wietp.cki~· NSP. explained to Board ~"bers that it, recomm~nds the Board include
guage in Rule 74(H}(1)(b) that·would stnte th~t the undeveloped portion of the
e's buff.er areas be perm'itted ·to overlap exclusion areas •. .

Gardebring expressed opposition to NSP's recommend~tion on her own and Commissioner
's behalf.

noted that the Department of Agr{tulture is preparing material which begins to .~
dress some mapping and identity of different classesot: land. . .

. .
rles Dayton. 'representing Concerned Citizens for the Preservation of the Environment,
ted to the Board that he believes there is justification for making a special categoryor productive and prime agricultural land as an avoidance area when considering the

ting of power plants. He requested the Board support the proposed amendm.ent put forth
Mr. Imswith'the qualification that it· would ->nly be an avoidance criteria and

mited to lands which meet the criteria J and 2 prime agricultural lands as defined
the Soil Conservation ~ervice. .
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rhe inventory information should be
complete to the extent that it can provide
meaningful guidance to those persons
involved in the selection of future
power plant locations.

CITIZ:!:~~ INPUl'.

I~V~NTORY DISCUSSIC~ PAPER~ pp. 2-3. Citizen input on the follo~'ing

plant size and tYEe questions is reguested.

1. What do you' believe would be the least burdensome. (a) to
concentrate the adverse impacts of very large power plants
in a few locations. (b) spread out the adverse impacts to
very many locations with small power plants. or (c) to do
something in between?

CITIZEN INPUT. ~aximum utilization of our state and nation
potential hydroelectric power sources and
(c) do something in between

2. Should the inventory cover a wide range of plant sizes rath
than assume that one plant size will suit all situations?

The following comments and recommendations are made in response
to your letter of August 21, 1978, sUbject. Citizen Meeting on
Inventory of Study Areas for Electric Power Plants. and the
enclosed INVENTORY DI3CUSSION PAPER. dated August 21. 1978.

FIRST.

'1'0 s:· . .~ Allen Jaisle. Manager
EQB Power Plant Siting

SUBJECTs' Testimony of Paul Ims at Citizens Meeting on Inventory
. of 3tudy Areas for Electric Power Plants. Southwest
-State University, karshal1. rl.N, August 29. 1978

~r. Jais1e. Thank you for providing citizens an opportunity to
participate in developing the criteria and standards to be used
by the Environmental Quality Board in preparine an inventory of
large electrio power generating plant study areas. My name is
Paul 1ms, and I am a farmer in the Echo area. 1 am here tonight
because I am interested in the agricultural and environmental
impact of state policies pertaining to the siting of large
e1ectrio power generating plants and the routing of high voltage
transmission lines.

(.
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July 1977 Report by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, concerning an inventory of
potential hydroelectric power sources in
the United States.

(4)

(,)

;t ... -' ........ ... ". '

CITIZEN INPUT.

a. What are the results of the investigation of
potential hydroelectric power sources in the
state of Minnesota?

b. What is the state of ~innesota doing to facillitate
the development and integration of the hydroelectric
power potential on a national basis?

(Referencesl

(1) BRITANNICA BOOK OF THE ~AR 1978, p. 146,
·~asted Energy", which deals with potential
U. S. hydroelectric power sources. and
includes the Mississippi River.

(2) BRITANNICA DOOK OF THE YEAR 1978, p. '58,
table titled, "Installed Capacity and pro
duction of Electric Power in Selected
Countries, 1975-76.

Our failure to utilize our dams is ~asting as
much electrical energy as the county of
Italy produces.

David E. Lilienthal, a former Chairman of the
Tennessee Valley Authority and the Atomic
Energy Commission, presently head of the
Development and Resources Corporation, in his
article titled, "Lets put Our Rivers Back
to Workl", ori~inally published in th~
Smithsonian (SEP '77) by the Smithsonian
Institution. and republished in the January
1978 issue of Readers Digest.

How 1mportant 1s it to ~dentify study ~as for nuclear
power plants in the inventory DOW?

ClrIZEN INPUT. It 1s very important to identify all factors
~hat have a bearing on the problem and its
solution, considering both the short term
and long term ramifications.

4. What other questions about the size and type of power
plants .hou1~ be considered 1n the inventory study?

,.



d.

c. ''l'he INVENTORY DISCUSSION PA?EH states in part ()
~. 10, under Cost ImplIcations. MA shift ~o sma
power plant ~1zes would most likely increase 00
~owever. how significant would these projected
increased costs be when oompared ~o the lncreas
security risks resulting from such large segmen
of our popUlation and economy being dependent ()
,relatively few. strategically important sources
"e1ectrical energy.

I an' t the trend of bui lding larger and larger
eleotrical power generating plants an unsound
policy?

(Reference.

(1) BRITANNICA BOOK OF THE YEAR 1978, p. 14), '
rea Physicist Amory B. Lovins.

-Beyond the risk of atomic warfare, Lovi
sees the nuolear enterprise as symbolic 0
the whole trend toward increasingly cent
ized energy facilities, which tie up aet
nomical amounts of capital while creati
vulnerability to the massive disruption
that results from region-wide power fail
This trend must lead, acoording to IDvin
toward a more brittle and authoritarian
society."

76

a. Yes, there is a practical upper limit to reservoi
and the criteria applying to this matter should
include the following considerations.

(1)' Avoidanoe of lOBS of prime.egricultural 1
Classes 1 and 2 of the USDA Soil Conservati
Service Land Classification System

(2) Geological faotors and engineering factors
relevant to potential flooding safety haza
developing from the construction of substa
daru. levee' and diking structures.

4. What other water requirements and impaots questions
should be considered in the inventory?

-3-

SECOND,

INVENTORY DISCU3SION PAPER, p. 4, Citizen input on the following
water requirements and impacts Questions is reg~u~e~s~t~e~d~,~ __

1. Is there a practical upper limit to reservoir size
considering this land will be lost to other uses?

CITIZEN INPUT, .

Paul ~ms. Echo. ft1N 562'7, August 29.1978

, .

..... ,

(.

.C
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, llaul 1ms. Echo. IGN 562'7. Augutit ~9. 1978
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CITIZZN INPUT,

a. Are terrain features and'geological strata adequate
to ensure that acid residue accumulations from the
scrubbers. can 'be stored without danger or
contaminating underground water supplies and the
adjacent countryside?

b. How will the acid residues from the scrubbers be
disposed of without causing contamination or
pollution of underground and surface water supplies?

'I'HIRD.

INVENTORY DISCUS3ION PAPER. p. 6, Citizen input on the followi~
air pollution and health hazards questions is requested.

1. Even if regulations permit location of power plante in or
near concentrated population areas like the Twin Cities,
Duluth or Rochester. do you thin;, we should risk exposing
the larger numbers of Minnesota 'citizens in these areas to
whatever health hazard there may be rather than risk exposing
relatively few citizens in more sparsely populated areas?

CITIZE;,\ INPU'f.

a. The lives and well-being of rural raeidents
should be given the same consideration as residents
of urban areas.

b. 'I'h~s is a moral question.

c. No plants should be sited before adequate standards
are determined and implemented for acid rains
and trace element pollutants.

INVENTORY DISCUSSION PAPER. ~icultura1

Impacts, para~raphs 1-3. p. ,paragraphs 1- , and

-4-
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CITIZEN INPU 1'.

1. The estimated figure of "less than 20,000 acres"
of land for site looations over the next 20-25
years should be noted. reviewed and verified
correct as of a certain date. since this figure
varies drastically from flgu.es presented in
undisputed testimony at the EQB rules

'- 78
1. As stated in testimony at the EQB Hearings and at

the EQB Meeting on ~arch 9, 1978 at St. Paul, the{
already exists an operational and effective land
classification gystem which could be used in the
identification of productive agricultural land thai
should be preserved for future generations. Thls
system is the U.S. Department of Agriculture 5011
Conservation Land Classification System which cleat
defines 8 classes of land with Class 1 and Class 2
being the best and referred to as prime agricultur
land and Class 8 being the poorest land. Thisr .
system has been operational and effective for ~~
years on a nation-wide basis. -.' _ '

2. At the EQB Meeting on March 9. 1978. the EQB Staff
.argued that Soil Conservation Service classificat1
of the entire state of Minnesota has not been compl
and therefore this system could not be used. The f
of the matter is that there has been no demonstrate
reason why the Soil Conservation service could not
provide adequate information on some specific area
in a relatively short time in the event that a
specific study area has not already been c1assifiea

J. At the EQB Meeting on ~arch 9. 1978, the EQB Staff
further argued that they had no authority to give
special protection to agricultural land, and hence
could not use such a system. However. the Legal
Council for Concerned Citizens for the Preservati
of the Environment. Inc. and Circuit Breakers, Ino.
stated the opinion that state agencies already have
adequate statutory authority in The Power Plant
Sitin~ Act of 1973. As Amended 1977. to place prime
agricultural land, Classes 1 and 2 of the USDA. S:S '
Land Classification System at least in the Avoid
ance Cate~ory of the EQB Rules for the Siting of
Large Electric Power Generating Plants, to wits
paragraph MEQR 74H2 of the Proposed Rules (green
sheets) utilized in the hearings.

B. Paragraph 2 on p. 6 reads as follows. "Power plants are
expected to require less than 20,000 acres of land for site
locations over the next 20-25 years. This compares to 24
million acres of cultivated land. 6 million acres of open
and pasture land, and 18 million acres of forest land.
Mining lands are relatively small acreage~ and presu~ed

easily avoidable."

'_ ......~ .... _ ••__ •. __ •• .~_ .'__ -: •• _. _ l.-' ...~~ ....._+~_- :-:- ......~ __ _~ _
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.Paul Ims, Echo ~ :tr.NS62)'7, - August :29', "1978.
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and Wh1ch ~igure8 remained undisputed at the EQB
Meeting at st. Paul on ~arch 9. 1978.

2. The-less than 20,000 acres" figure should be verifie,
for the following specific reasons. Based on
calculations derived from the study titled, "Future
Electrical Energy Resources Demands". developed and
produced by the Minnesota state Planning Agency,
N.i~esota Pollution Control Agency. V-innesota Ener~
Agency, and the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources, with its eection devoted to FUTURE
DEMAND ON RESOURCES, and combined with data published
by a power company as to actual cropland that
would be lost .0 the plant site alone, in the case
of • site area ourrently under oonsideration, amounts
of orop1and irreversibly lost would be much greater
than the INVENTORY DISCUSSION PAPER figure of -less
than 20,000 acres."

3. The previously undisput.~d calculations as presented
to Mr. Peter Vanderpoel, Chairman. The Uinnesota
Environmental Quality Board, in a letter from Paul
1ms, dated February 19. 1978 are as follows.

"In making the forecast of future electrical demands,
the study uses minimum and maximum growth factor
estimates of 3X, 4X and 6x. which would require 12,
16, or 25 1,600 M# plants. respectively, Applying
the NJP published estimated loss of cropland of
',100 acres for the plant site itself at the
proposed Wood Lake site. to the projected number of
additional power plants. total permanent losses
could run from '7.200. 49,600 to 77.500 acres
depending on the actual growth rate. It certainly
is alarming to note that existing policies and
plans can permit the squandering of such quantities
of a vital irreplaceable natural resource."

4. In addition to this maximum projected loss of
77.500 acres. ~r. Vanderpoel stated at the EQD
);eeting on "~aroh 9. 1978 that this figure oould
possibly go to 100,000 acres.

5. It would appear that unless there has been a
recent drastic reduction of the estimates of
future electrical energy resources demands in
~innesota. the INVENTORY DISCUSSION PAPER figure
of "less than 20,000 acres" is highly erroneous
and grossly misleading. .

c. Paraeraph 1 on p. 7 reads as follows, "Of the total
Minnesota land use change expeoted for the future. only
a relatively small proportion 1s likely to be accounted
for by power p1~ts and lines. About six percent of the
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2. Such irreversible losses of a vital natural

1. This statement in the INVENTORY DISCUSSION PAPER
HAS the effect of attempting to minimize the loss
of productive farm land by dealing in percentages
rather than actual acreages as related to actual
economic and moral values. However, when compar1
the estimated irreversible loss figures of even
20,000 acres, 37.200 aores. 49,600 acres and
possibly 100,000 acres with ·the warnings of Dr.
Norman E. Borlaug, Nobel Prize Winner and world
food authority as to t~e reckless removal of gOOd
farm land from agricul~~e and the dire results t
will follow, these losses are alarming. Secretar
of Agriculture Dob Bergeland has warned o~ our
serioussloss of good agricultural land. Vice
President Walter Mondale was clearly impressed
with the urgent logic of Dr. Borlaug. Hep. Richar .
Nolan's Subcommitte developed H.R. 5882. the
National AgriCUltural Land Policy Act of 1978,
which is legislation designed to initiate a major
government effort to develop strategies to preser
prime agriCUltural land. The Minneapolis
Metropolitan Council has stepped up its attention
in efforts to save farmland for farming. John
Timmons, Professor of Natural Resources at Iowa
state University statessthat the "Green Revolution
is bumping the ceiling of applied technology."
Harry M. Major, USDA. SCS, stated that J million
acres of farmland are irreversibly shifted each
year from agriculture to other uses. Inventories
by ~he Soil Conservation Service indicate there
are about 111 million acres in the nation that
available and have the quality for conversion to
cropland. This is land that would not need
intensive management, such as irrigation. Simple
arithmetic indicates that. at the present rate.
this reserve of cropland will be lost in
approximately '7 years.

(rhese references are documented in the Paul Ims
letter of February 19. 1978 to Mr. Peter
Vanderpoel, REI Report of the Hearing Examiner
in Docket No. EQB-78-005-MG, E~B Hules Hearing
Report)

land use change trom 1975 to 1990 is expected to result
from land used tor power plants and lines. The greatest
~hanges in land use in Minnesota for the future are associ
mted with wildlife land acquisition and urban land exp&nsi
About 80 percent of the land use change will be accOunted
for by these activities."

CITIZEN INPUT.
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resource should certainly appear ominous to any
person who has moral considerations for the
generations ~et to oome.. . .

D. Paragraph 2 on p. ? states, "Definition of valuable and
productive agricultural land is a very difficult matter,
especially if different grades or rankings of agricultural
land are sought. The Soil Conservation Service has long
been involved with this, however, soil surveys and other
assessments are not oompleted for a very sUbstantial portion
of ~inne80ta farmland. The State Planning Agenoy is
completing a statewide ranking of agricultural land based
on 80il and climate oharaoteristics."

CITIZEN INPUT.

1. If one reviews the existing USDA, Soil Conservation
Service Land Classification system, with its clear
definition of each of the 8 classes, it is baffling
to understand what is "a very difficult matter" in
identifying prime agricultural land, Classes 1 and 2.

2. As to the statement that soil surveys are not completed
for a substantial portion of Minnesota farmland,
there has been no indication that the Soil Conservation
Service could not provide adequate information in a
reasonable time on a specific area in site areas under
consideration where soil surveys have not been comyleted.

3. Further verification of land quality can readily be
obtained from the AgriCUltural Stabilization and
Conservation Service, which has a per acre, per crop
yield rating and payment schedule for each farm unit.

E. Paragraph 3 on p. ? states, "If all agricultural land,
regardless of its value or prOductivity, were to be avoided,
this would place power plants at great distances from
agricultural regions. ~any more miles of transmission
lines to deliver electric power to farmers would be
needed as a result.

J. If current recommendations for the exclusion of
only Classes 1 and 2 of the USDA Soil Conservation
Service T~d Olassification System as presented at
the E~B Y.eeting in St. Paul on March 9, 1978,
were implemented, referenced statement would be
irrelevant.

F. ~)ara.:;raph 4 on p. 7 states, "Lane! rankings differ
depending on the level or perspective of the analysis. The
~eat a~ricultural land in a county is not necessarily the
best land in a region of the state or statewide.

-8-
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2. Prime agricultural land is certainly a vital
natural rasource., It can readily be identified
in any area where iden~ification is warranted,
regardless of evasive excuses to the contrary.

J. The crux of the matter is the preservation of
prime farm land as stated by authorities and
l~aders previously mentioned.

4. To irreversibly squander a vital natural resource,
especially one that is needed to provide for
eenerations yet to come, in a highly questionable
trade-off for a facility with a useful life of
only some J5 years, certainly doesn't add up to
the efficient or prudent use of resources.

5. Implementation of the current recommendation to
exclude prime agricultural land, ~lasses 1 and 2
of the USDA Soil Con~ervation Service Land
Classification System, from the siting of large
electric power generating plants, would be a
significant contribution to the preservation and
efficient use of our state!s natural resources,

and would be within the spirit and intent of
r.aferenced state policy.

' •. - ---;--_._--:-- --

Diffe~ent per$pectiv&s can serve different purposes.
Protecting the best agricultural land in the state may
protect abBolute statewide erop production tc aome degree,
but it would not necessarily protect the best ~gricultural

land at the regional or county-levels. The same, concepts
may apply to forest lands."

CITIZE~ INPU'!'.

1. You~ attention is invited to MEQB 71 AUTHORITY,
PURPOSE AND POLICY, paragraph B. Purpose and
Policy. ' It 18 the purpose of the Act and the
policy of the State to locate large electric
power facilities in an orderly manner compatible wi
environmental preservation and the efficient use of
,resources.

G. Ci.tizpn input on the following aer10ultural and other land
-rmEactn questions is requestedl

1. Should protection of agriou1tural land be approached
from a statewide, regional or county point of view?

CITIZEN INPUT.

a. Protection of prime agricultural land is
a national issue presently before the CongresS
of the United States in the form of H.R. 5882,

.
~aul 1ms, Echo, !~7!~ 5(;2:37, Au~st'29 r 1978

- .~ .-"

C'
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CIl'1lEN IN?Ul' I

a. The u.s. Department or Agriculture Soil
Conservation Service Land ~lassificatlon
System, Class 1 and Class 2 definitions.

,. Should forest land be given consideration equal to
agricultural land?

. ',,', , 83

the National Agricultural Land Policy Act of
1978, which 1s legislatlpn designed to
initiate a major government effort to develop
strategies to preserve prime agricultural land.

With the protection of prime agricultural land
already being approached from a nationwide
point. of view, it would appear only logical
that each state approach this issue from a
statewide point of view.

.. '

';,.,.~""''''''''''.J ... ' .._, .. - ...... ~ ....:; •. :",':l-'~:-.~.,,"~"""'-IIt!...~.-:--- ·.~/.,':·~~...... -J·· .... :.... ,
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d.

c.

,',

b.

;"j:,-'.,'-'-
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With Congress searching tor strategies to
preserve prime agricultural land, on a nation
wide basis, it would appear that the state of
Minnesota, with its considerable experience in
legislation - 'he Power Plant Siting Act of
1973, As Ammended 1977 - and its considerable
experience in the siting and construction of
plants and transmissi~n lines within the
state, would be in an advantageous position
to "come to grips" with the basic problem and
come forward with policies, rules,
implementation procedures, and additional
legislation as required, which would not only
solve a crucial problem in this state. but
would also demonstrate Minnesota's leadership
in important issues and serve as a model for
the entire nation.

On the other hand, failure to "come to grips"
with the crux of the matter - regardless of
obstacle pretexts used to the contrary - will
produce an end result or inefficient use and
squandering of a vital resource. This would
be a travesty of the trust which the people
have placed in their State Agencies and the
Legislators who have the responsibility for
10oki~ after the future interests and well
being of the generations yet to come,

2. ..hat factors should be considered in developin~ a
definition of "valuable and productive" agriCUltural
land?
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No, not in all cases. While values of '
:different categories of ~orest land willva~
as will values of different categories of
agricultural land, this matter should be ke~t

in the perspective of the preservation of
prime agrioultural land being of national
conern.

,', a •. ' .

ncer~

I Ims, President
oncerned C1tiz~ns for the Preservation of the Environment, Inc.

-11-

b. When trade-offs between forest land and
agricultural land appear justifiable, the
decisions should be made on a case by case
basis oonsidering the specific values of
the lands involved.

CITIZEN INPUT'

and FIFTH,

COnCTJUSIO:{.

A. Again. thanks for the opportunity to provide citizen
input in this matter.

B. It would be greatly appreciated if you would advise as to
the fo1lowine:

Can I eet 8 copy of the transcript and/or minutes of
this meetine'(
;\111 you be making a 't,T! tten report and recommendations
from these Citizen Input meetings to the fr.EQB?
Can I obtain a copy of this report and recommendations?
Hoy' and when can I get a copy of the draft report
on th e Inventory?

, .
Verification of the revision of the study titled.
"Future Electrical Energy Hesources Demands". developed
and produced by the Minnesota state Planning Agency.
Vinnesota Pollution Control Agency, ,Minnesota Energy
Apency, and the Winnesota Lepartment of ~atural ReQn,,~~P'

wi't,fl its section devoted to !"UTURE DElv'.AND ON RE~OllkCES,

to include the following,
a. nhen was it revised?
b. ~y whom was it revised?
c, }~ow can.I obtain a eopy of the revision?

>l:).u1 IJj.~, ~cho. I.:N, 5('237, ' August' 29. 1978

·CCI State Senator A.O.E. Setzefandt
State Representative Gaylen DenOuden

'. ',"'. ~-". --- .-.~~,--,.-----'--------'----'---'-'-

(.

(, 1.

2.

3·
4.
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lB, 1918

·w'innesota Environmental Quality Board

SUBJECT&. ~e9timony of Paul 1ms at the Annual Hearing on the
nower Plant Siting and ~ransmission ~ine Routine
Frogram of the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board,
held from 9.00 a.m•.to noon, Saturday, November 18,
1978, on the fifth floor of the Veterans 3ervice
Building, 20 West 12th Street, St. Paul, ~N

~r. Chairman. Thank you for providing citizens an opportunity
to participate in developin~ the criteria and standards to be
use1 by the Environmental Quality Board in preparing an inventory
of large electric ~ower ~enerating plant study areas. ~y name
is ~aul 1ms, and I am a farmer in the Echo area. I am here today
because I am interested in the agricultural an1 environmental
impact of state policies pertaining to the sitin~ of large
electric power generatin5 plants and the" routing of high
vol~age jransmission lines •

. In response to ~r. Jaisle's letter of November 2, 1978, SUbject.
Notice of Annual rUblic Hearing on the Power Plant Siting
Pro~ram, in which he invites comments on the inventory meeting
summary, the tentative study methodology, or any other power
~lant sitin~ or tranRmiRsion routing matter, I would like to
brln!:r, the followin,~ information to the attention of the EQR
members, and also to have a copy of my testimony entered
verbatim in the records of this hearing.

In order to facillitate and expedite the preRentation of my
comments, I am ~roviding a copy of my testimony to each member
of the board at this time.

FIH37' ,

cO[n(.l~Ni'S ON 1'HE 3UMfv:ARY OF INVE~"OKY DISCUSSION rrEE~INGS

1. A perusal of the Sm.:MAHr OF INVENTORY DISCUSSION h'EE1'INGS,
dated November 2, 1916, which was enclosed with ~r.
Jaisle'~ letter of November 2, 1978, SUbject. Notice of
Annual ~)ublic Hearing on the Power Plant 3i ting Program,
reveals that certain relevant and important information
and data presented in written testimony at the Citizens
Ii,eeting on Inventory of Study Areas for Elec tric Power
plants, at Southwest Dtate University, at ~arshall on
August 29, 1918 has either been completely omitted or
in certain cases only alluded to.

2. The follow1n~ examples of such omissions and allusions 
which are in effect a failure to come to grips with the
crux of various matters - can be found by comparing ~r.

-1-
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Jaiele's SUMMARY OF INVENTORY DISCUSSION MEETINGS, dated
November 2. 1978, with the written testimony of Paul ~ms

'. ~ - _ 00 , 0 aubmi tted at the August 29th ••e ting at lIlarshal1. 0 A copy
-, eO' 'of this testimony is attached herewith as Tab labeled I

Paul 1ms
AUG 29'78

..---
• _+."•. ~._ ...... ~ •. ~4" ._._~.~ .....
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(2)

d. In regards to the "SUMMARY" seotion on Water Require
mants an1 Impaots, question #4, What other water
requirementJ and impaots questions should be
con~iderp,~ in the inventory?, the "SUY.~ARY" fails to
~ention the followinl two critical considerations I

(1) Are terrain features and ~eological strata
adequate to ensure that aoid residue
acoumulations from the scrUbbers oan be stet
without danger of contaminating underground
water supplies and the adjacent oountryside?

How will the acid residues from the
be disposed of wi tho'Llt causing contamination
pollution of underground and surface water
supplies? (See Tab, p.4)

c. In regards to the ·SUMMARY· section on Hater Require
ments and Impacts, question #1, Is there a practical
upper limit to reservoir size considering this land
will lost to other uses?, the ·SUM~ARY" fails to
mention the consideration that should be given to
avoiding the loss of prime agricultural land.

It also fails to mention the consideration that
should be given to safety hazards resulting from
man-made impoundments of large quantities of water.
(See Tab. p.)

a. The ·stmmARY" fails to report two important questions
J'oncerning the investigation of potential hydroelectrio
power souroes in the state of Minnesota, and what is
the state of Minnesota doing to facillitate the
development and integration of the hydroelectric
power potential on a national basis? (See Tab. p,2, pa

b. The ·SUMMARY" further fails to report information and
reoommendations from such authoritative souroes as
BRIT~~ICA BOOK OF THE YEAR 1978, David Lilienthal,
a former Chairman of the T~nneasee Valley Authority
and the Atomic Energy Commission, and his pUblished
article titled, "Lets Put Our Rivers Back to Workl".
and the July 1971 Report by the U.S. Army Corps of
~~ngineer~, concerning an inventory of potential
hydroelectric power sources in the United States.
(See Tab, p.2, par. 4)

-~----- - ----- -------------O---~O----- --;-_--~~=--:-~---- ~,~..:_::O-O



h.

g.

In the I:lVENTORY DISCUSSION ?A?Erl used a t the recent
series of ~itizen ~eetingsJ par. 2 on p. 6 reads as
folloWSI "Power plants are expected to require less
than 20.000 acres of l.and for site locations over
the next 20-25 years."

ThiR fi~re would appear to be erroneous and dangerously
misleadinJ in li~ht of undisputed ii~ures pre~ented

at the ~~~ ~ules hearin~s and which fi~ures remained
undisputed at the E~D meeting at Jt. Paul on :r.arch 9,
1978. Previous estimates indicated that the amount
of permanently lost prime agricultural land could go
as hi~h as 77.500 and possibly 100,000 acres.
(See Tab, pp. 5-6)

i'. In the IrNENTORY DI3:;U3SION PA?ER u!!ed at the recent
series of 01 tizen ;~eet1ngs, par. 1 on p. 7 reads as
follows. ·Of the total N.innesota land use change
expected for the future, only a relatively small
proportion 18 likely to be acoounted for by power
plants and lines. About six percent of the land use
change from 1975 to 1990 is expected to result from

.,-
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f. In regards to the "SUN."-ARY· seotion on AGRICULTURAL
AND OTHER LAND IMPACTS, the "SUNJ,iA.~Y" has 'failed to
.ention that the U.S. Department of ~rlculture Soil
Conservation Servioe Land Classifioation System
clearly defines 8 classes of land - with Classes 1
an~ 2 beln~ the best and referred to as ~rime
agricultural land - and Class 8 being the poorest 
and that this system has been operational and
effective for many years on a nation-wide basis.
(See Tab, p.S)

llhe "su~~r..A.,{Y" fails to Itention that at the E'-lB fleeting
on ~arch 9. 1978, the E~B staff argued that th~y had
no authority to give special protection to agricultural
land. and hence could not use such a syetem. However,
the Legal Council for Concerned Citizens for the .
Preservation of the ~nvironment, Inc., and Circuit "
Breakers, Inc. stated the opinion that state agencies
already have adequate statutory authority in The
Power Plant Siting Act of 1973. As Amended 1977, to
place ~rime a~icultural land. Classes land 2 of
USDA, JCS Land Classification System at least in.the
Avoidance Category of the E~B Rules for the Siting
of T~rge Electric Power Generatin~ Plants as stated
in paragraph Y..B~B 74H2 of the proposed Rules (green
sheets) utilized 1n the hearings. (See Tab. p.5)

'.. The ·SUMMARY~ tailed to 8ention the recommendation that
"No pl~nts should be 8ited before adequate standards
are determined and implemented tor acid rains and

,·''''traoe element pollutants." (See I'ab, p.4). . '

, Paul Ims, Eoho. W~ 56231, November 18, 1978
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land used for power plants and lines. The greatest
changes in land use in Minnesota for the future are
associated with wildlife land acquisition and urban
land expansion. About 80 percent of the land use
change,' will be accounted for by these activities."

This statement in the 1~~N~ORY DISCUSSION PAPER
has the effect of attempting to minimize the loss
of productive farm land-by dealing in peroentages
rather than actual acreages as related to aotual
food production and economic and moral values.
(See Tab. pp. 6-7)

Paragraph 2 on p. '7 of the 1NVEU1'ORY DISCUSSION
PAPER states in part. "Definition of valuable ~d
produotive agricUltural land is a very diffioult
matter, especially if di!!~rent grades or rankings of
agricultural land are sought."

The testimony of Paul 1ms places this matter in a
more realistio perspeotive. (See Tab, p.S, par. D)

k. Paragraph 3 on p. 1 of the INVENTORY DISCUSSION
PAP~H states. "If all agrioultural land, regardless
of its value or produotivity, were to be avoided,
this would plaoe power plants at great distances from
agricultural regions. ~any more miles of transmission
lines to deliver eleotrio power to farmers would be
needed as a result."

The testimony of Paul 1ms places this matter in a
more realistio perspeotive. (See Tab, p.e, par. E)

1. Paragraph 4 on p. '7 of the INVENrO~Y DISCUSSION PAPER
states, "Land rankings differ depending on the level
or ~erg~eotive of the analysis. The best a~rioultural

land in a oounty is not neoessarily the best land in
in a re~ion of the state or statewide. Different
perspectives can serve different purposes. Protecting
the best agricultural land in the state may protect
absolute statewide crop production to some degree.
but it would not necessarily protect the best
a~rioultural land at the regional or county levels.

68 The same concepts may apply to forest lands."

It appears that this paragraph establishes additional
peripheral ambiguities in an effort to confuse basic
conoepts, rather than ,addressing the basic statutory
mandate of the Minnesota Legislature as stated in
K...'JH 11 AUTHORITY, PURPOSE AND POLICY 01 the old

-4-
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How will the new EQD Rules title", "ftinnesota
Code of Agency Rules, Er·;VlnOiU,~,;!r!'A!', ~UALI'I'Y

30ll.R~, Houtins !ii~h Voltage "!'lransmi s3ion T,ines
and Jitin~ T..ar.ge Electric !'ower Generatin ~

Plants" be applie~ to or inoorporated in
the new IN\~~TORY?

It would be greatly appreciated if you would
respond to this question in writing.

rhe testimony of Paul Ims places thiu matter in a
realiB~ic perspective.' (See Tab, pp. 9-10)

m. In testimony of Paul 1ms on August 29, 1978 (See Tab,
p. 11, CONCLUSION), Ur. Jaisle was asked to verify
the current status of the study titled, "Future
~lectrical Energy Resources Demands", developed and
produced by the J~~innesota State Planning Agency,
~innesota Pollution Control Agency, ~innesota
Energy Agency, and the Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources, with its section devoted to
FUTURE DEM~~D ON RESOURCES. The purpose of this
verification is to determ~ne the validity of the
possibly erroneous and dangerously misleading tigure
of only 20,000 acres that would be lost to power
plants in the next 20-25 years. ~r. Jaisle responded
at that meeting that he would check into the 20,000
acreo as to how it was calculated.

~his matter is not mentioned in the "SU~~ARY". nor
has he replied to me as of this date.

~he testiaony of Paul 1ms explains the possible
loss of prime farm land figures from '7,200 to
17,500 acres and possibly 100,000 acres.
(See Tab, pp. 5-6)

and preaentlY reterenced in the new rules as
'6 ~CAR '.071B, 'to wita -It 1s the purpose of the
Act and the policy of thestate to locate large electric
power facilities lnan orderly !manner compatible
with environmental preservation and the efficient
use of reBources.~

89

Juestionl

Hequestl

2.

1. The seven topics'listed in the tentative Inventory
.~tudjo' ~'etiodolo;y 8'PPcar to bo appropriate and useful.
assu~in5 that eaoh topic will be comprehensively and
objectively developed.

Paul Ims, Eoho, ~ S62)7. November 18. 1918
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Enclosure. (See Tab) Testimony of Paul Ims, AUG 29'78 at
Citizens ~eeting at Marshall

.-90

:

and
THIRD,

c..OV;MEN1'3 ON OTHER POvffiR 'PLANT SITING fI~A'l'l'ERS

1. A revie'w of 1'he :"lower ?1ant Siting Act of 1973, As Amend
1977, reveals the following provisions which are of dee
concern 'to oi tizens who are interested in the preservatl
of our environment and the efficient use of our natural
resources, especially 'as these matters apply to the food
production resources for and the well-bein:~ of generat10'
~et to come, as related to the preservation of prime '
agricultural land, a vital natural resource.

a. llCe.S3 (.:)ITINJ AUTHORITY.), Subdivision 1. (POLICY

b. llce.S4, Subd. 2. (INVENTORY CRITERIA, PUBLIC HEMI

c. 1160.59 (PUBLIC PARTICIPATION.)

d. 11£C.66 (RUTES.) .'

e. 1160.57, Subd. 4. (CONSIDERArIONS IN DESIGNATING
SITES AND ROUTES.), ,Items. (2), (5). (7), (9) and (

2. In reviewing ~~~R operations, activities, findings and
recommendations concerning 1160.51 to 1160.69 during the
past two years, as they compare with the spirit and
intent of the Legislature, specifically as they apply to
the possible irreversible and irretrievable loss of fron
37,200 to 77.500 and possibly 100,000 acres of cropland,
it ap~ears that the declared policy of the state of
~innesota has to an imprUdent and dangerous extent
been ignored.

3. It i~ hoped that in the near future, all concerned
state acencies will take forthright action to correct
existing def icieneies in rules, procedures, inventories,
and standards and criteria related to providing adequat!
protection for ~he preservation of prime a~ricultural

land, an irreplaceable, vital natural resource.

.Paul 1ms, Echo, 1J!N56237. 'November 1.8, 1978
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REVIEW COMMENTS ON STUDY EN'I'ITLED
REGULATING ELECTRIC UTILITIES IN MINNESOTA:

THE REFORM OF LEGAL INSTITUTIONS
from John G. Malinka

January 28, 1980

to xxi, covering public participation are covered in detail under comments
No comments for these pages are made at this time.

~l

MINNESOTA LEGISLATURE

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH OFFICE

Room 4.9, State Office Building •

AYNEOLHOFT
lUl, Joint Legislative Committee
c:e and Technology

e tii, first paragraph under Chapter One: Setting the Stage, second sentence,
e public did not perceive • • ."; I think the idea that the ability of the public
perceive that resource conflicts has changed is a good one, but that is only part
the story. There has also been more active media a~d interested individuals and
ups which have contributed to this change.

st paragraph on the bottom of the page, last sentence; "This reduction in the rate
growth is equivalent to a doubling time of about 14 years." I do not think the

thor means the reduction is "equivalent"; perhaps it should say the new rate of
owth is equivalent to a doubling ttme of about 14 years. Are these annuai growth
tes? Has not more recent data lowered the growth rate projections even further?

ge v, second paragraph after quote beginning with the third sentence; "First, a
bstantial portion •••"; I don't understand the sentence; "and that" does not
k the two parts in an understandable manner.

age vi, third paragraph; I think this paragraph should have a reference. Also, the
tatement is strange as Minnesota indeed cannot build plants.

arne page, last paragraph, contains a lot of jargon and is difficult to follow. This
aragraph should be rewritten.

ext paragraph; I believe you should have a reference for this as well. Sentences
tating "Nature is full of the self-propelled processes. However,~ of them are
erpetual." are unfounded. The author has not shown that all processes some day end.
ou also are mixing nature's process with man-made processes. There are many processes

in nature which have not been shown to not be perpetual.

Page xxi, third complete paragraph, is unclear. Statement saying that "decisionmaking
authorities noted above is not resolved" would perhaps be clearer if you said "decision
making authorities noted above has not to date been resolved". What is a "balanced
decision of the competing interests"? What is a "random solution"?



Page 13, Table 1-9; I believe nuclear in the U.S.A. (lower 48) should be 9.9%.

Page 26, some editing is necessary in the third sentence of the first paragraph.

Page 10, Table 1-5 also shows a decrease in cost of electricity from 1950 to 1978.

is very.". .

January 28, 1980

What was the first step?"

,._~.e.-~-"'_"'''''''''''-.'''"".-:,-__---.........,.~_~_-,~.__- -.e-~ ..... J.~._._~ '-....... ~_ ..~.•""~~ ....~~_~_~_ ~_..
____._-----'-..:..1........__.-..o.....-I.~_'\..

Page 31, Table 1-15 is a good summary of the federal electric energy law but ought not
appear in the body of the document. 'Would provide better flow to narrative if it were
placed in an appendix. However, I do not see it as necessary to subsequent arguments
in Chapters 3, 4 or 5.

The next paragraph beginning with the third sentence; "The court has •
vague and should be rewritten.

CHAPTER ONE: SETTING THE STAGE

Page 25, first complete paragraph; "The,next step

Page'- 1, fourth line; "Until a ~ecade or so ago •••"; this seems to hang the major
recognition of conflict on awakening public perception. There are many other things
that promoted change in this perception (e.g., environmental activists, and the media)
than only the public's abilities to perceive.

Page 22, first paragraph; the identificationof'!increased output and reduced average
cost" as a "human proclivity" and one which l~ds to monopolies is not clear.

Page 27, second line; what is the "protection of the public interest"? What is the
"public interest"? Also in the numbered parts of the summary of the interstate commerce
provisions of the Public Utility Act of 1935, the paragraph labeled "2" is not clearly
stated. Also all nine points do not have parallel structure.

Page 7, toward the end of paragraph two; what is the reference on "while cost of energy
consumption per $1.00 GNP has decreased," the cost of ~lectricity per '$1.00 of GNP:has
increased since 1970. This does not agree with the numoers presented in Table 1-3. Is
cost the same as consumption?

Pages 2 and 3, set the stage w~ll. However, I question the need for the entire quote;
summarizing and referencing would be adequate.

Pages 6 and 7; I do not understand Table 1-2 (p.-'6) and the conclusion that various
sectors are "increasingly relying on electricity" (p. 7. line 4). Table 1-2 shows that
electricity use as a proportion of total U.S. energy was only 21% for industry and
commerce in 1950 and 18% in 1978. Residential figures were 16% in 1950 and 10% in 1978.
These sectors of the economy do not appear to be relying increasingly on electricity as
the most popular form of energy.

Page 20, second sentence in last paragraph; "This means that the rate of growth is
itself increasing". Is this taking recent data into account which shows decrease growth
rates? Some recent data from Europe reveals that some countries hav~ begun to show a
dis~ociation between energy growth and economic growth. "Nature is full of these self
propelled processes." What does this mean? "However, none of them are perpetual." I
think this is unfounded. Scientists have not yet, for example, discovered that there
is an end to the expanding universe, though there have been hypotheses to the effect.
This paragraph is interesting philosophy, yet the conclusions do not follow. At the
same time, we~ experiencing a change in growth rates.

Review Comments
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THE ENERGY PLAYERS

age 58, a lot of information is presented beginning on page 58 and the subsequent
en pages, but I do not believe all of the quotes are necessary. This could be signif
cant1y shortened.

age 67, the summary of the Power Plant Siting Act. Table 2-4. on pages 67-69 would be
better located in an appendix.

ge 43, middle of the second paragraph beginning with "The primary purpose of"; this
tence needs to be rewritten. It is not··clear.

ge 44. aiddle of the last paragraph, beginning with tlIn November 1965 •••"; I do
bt understand ~he demonstrated disparity between "demand" and the "reliability
ob1em"• What is that problem? What is the disparity? The wording on top of
ge 46 is clear. Perhaps a ~~le rewrite on page 44 is all that is needed.

age 46, first full paragraph. third 8enten~e; '~7he regional council which includes
esota" would be better.

1 believe the summary of Chapter 3 in the Executive Summary is sufficient if more
thoroughly referenced. 1 do not think the Legislature needs all this material in
Chapter 3 since it represents only one approach to resolution of the conflicts in
power plant siting. This approach strengthens the adversary process and the opportu
nity to promote adversary contacts and contention. It is reliance on regulatory and
judicial solutions rather than reliance on electoral and po~itical solutions.

age 70, since Chapters 3, 4 and 5 contain the substan~ial recommendations, I suggest
lacing the material from page 70 into the appropriate Chapters. These pages are sig
ificantly overwritten. As they stand now, these subsequent chapters (3, 4 and 5)

contain significant repetition.

Page 109, middle of the second paragraph; though it is clear that "technology and
governmental institutions are being questioned by many people" the analysis that leads
to requiring more "public input into decisionmaking" and (page 110, line 2) and the
conclusion that "legitimaey of the responsible authorities may depend on the politics
of p·articipation" is not complete. Another conclusion could be that public employees
are public servants and the difference in opinion is just one public debating and
objecting to the actions of another. Though there is a clear need for resolution,
it seems that other equally reasonable solutions are available (e.g., to let the
political process work instead of imposing arbitrary regulations favoring one public
over another).

Page 110, last sentence in first full paragraph; "Public participation is a necessary
and integral part of decisionmaking". I agree that more participation of different

Page 110; it appears to me that what follows from page 110 and 111 on is just one
philosophy or approach of many on the public participation issue. What is there is
too wordy for only one position and does not seem to be a real objective analysis of
the problem. I do not see any references in this chapter to research on case studies
of public participation and the results of such participation (e.g., water resource
development or highway routing selection). There have been significant involvement of
the public in these areas in the sixties and seventies, and the lessons learned are
significant.



Page 126, beginning with the third sentence. Regulatory control involves "intervention
Is it

regulation
in this
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on behalf of society". What aspect of public participation is intervention?
intercession or only interposition? ~,What is the difference between "proper"
and public participation? I think these questions must be answered directly
report.

publics or parts of the public is needed, but the &rgument that what is needed is a
fourth branch of government represented by new "public participation mechanisms"
(fourth line from bottom of pa~e), does not follow.

Page 111; I do not understand the logical flow of ideas in the first full paragraph
under section 3.1 on page 111. In the middle of the paragraph beginning with
"Technology, ho~ever, particularly 'high technology,' .' ••" is not clear to the end
of that paragraph. Perhaps the author could explore making the regulatory process
more sensitive to the political process of electing representatives of the people.

Page 129; I agree with the description in the first full paragraph. However the next
paragraph seems to' me to say that improvements to the process can occur by well-defined,
aggressive legislation.

Page 130, second sentence of the first paragraph, the author states "••• the regulatory
agency is unduly oriented toward the interests of the industrytl. It appears to me that
the change in this orientation could come through 'the legislature (instead of a fourth
branch of government) since they give authority to the administrative agencies. This
idea needs to be thoroughly addressed.

Pages 120-122. 1 do not understand the contribution of the section D, Energy Technology,
Perhaps this material could be combined with the preceding section.

>

Page 122; the author has said that resources are limited and that we must make choices
and trade-offs, but the third sentence stating that "the term energy crisis is a
euphemism for a shortage of cheap, convenient, and readily accessible energytl. Are
not the limitations on resources a "crisis" to some extent? (Le., we cannot get the
same quantity of Btu's for the same dollars and some other part of the t1energy pie"
shrinks depending on priorities.) Is not the rapidity with which this occurs make
it a crisis?

Pages ,114 snd 115. The first paragraph under B. "Technology and Values" is mislead
ing. 1 would like a reference for these statements. 1 doubt that any scientists
worthy of the title carry the notion that "there are no political components to
technology policies, that costs, benefits, and risks are equally distributed throughout
society," and that they have "complete and conclusive knowledge of the consequences".
What does "judgments and commitment" include? Why is the reference for "disasterous
effects" not even being considered? The discussion on values is very cursory and in
appropriate in light of the purposes of the repa~t and of their actual role they really
play. ,I suggest combining some ideas in Sections B, C and D into a single section
entitled "Energy Technology: Conflict and Values".

Page 116, first paragraph, second sentence; it is possible to maximize (or minimize) .
two dependent variables simultaneously. "It is not mathematically possible to maximize
(or minimize) two independent variables at the same time; for example, the cesspool and
the'integrity of the environment in this case are not the best choices. These "variables"
are somewhat dependent and use of the environment for disposal could be viewed as a
constraint on maintaining some level of integrity. In essence, these two variables
properly construed, can be "maximized" simultaneously.

".Review Comments
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age 131, where the author identifies the difficulty to implement "articulated policies".
think that over the Jears aome of these policies have been shown to be inadequately

rticluated.

age 132, last 8fDtence before'item 3, "regulatory process is wrought with secrecy,
onflicts of interests, and elitist attitudes". I think JOu have identified some of

~he conflicts o! interests, but you have not anywhere addressed the problem of the
self-interest and security of career in governmental bureaucracy. Dealing with the
problems of bureaucracy is an important alternative or addition to public par~icipation

is an oversight in this report. ~.

133, last sentence of last paragraph; I th~k the author needs to sort out the
an elected government, with respect to the suggestions here that citizens "must
cOWltervailing power at all levels of government".

133, last sentence of the first full paragraph; "adversarial environments", seems
promote legal or political contention. I believe the solution on page 141, ~iddle

the page, that site selection should be "a public rather than a private
"accomplished through a planning rather than adversary process"

134, first paragraph, second sentence; "broadened public participation protects
integrity of the decisionmaking process". Does this apply to administrative

del:1s:1o~ikj.ng, statutory decisionmaking, judicial decisionmaking as well? I think
aspects and the arguments which follow need to be defined and articulated.

Page 137, .tddle of the second paragraph under F; "second, public participation can
promote agency autonomy •••" A better word might be "authority" or "influence" rather
than "autonomy".

sentence, "public interest groups simply present ,unrepresented interests"; I have
seen any data to support this statement. Legislators and those in executive offices

are elected by people representing all interests going to the polls. The governor is
elected by all. However, just because a large number of interests are represented or
considered in the process, this does not mean that they will have equal weight in the

If special interests are not represented "adequately" in a decision <as
judged by these "special interests"), that is the result of winnowing of candidates
in the election process and subsequent policy selection in decisionmaking. Legislators
are involved in administrative oversight as well, and the represent the interests of
their constituency. Logic of more investment in another layer <fourth branch) of
government to adversarily present the views of special interests is not clear in the
report. Still I agree as stated in the last sentence of the second paragraph on page
134, that "the crucial key in deciding who will bear the costs and who will reap the
benefits must be based on inputs from all interests". What is not clear from this
research and presentation is that this solution is the only solution, the best one. the
most rationale, or even that it will succeed. No evidence is given that the public
participation approach, which the author suggests, has had success elsewhere. (See last
paragraph on p. 134 and following.)

Page 135, last paragraph; "define democracy as 'mutual coercion mutually agreed upon
by the majority of the people affected." This appears to me to be a slanted definition
of democracy. TWo concepts basic to a good definition of democracy are missing. One-
government, two--elected representatives. A more reasonable definition is in order
(e.g., "mutual government, mutually agreed upon by the IIl8jority of the people affected
through elected representatives"). Simply put democracy according to Webster is "rule
by the ruled".



Page 144, at the bottom, in your recommendation where you indicate advertisements and
releases should be made statewide and local newspapers, wire services, and radio and
television stations for each and every hearing. I realize you discuss the standing
issues later, but does everyone statewide have standing in every hearing? That should
be discussed at this point.

Page 141, middle of the page, ~ite selection; "a public rather than a private respon
sibility, to be accomplished through a planning rather than an adversary process".
These words are significant. I think more research by the author should have been done
(not'necessarily more writing) on the difference between a planning and adversary
process and what bas been gained and bas not been gained historically from these two
approaches.

Overall though, the author has quoted a lot of opinions. The question I have after
reading this section on public participation is 'Will better notice provide more public
participation?' (If a major problem is 'one of bureaucratic secrecy and self-service,
this could be dealt with more directly by changing bureacracy instead of creating
another layer of government to act in the role of an adversary.) This is expensive
and may not be as successful.

January 28, 1980

Page 148, quote at. bottom. where you~identified the difficulty of bureaucracies, 'Could
not one alternative be to decrease the power and the size of bureaucracy rather than
create a fourth branch of government?'

Page 150, second sentence, first paragraph, if "there must be a means to improve the
public's access to technical information and its ability to use such information in a
political forum." how much of a return on investment in more information services,
notice, public advisor, and so on can we get? Is there a peak in the cost/benefit
relationship here? Have you compared the solution stemming from these recommendations
with other solutions?

Page~142, quote that begins on the bottom of the page and ends on the top of page 143,
particularly where the author identifies the public often seeking to become involved
after the hearing in the most appropriate forum for their concerns; I think the author
needs to explore the reasons for this. All the notification in the world may not
change 'this behavior if the public does not invest time until they are sure the outcome
affects them, that is after hearings for approval have been held. Bas any research
been done on this? I think research available on tran~portation and highway route
siting and on water resources migh provide some insights and measures of success. When,
rightly or wrongly complaints are made that notice was inadequate, it is important to
determine if the complaints are reasonable or not before we try to solve the problem.
I would like to know whether a larger process of public participation is effective and
successful prior to investing time and money in it.

Page 143, at the bottom, paragraph identifying "several bases upon which an agency's
obligation to provide effective public notice rests" that there be "public support for
the;'agency's activities ••• II This point was made twice already on 'page 133 and
page 137. These ideas ought to be consolidated to avoid repetition.

Review Comments

Page t 139, last sentence under first paragraph in 3.2; "Objectives are, first, that
public policies correspond with the needs and preferences of the affected citizens,
• • ~" I think these objectives are important. Do you have a reference for them?
Is not public policy, however, made by the L~gislature and are not they representatives
of the affected citizens? .The author should involve the role of the legislature in
the discussion of public participation.
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ge lSI, first paragraph after recommendations. Could an individual's legislator
pedite the administrative process and promote improved .human relationship ~f an agency
nies a request in whole or in part or if it fails to pr9vide the requested information
a timely manner, rather than promote judicial review?

ge 152: Don't bitizens have open access to agency experts through the Legislature?
erall if there is a problem with the bureaucracy, do we maintain "'self-serving,"
on-imaginative," "secretive," "lying (see p. 148) staffs and hire intervenors to
cond guess them and do their job for them or do you just promote a system that more
rectly will provide be~t~r public employees?

ge 158: Recommendation does Dot follow from the research and information provided.
e definition of interest and standing have bad a significant role in determining role
d objective of judicial review.

ge 163: Recommendation in the middle of page 163 does not follow. Why should a
tizen be guaranteed the right to intervene regardless of the nature of this citizen's
terest? This recommendation doesn't follow from information under (a) and (b) on
ge 162 which provides criteria of clear interest (economic or otherwise) to be
tablished and of representation of interests not already adequately represented by
isting participants other than the government. This appears to open the process to
nsiderable adversarial confrontation and delay.

ote beginning on the bottom of the page is very interesting. I do not understand
y private competency may no longer be feasible. I understand that broad statutory
rectives are likely to be "conspicuously unhelpful," but one reason for increased
search and detail in recent legislation is a response to just this problem. Legal
nfrontation in the courts is not the only way of resolving decisions and from many
peets has had limited success.

ge 164: The recommendation that appears in the middle of the page in that all
terests be considered is reasonable, but Without the preceding recommendation that
y citizen, regardless of the nature of the citizen's interest, has the right to
tervene in any agency action.: There is little, if any, research or data provided by

he author to support this recommendation. The current limits are reasonable. As I
nderstand it, agencies are not free to disregard interests of those entitled to partic

teo Precedents of reasonableness would apply. Restrictions relating to relevance,
on interests, priorities and delay, however, are guidelines (and constraints) for

th sides of the issue.

st paragraph, second line, "if an agency develops policies or disposes of controversies
informal methods in which standing and intervention procedures are not applicable".

believe the route for a citizen to contact his or her legislature has been successful
the past when an agency has not been responsive.

ge 165: Regarding the recommendation in the middle of the page my response is the
e as with the recommendation on page 163. The research and data provided does not
k the substance of this recommendation.

e 166: I believe'you should define pluralism. Pluralism in democracy means all
tizens get to be representative, but at the same time not all speak at-once. There
~ criteria for choosing representatives which exist in the legislature and in the
Urts and should exist in administrative hearing and intervention. The idea that "a
uralistic vision requires that all interests be represented" in the decision is the
thor's viewpoint and is not documented by other than opinion; There 1s a difference
tween input into the process and forcing 8 result which follows directly from that
put.



Page 230, the next to the last sentence, in the paragraph ending at the top of the page:
"but .little , if any, evidence shows that this increase can be attributed to enVironmental
opposition". Yet the data for 1972 and 1973 in Table 3-4 on page 231 shows that inter
vention is an element in delay for 8 out of the 13 nuclear plants identified. So, why
is the delay due to environmental opposition not significant? Please explain.

I think the information from page 179 to 201, particularly from page 184 to 190 is
repetitive and could be written more compactly. I do not understand on the fifth line
of page 157 the need or idea of the surrogate plaintiff who represents the interests of
others. Is not that one of our problems now? Also identifies an example of how the
report presents ideas but fails, to pull many of them together. This section is not very
coherent.
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Page 166, the last sentence in the first full paragraph; lito assure that unrepresented
interests become representedu • What are "unrepresented" interests? Any examples or
data would help. Must all unr~presented interests be represented? Some may not want
to be involved or represented.

Page 171, next to last sentence in the first full paragraph; tithe individual consumer
generally has no rational economic incentive to invest,the necessary time and resources
to protect his interest in an agency proc~eding". Is not this why we elect legislators?
The economic and other values held by citizens that motivate the election of a particular
candidate seem to coalesce in that individual's victory at the po1ls~ On an agency level
is the author saying that individual consumer incentives are not rational or that these
incentives are just not high enough on the individual's priority list or that these
incentives just do not emerge in the decision.

Page 192, in the process described in the quote at the top of the page, lIa t the staff's
discretion, public groups should also be permitted to participate in utility-staff
negotiations. If an adequate degree of public involvement is not achieved through the
discretionary approach, further legislative remedies will be required." Also at the
bottom of that page; "all sides regard adversary proceedings-~ourtactions--as a last
resort--to be used only when all other methods of conflict resolution have failed."
I think discussion and implementation of this idea is overlooked in this report. Espe
cially as far as the over-emphasis of adversary procedure in the recommendations prOVided
are ,concerned.

The balance of the chapter is very repetitious. For example the quote on page 204 really,
repeats the major ideas of the page 202 quote. I think the author can summarize Table
3-3 in a list and brief narrative 'and eliminate five pages of text. Points on page 216
and 217 have been made in several places before. The quote on page 219 could be summa
rized and idea referenced. I do not think we need all the quotations from page 217-227,
Overall there is too much duplication of the arguments presented in this chapter.

lleview Comments

Page 173, seven lines from the bottom; "based on all interests which make up the public
interest", My experience indicates that eventually a decision based on "all the
interests" must result in some interests being elevated and others being depressed.
The selection of objectives for a program mean that a specific program cannot do every
thing. '

,Page 178: This recommendation seems to say to me that/:the agencies have not been acting
responsible (i.e., in terms of economics, MEPA, the Administrative Procedures Act, and
other requirements). I do not yet understand why there has been no discussion in this
chapter of dealing with the problem of the bureaucracy directly rather than (or at least
in addition to) setting up opposing and costly offices and administrative procedure.
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page 238; quote could be summarized in a few sentences.
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first full paragraph, second sentence, "quite fashionable to blame public
Fashionable by whom?

e of the problems I have'with this whole chapter on public participation comes out
the first se~tence of the second paragraph on page 240. The author was, asked to focus
energy-related decisionmaking and not on the whole public participation concept. I

lieve this chapter could be cut down considerably and still communicate the important
\

ges 249-251: A number of problems in the process of power plant siting as it relates
the ·environment are identified. One of the things that is not included there is the

anging nature of the facilities to be sited. Are we as a state perhaps going at this
e from siting large facilities to small facilities?·." Or are we changing the technology?

ght not these changes have something to say about the nature of the problems that should
addressed? For example, a European study which I have just recently reviewed identi-

ed ·the success or apparent success that Europeans have had in dissociating economic
owth from energy growth. The report indicated that savings in energy of 20 to 35% for
ansport, 15 to 35% for industry, and 50% for domestic and tertiary sectors were possible.
sum, what is the significance of the conflict which you allude to in the list on these

o .pages?

ge 253, quote toward the end of the first full paragraph, beginning with; "In sum ••• "
a problem. It is okay to say that the utility decides in secret what the energy.re

irements are and then that it will propose a nuclear plant, also in secret. But I
lieve this quote is taken out of context. Does Sundquist's comment (ref. #10) refer
Minnesota explicitly? In any case, by using his words for the summary of what the

thor is saying without identifying in the narrative who it is, the author comes across
biased. For example, the idea of "surreptitiously" surveying an area and picking it

t implies stealth and slyness and creates a problem, for any reader I believe, about
e objectivity of the author. .

ge 235, the quote on the bottom 1s lengthy. Is that new information? If it is, it
ou1d not be in a summary. If it is not new information, I believe the quote should
1y be summarized.

ge 256; this quote is an example of significant overwriting. I do not see the
nefit of the entire quote. The essence of this quote in terms of location factors,
itable site inventory, and so on could be summarized quickly and referenced.

ge 257, second sentence in the first full paragraph, recalls my comment about Sundquist's
rds that the author has used on page 253. On page 253, it would have been better to
y that "some have argued that" rather than absorb the Sundquist quote as the author's

point of view. In terms of current plans, is there really a trend toward large
lants? References 18, 19 and 20 are ten years old.

e ideas in the paragraph on the bottom of the page are not clear. I do not understand
hat the author is trying to say.

age 263, I felt that the text did not distinguish well between the concept of size and
eed. I think the recommendation could be clarified by saying, "The MEA should continue
o issue a certificate of need, but based on factors that affect demand without regard
o size and type of facilities necessary to meet that demand."
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I think the report also magnifies adversarial relationships and several instances
across identifying the author as biased having made up his mind prior to the
of the information and writing of the actual report. The compilation of these
dations in one place which have appeared in several other different scattered
before is useful, but the legislature should be warned about the lacking objec
and comprehensiveness of these as solutions to the conflicts over siting of large
tric facilities.

This ends the detailed comment on the report at this time. Overall 1 think there
a vast amount of information and many good ideas, but the report comes off to me as
being too large for the legislature to use and having a definite lack of coherence.
There is also a significant amount of repetition of ideas. If the report is to be
published and disseminated, I think it should be rewritten. It has lost a lot of
public service function by being very voluminous. Also though there is a lot of
formation presented, there is a lack of reference to other specific cases or places
the country where the recommendations made by the author have either succeeded or
succeeded. For example, research of investigators trying to evaluate public
tion and other programs does exist, and should be included in this evaluation.

One general comment that another individual identified as a potential help in large
reports such as this, where each chapter is separate (yet the paging continuous)
referenced with its own set of reference numbers, would be to have the chapter
also numbered differently. The chapter numbers preceding the page numbers would
aid those seeking to check on a particular reference. One would not have to turn
to the beginning of the chapter to be reminded which chapter one is in.

Page 299, past paragraph: Is energy consumption based only on these two facts? Could
the author change this to read "most energy consumption is dependent on •••" mslk.1ng
it not so absolute.

Page 313, last sentence; " ••• it 'must still hold hearings •••" Why must they?
According to PURPA? What is i,t7

Page 315: 1 disagree with the statements on energy stamps and the poor in the
paragraph; "Since there exists •••" If this is true then what kind of relief
are you in support ~f?

Page 319, fourth line from top: Is MEPA supposed to do all this? Has it failed in
all cases?

Page 363, the last two sentences of the first full paragraph; 1 do not understand
They do not follow each other. Is all the needed acreage in the flood plain?

Page 299, last sentence in second paragraph: Does NSP really produce 84% of the elec
tricity used in Minnesota? Don't they buy significant portions of their power?

Review Comments
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NORTH.RN STATII. POW.1It COMPANY

February 26, 1980

The Bonorable Wayne 01hoft
29 State Capitol
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Dear Senator Olhoft:

After a great deal of discussion with other utilities and the staff of
the Science and Technology Project. we have reluctantly spent significant
time and effort in a review of the draft report on "Regulating Electrical
Utilities in Minnesota." We submit the attache4·couments for your
infonnation. -::.

We recommend the Joint Committee give serious consideration to not publishing.
this report in final fonn. This recommendation is made principally because
we feel the report and legislative proposals which may develop from it would
create new expectations among the public that changes, as suggested in the
'report, would "fix" everything in the utility regulatory area. These
expectations would likely not be met, and only more public dissatisfaction
would result. I believe what may be most helpful in increasing public
acceptance of utility regulatory procedures, at this time, is some stability.
Constantly changing these Btatutues and the regulations only creates
confusion and distrust among the public, even for those who have gone
through the process before.

Finally, our comments should not be interpreted as an effort to improve this
report, nor should they be interpreted as future positions on legislative
proposals which may come from the recommendations. Because we did not comment
on certain recoumendations does not mean that we agree with them. In fact,
just the opposite could be true.

Thank you, Senator Olhoft, for visiting with me last week about this, and I
hope you understand and appreciate my concerns in this matter.

~~~~~.........._-------
Merle Anderson, General Manager
State Public Affairs
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2. The public, at large, cares about all energy related
issues.

1. That the public, at this time, is not aware that hearings
are taking place on energy related is~ues, and
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These assumptions do not appear to be valid concerning citizen participation
at public meetings and hearings during the Certificate of Need phase and the
siting phase of energy related facilities. For example, at the siting phase
of transmission lines it is not uncommon to have 100-200 people attending
hearings and testifying on the appropriate location for the transmission
It is clear from this type of participation that people are being notified
are choosing to participate. Notification procedures usually followed by the
MEQB for large projects included radio, local newspapers, local counnunity
information newsletters, and contacting specific interest groups in the area.
In short, for large projects, the MEQB already follows all of the recommendat
included in the report. This type of notice is appropriate for large projects

However, not all projects require this type of notification. For example,
NSP recently submitted an exemption application for a 345 kv substation to
the MEQB. The substation will occupy approximately three acres of land under
the intersection of an existing 345 kv line and ailS kv line. As the
regulations provide, NSP notified adjacent landowners and .the communities
and counties within which the substation was to be located. It is doubtful
that providing additional notice such as on wire services, television, and
radio throughout the state of Minnesota would have increased the public
participation on this rather insignificant project. However, under the
recommendations included in the Reagan Report it would have been mandated.

Recommendations 1, 2 and 3 prtmarily deal~¥ith ways of increasing the public's
awareness that hearings are being conducted on energy related issues. The
recommendations contain nothing new in that the Minnesota Energy Agency (:MEA)

~ and the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (MEQB), at the present time,
have statutory authority to tmplement any of the three recommendations.
Therefore, it must be assumed that it is the intention of the author to
mandate that these three recommendations be followed in all cases before
the MEA and the MEQB. These three recounnendations seem to stem from two
assumptions on the part of the author. These assumptions are:
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In conclusion, the regulatory agencies have an of the power to implement
recommendations 1, 2 and 3 as the scope of the project warrants. The
regulatory agency· should have the discretion to use those types of procedures"
that they feel will provide the target population with the information they
Deed, yet'Dot unduly inundate the rest of the population with notices.

tlecoumendation 4: -"''tleCOlllDendation 4 deals with the creation of a public
advisor lD the Energy Agency, Pollution Control Agency (PeA) and the Public
Service Commission (PSC). Further, the recommendation suggests that the
office of the public advisor be an independent agency in a manner similar
to the office of the Beariilg Examiners. 'J.'he position of the public advisor
vas created during the 1977 legislative session. Since that time the MEQB
has dealt with only three projects, and thus there is only limited experience
with the public advisor. However, the experience to date 8uggests that the
public advisor 1s beneficial for citizens. The public advisor prOVides
f?it1zens with an information point within the agency and a person who can
identify appropriate people or reports on the 8ubject within the agency.
It also prOVides a person who can explain the ra~her complicated procedures
of siting power plants or routing transmission li"'es.

Procedures during the Certificate of Need process, rate proceedings and the
environmental impact statement process, are every bit as complicated as
those 1n routing transmission lines and siting power plants. A public
advisor may be a very useful tool in encouraging public participation in
these forums.

The second part of the recommendation deals with where the public advisor
should be located within state government. There are both good and bad
points concerning the idea of creating an office of public advisors. The
good points are that the public advisor would tend to be more independent
and the public would perceive the public advisor as an independent person
outside of the jurisdiction of the regulatory agency. The bad points are
that lD creating another agency there will be a certain amount of duplication
that will cost the taxpayers money. In addition, being located outside of
the regulatory agency the public advisor would be less aware of who within
the agency can provide information to the public, and where that information
should be, 8trengthen idea of close contact with project, and the public
advisor would tend to lose contact with the project under consideration.

Recommendation 5: Recommendation 5 suggests that the MEA, MEQB, PSC, and
the PCA coordinate their information gathering and provide a joint clearing
house for energy related information.

It is not clear from the text of the report, nor the recommendation what data
the author is referring to. The MEA and the MEQB already require joint
forecasting reports from utilities. All of these documents are public
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information amd most, 1f not all, agencies see them at one time or ..another.
'l" Similarly, draft environmental impact statements, environmental reports,

and other environmental documents are distributed to any, and all, interested
agencies and the public. Therefore, it appears that where possible agencies
within the state of Minn,esota are already implementing this recomnendation
to the extent practical .., The major" problem with this recomnendation is that
the term "energy related information" is so broad and encompassing, and if
taken literally, it would require a public library type operation. Nowhere
in the report does the author define what type of information is not getting
to the public, or describe the type of information that he believes should
be getting to the public. Nowhere in the report does the author show that
the people of Minnesota have been denied or unduly inconvenienced by the
method that is known operation for 83thering energy related information.
In short, the author has propsed an unmanageable solution to a problem
which does not seem to exist.

Recommendations 6 and 7: Recommendations 6 and i deal with the citizen's
right to have access to infoxmation within agency files or possession.

", It appears that Reconmendation 6 and 7 are not needed. Under the Freedom
of Information Act, a citizen already has unqualified right of access to
any nonpersonnel information contained by any agency of government including

" state agencies in Minnesota. ibe author has asked that all information be
indexed, and it's not clear what he means by this. As previously mentioned,
there is a great deal of information on energy related subjects. It would
seem to be almost impossible to index all of this information •. It should
be recognized that government employees have specific jobs to do and must

l carry tlut these jobs to continue their employment'. It appears that adopting
Recommendations 6 and 7 would be making librarians out of government employees
and would not allow them time to carry on their other duties.

Recommendations 8: Recommendation 8 deals with providing transcripts at
little or no cost, removing multiple-filing requirements, and giving citizens
open access to agency experts as witnesses or advisors.

The author contends that it is too difficult and costly for citizens to
effectively participate in the process, and these recommendations attempt
to make it easier for a citizen to'participate. The present system already

. responds to two of the recommendations. Transcripts are available at the
MEQB libra£y, as well as regional libraries aro~nd the state. The Hearing
Examiner already has the authority to subpoena witnesses if it can be demon
strated that the testimony has ~otential relevance to the matter of the
hearing. Although the subpoena authority is not quite as direct as aUo'wing
citizens to call their own witnesses, some mechanism is needed to prevent
the introduction of irrelevant testimony and unduly burden government employees.
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The third Portion of this reconmendation asks that ....oLlo;LP~'~-;&;I..LJ.I:1g reCl'tU.'I~e.;.
ments be eliminated. '!'he process, as it now stands, requires
preceeding to submit information not only to the hearing ex,~jLne~r

all other parties. This practice originated with the concept
should have an opportunity to face his accusers and also have an opportunity
to know of what he is being accused. The extension of this concept to civil
hearings is that parties to a proceeding bave a right to know what information
is going to the Bearing Examiner so that they can respond. EUmination of
tbis duty would 'DOt be in tbe best interest of a fair and impartial bearing.

Reconmendation 9, 10 and 11: Reconmendations 9, 10 and 11 deal with tbe
rights of individuals to intervene in siting energy facilities, and the
duties of agencies in making decisions.

It appears the author bas based the need for Recommendations 9, 10 and 11,
on examples at the federal level of government. In the Power Plant Siting
Act, there are few differences in the rights of a person (which is defined
as anyone) and an intervener. Both have the right to call witnesses, prOVide
testimony, and cross examine witnesses. About the only difference is that a
party has the right to receive the prefiled testimony of the applicant (and
the corresponding duty to provide all other parties with copies of their
prefiled testimony), and the guaranteed right to address the MEQB. However,
this last right is somewhat superfluous since 'the MEQB usually allows any
citizen wishing to address them to do so. The MEQB has recognized the
right of citizens to participate and has drafted regulations which allows
them to do so. Increasing the number of parties does not appear to be a
problem, but it will create more papetwork which seems to run counter to
Recommendation 8. .

Consideration of all interests is a proceeding substantially different than
considering all relevant interests. Any agency, board or hearing examiner
bas the responsibility to consider all relevant interests within the context
of the applicable law or regulations. To mandate that an agency must
specifically respond to each suggestion, or piece of information 'DO matter
bow outlandish, would tend to confuse and detract from the salient issues.
In addition, considering all issues is different from agreeing with all
issues. In any proceeding where there are opposing groups one side will
win and the other will lose, and the side that loses will always feel that
their interests were overlooked.

Recommendations 13, 16 and 17: Recommendations 13, 16 and 17 suggest that
a variety of institutions and agencies be created to represent and fund
unrepresented interests.

These three recommendations are among the most far reaching in the entire
report. In essence, what they conclude is that our present system of
government has failed and that a Dew system should be instituted •

....
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Recommendation 14: The present process for plant licensing takes approximately
10 years from the first application to the cOUlDercial in service date of the
unit. The major problem with the process has been the inability to plan,
design and license units that far into the future. The author's recommendation
of a two- to five-year extension of this process puts the public in a position
~f responding to utility or agency proposals with even less certainty then
we now have. As fast as environmental standards and energy forecasts are
changing, this would be counterproductive to good public input and participation.

\
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RecoUlDendation 19: The author contends that size, type and location decisions
must be made together. Trying to decide a location for an energy facility

; without knowing what size and type is extremely difficult. The combinations
, available increase when one looks at coal plants, refuse plants with sizes

ranging from 50 to 800 megawatts. It may be helpful in the long run to put
the need and siting decisions under one agency, but processing the need and
siting applications in parallel so that locations are known during the need
process may be the best solution.

Recommendations 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24: The author's main intent seems to be
to force a complete environmental tmpact statement during planning stages
and have the agencies do generation and transmission planning for the whole

The author contends that despite recent attempts by the legislature to
involve citizens in administrative decision making (i.e., the citizens
board of tbe Pollution Control Agency, citizen members of the MEQB,
citizen advisory cOUlDitt~es for siting energy facilities) the"public
interest" is still not being represented by the regulatory agencies or
in the decision making process. We cannot agree with the author on
this point.

Adoptions of RecOUlDendations 13 and 16 would significantly increase the
ttme and expense of constructing any energy facility. Court challenges

;. of agency decision would be automatic because they would cost an individual
nothing since expenses are paid either by the state or by the applicant.
In addition, Recommendation 17 would invite a flood of legal actions
against administrative agencies, because it is relatively easy to demonstrate
that one has a "legitimate issue" in questioning an agency's decision.
For example, when the MEQB decides to issue a ro~\te permit, it usually
must select from several alternative routes, each route having a mix of
environmental, economic, human tmpact and land use advantages and disadvantages.
The time for public participation is during the route selection process,
not after the agency decision is made based on all evidence presented.

_ There are few pure right and wrong agency decisions regarding controversial
project alternatives. For the state to fund any party who challenges an
agency decision by meeting the low threshold requirement of presenting a
"legitimate issue" could result in an extravagant waste of public funds.

'.



Recommendation 39 cannot be adopted as a regulation by the MEQB without
without further clarification in the statute. At the present time, the
law calls for a balancing between the environment, costs and reliability
to excluding prime farmland would upset this balance and could only be
implemented by a change in policy enunciated by the legislature.
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state of Minnesota. A number of federal agencies bave attempted to prepare
general EIS's, and they end up creating a very confusing picture and no
definite answers. The end result is that there still must be review of
specific projects on a case.~-ease basis to determine the environmental
impact of a project.

Apart from the time and confusion caused by attempting to have a generic
£18 tbat 1s updated periodically, the author bas called for a process bere
which adds, according to his time schedule, two years to the plant U.censing
time period. This is based on very conservative time estimates which will
probably DOt hold true during actual licensing. Be has also changed the
content and direction of an EIS by making it a decision-making document.
This causes problems because of the general nature of an EIS and also the
great number of subjects it must cover, with the result that a lot of
writing and opinions are spent on issues which have DO specific standards
or regulations. This puts the utilities 1n an a~st undefendable position.

Recommendations 26 through 36: This group of recommendations deal with
changes in the Eminent Domain statute. Although some changes are necessary,
we do not believe the entire law is in need of overhaul. Some of the changes
suggested by the author such as providing the landowner with a handbook
describing his rights, requiring the 'commission to explain the basis for
the award in writing (or raising the amount allowed for appraisal) are
sound. Requiring the condemnor to pay legal expenses has been tried in
other states with mixed results,and there is not total agreement even among
attorneys who represent landowners that it is a sound practice •

.. Recommendations 37-39: ,'Recommendations 37 through 39 deal with routing and
siting issues. These recommendations were examined by the legislature during
the 1977 hearings to amend the Power Plant Siting Act. The legislature,after
'reviewing these and other suggested changes in depth, choose not to adopt
them into law. However, even though they are not law the MEQB has the
authority to implement Recommendations 37 and 38 at its discretion. There
are~ examples where the MEQB specified exactly where a transmission
line should be located giving neither the utility or the landowner any
flexibility in the location of a line. If it is necessary and justified,
the MEQB can order the utility to follow land lines or designate the exact
placement of structures at this time.



~ Recommendation 40: Recommendation 40 is that a utility must complete both
the MEA and MEQB processes before eminent domain action can begin. This
recommendation is nothing more than what already happens. Since the MEA
has jurisdiction over need, and the MEQB over siting, a utility has nothing
to condemn until the process 1s complete. The example used by the author
in citing the need for this type of change is the Tyrone Nuclear Plant in
Wisconsin. The example is not applicable since the Tyrone site was purchased
before the court ruled that the Tyrone Project was under Wisconsin PSC
jurisdiction. This recommendation seeks to solve a problem that is not
a problem.
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PHONE: (507) 451·2480

208 SO. WALNUT. P.O. BOX 800 • OWATONNA, MINNESOTA 55060

February 21, 1980

Science and Technology Research Office
Room 49, State Office Building
st. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Mr. Patrick Lee Reagan,
Consultant

Comments - Regulating Electric ..'
utilities in Minnesota

Sir,

The following comments are the writer's and do not necessarily reflect
views of the OWatonna Public Utilities or any other organization the

writer may belong to. They are based on the writer's 20 years experience
the utility field.

In reviewing the above mentioned document, I wish to make several
general comments before offering specific comments to the recommendations
of the report. The overall document appears to be setting the stage for
further polarization of the citizens of Minnesota as it applies to the
utilities and the regulatory agencies of Minnesota.

The report makes a serious inditement of the whole legislative and
regulatory process for the State of Minnesota. I do not believe that the
data that was gathered for the report can substantiate this conclusion.
It is my understanding that a total of 600 questionnaires were sent out,
of which 400 were sent to interested persons, with only 18 responses.
There were also nine responses from the utilities and seven from government
agencies. If this, in fact, forms the total data base for this study, then
I have to say that this study cannot be used for any true reform of the
regulatory process in the State of Minnesota.

The report ·says in essence that more state agencies and more laws are
necessary to reform a situation that exists only in the author's opinion,
not supported by data, and if the report is an inditement of the regulatory
process then how does the author perceive that more regulatory impediment is
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going to cure. the problem. It appears that the regulatory and legislative
processes are currently in p~ace to do what the author wants to be done.
All it needs is time to truly test out some of these procedures. It is
interesting to note that to date there has not:been a power plant sited
under the complete regulatory process as it now exists, but the author is
inditing that regulatory process even though it has not been tried to its
fullest extent.

While public participation is needed and welcomed since it affects
all the citizens of the State of Minnesota in the siting of power plants
and transmission lines, a line is going to have to be drawn eventually
as to how much the regulatory process can be slOwed down by interested
groups, even though these interested groups may only represent a very,
very small minority of the total population that is a~~ected by a given
project. It appears from the recommendations that if we were to implement
them completely, any voice being given the opportunity to intervene and
supported by tax funds or portions of the electric utility's revenues would,
in fact, eventually do more harm to the citizens of Minnesota than the
rules and regulations are txying to prevent in their current form.

. The best way for all citizens to be heard is through the legislative
process and not through administrative procedures and agencies that do not
have direct accountability to the citizens. If the citizens do not ~ike

the action of the legislature, they can indicate so by their letters and
phone calls to the representatives, or if worst comes to worst, voting them
out of office at the correct time. Whereas regulatory agencies are not
accountable in any direct manner to the citizens for their actions or inactions.

RECOMMENDATIONS 1, 2, and 3

The Minnesota Energy Agency and the Minnesota Environmental Quality
Board already have the authority to.implement any of these three recommendations
and to allow flexibility to the agencies. I believe it would be best to
leave it as is. All projects do not require the same type or degree of
notification, and some flexibility should be allowed for the determination
of the project size and importance.

I do believe making reports available to all of the public libraries in
the affected area would promote better access. However, I question how many
of these reports will really be read.

.'
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COMMENDATION 4

The advisor should be located in the agency rather than a separate entity.
advisor located within the' affected agencies will be better informed and

~le to answer the questions from the pUblic better than a separate office.
tn addition, there is the additional layer of bureaucracy that will result
from a separate office. '!'he advisor within the agency currently has worked
very well on those limited projects where it has been used.

RECOMMENDATIOOS 5, 6, and 7

, Recommendation 5 has already been implemented. Concerning recommendations
6 and 7, there is no information to suggest that citizens have been denied the
right of access.

To turn over the multiple filing requirements to a state agency or
another agency other than the parties affected, is removing due process,
in my opinion, from the parties that are affected. This recommendation makes
the assumption that the agencies will at all times act 100\ in favor of the
intervening parties. It also assumes the agency will make no mistakes in
making sure that all affected parties receive copies. Since it is very hard,
at ~e present time, to make sure those affected parties get correct notice
and correct opportunities, it is rather hard for this writer to understand
why someone would want to relinquish this right.

RECOMMENDATIONS 9, 10, 11, and 12

Assuming there is a problem, 1t should be remembered that the group
that loses will always feel their interests were in some manner overlooked.
Therefore, considering all issues is certainly different from agreeing with
all issues which is the losing parties particular stance.

RECOMMENDATIONS 13, 16, and 17

For the legislature to create more institional mechanisms to provide
presentation to unrepresented interests, indicates that the author does not
feel that all interests are being represented. I would call the author's
attention to the fact that it appears that the interests of everyone in the
state are pretty well represented or have a chance to be represented in the
administration of the rules and regulations. This can be evidenced by the
amount of intervention on the part of various groups for pOwer plants and
transmission lines, etc. With the amount of mailings that are sent out by
the agencies to those interested people and the responses that are received,
I would certainly think the interests that want to be represented are, in

·._ - _ _- -- .. _.. '.' ...
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fact, being represented.' Has it occurred to the author that sometimes groups
do not have any particular position on a particular project. Therefore,. they
do not appear' in behalf or against these projects. Consequently, to say'
that these interests are not represented is totally inappropriate.

RECOMMENDATION 14

: Recommendation 14 proposes in essence to add an additional two to
five years onto to the already long process of placing a power plant into
commercial service. Currently it is ten years, as admitted by the state
agencies themselves. It is very hard to project all of the variations
that can occur over a ten year time frame, 1e~.alone a twelve to fifteen year
time frame. It should also be bore in mind, the technology is changing
rapidly enough that these long delays of now ten years are precluding some
advantage being taken of the new technologies. Therefore, we would be
further ahead to speed up the process so that we do not have so much time
and money invested into a siting process that it becomes nearly impossible
to back out of it. What the author is really saying is that a current
application for a power plant as filed in 1980 would not be on line until
1990, provided everything went well in the permitting and construction
process. According to the author of the report, if recommendation 14 was
implemented, we would be talking 1995 before this same power plant could be
in service if it was submitted for application this year, 1980.

RECOMMENDATION 15

Collecting rates under bond has generally been recognized as an effective
way to avoid the effects of regulatory lag and have the revenues more closely
match the expenses and the rate base. Since rates are based upon rates of
return to the utility, it is very incumbant upon the utility to file and
receive, if necessary, rate increases as close as possible to its estimation
that additional rate recovery is necessary. Since Minnesota has a 90 day
suspension of the application for a rate increase to make sure the application
is complete and proper, this allows a quick review, but it does offer the
regulatory agency much longer time to clearly investigate whether the rate
increase is justified. The utility gains the advantage that it is recovering
its costs more closely to their actual occurrence and the customer gains from
the fact the utilities financial position is able to be kept in better shape
to reduce the amount of borrowings.necessary to finance current expenditures
and future additions to the system. This holds true whether these utilities
would be investor owned or consumer owned such as municipals or the REAs.
If there is perceived to be a problem that utilities are raising monies through
the rate process, then supposed abuse could be handled in much more satisfactory
ways than eliminating the rates under bond.

1
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RECOMMENDATIa£ 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24

It would appear>'that ~e state would be IDUch better off if we were to
pattern our process to work with the federal EIS structure rather than
trying to implement a structure for EIS. Permitting this is completely
not in step with the federal EIS structure. If the federal EIS does not
specifically cover Minnesota in its applications, then an addendum could be worked
out to the EIS process to cover the unique, if any, applications for
Minnesota. However, to require several EIS or partial EIS procedures in
the permitting process, is just adding more obstacles to the already rather
cumbersome project applications. What the author is suggesting is that the
current process, if it worked perfectly, requires 3~ years, but would now
require 4~ years. This seems rather unacceptable, especially if it is
considered the preparation time for the Certificate c~~ Need is not included
in here. If that is included, then we have Six years;"'>almost two more years
than is currently required.

RECOMMENDATION 25

The use of life line rates has been studied in many other states, and
as of this writing, no conclusive evidence has been submitted that the
intent of life line rates really works. Some assumptions are made that the
low energy users are in fact, the poor or the fixed income people. This
has not been borne out in actual fact. The life line rate also is a broad
brush approach to a problem >that is more properly handled in other agencies
that are currently in existence to handle these specific problems, such as
the amount of income that a person can afford to spend on energy. There has
been several recommendations to the Minnesota legislature as studied by the
various committees, such as the Committee on Commerce and the House Select
Committee on energy. Both of these have come to the conclusion that a life
line concept cannot be supported in Minnesota.

RECOMMENDATIONS 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, and 36

Dealing with eminent domain covers territory where the attorneys are
much more expertise in knowing what is acceptable in the legal process.
However, from the writer's standpoint, the recommendations as submitted
certainly make sense and should be pursued in the best efforts so that it
treats the property owner with all due process and the proper respect and
importance is given to the individual's rights as a property owner.

'.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 37, 38, and 39

The MEQB already has authority to order exact locations. The MEQB
has authority to implement recommendations 37 and 38 at its discretion and
if prime agricultural land is excluded (no definition being given for
prime agricultural) it appears that in parts of Minnesota there would
be little if any transmission line construction able to take place. Even
with small power plants located next to the primary energy users, transmission
lines are still required to bring power to the energy users and to connect
other small power plants for reliability. The need for transmission lines
still exists and to exclude large amounts of real estate from transmission
lines would endanger the economic safety and welfare of many of the citizens
of Minnesota, rural as well as urban.

RECOMMENDATION 40

Recommendation 40 is already happening. A utility has nothing to
condemn until the MEA and the MEQB has, in fact, completed their processes.
This problem cannot exist since it is not currently a problem.

I would be most happy to discuss these recommendations and any questions
you may have concerning my comments any time. Please feel free to write
or call me.

;:;Jv
David M. Martin,
General Manager

DMM/mrn

I
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Regulating Electrical Utilities

in Minnesota:

The"Reform of Legal Institutions

INTRODUCTION: .

One of our most serious concerns with the report is that it is

directed at problems that may exist only in the mind of the author. A

total of about 600 questionnaires were sent out. Of about 400
....

questionnaires sent to "interested persons", only 18 responses ",'ere
.

received. These 18 responses plus nine from the utilities and seven from

tovernment agencies supposedly f~rm the total data base on ""hich dramatic
.~

and far reaching changes in the statutory structure are proposed. Yet,

the responses play almost no role in the analysis. There is very little

in these responses that suggests a serious problem exists. It appears

that the author reviewed in treat detail what has been proposed in other

states and at the federal level and then uncritically and with~~t,.

evaluation, proposed that lIIany of these changes be' instituted in

Minnesota.

Unfortunately. the report seems to take the position that the only

solution to the perceived problems is the formation of new or expanded

government agencies. At our count, four new governmental organizations

would result if this report were implemented. It does not seem reasonable

to us that solutions to either real or perceived problems in the

administrative decision-mnking process are best achieved by instituting

new administrative agencies. If problems .really do exist, we suggest that

1 -
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other solutions more consistent with the eXisting' administrative

structure could be found. However. we seriously question whether this

report represents anything other than the opinion of the author. The

repor~ does not include any data or docu~entation to suggest that this

opinion is indeed "public opinion".

Over the past several years. the Legislature and the administrative

agencies have responded to recognized pressures for more public

involvement in administrative decisions. by instituting citizens' boards.

citizens' advisory committees and numerous public hearings. This report

appears to have disregarded or consider them ",inad~quate for some reason.

The' report implies that the regulatory str~cture for energy facility

permitting, citizens' advisory committees, public hearings, public

information meetings. etc .• are all inadequate and must be augment~d

sub,stantially. Have these efforts failed? How? Will more administrative

agencies provide a better solution? We doubt it.

The Minnesota Wisconsin Power Suppliers Group is supportive of broad

public participation in administrative decision-making as has already

been mandated by the Legislature. We see no pressing need for ne\'l

institutions or major modifications. It is our belief that public opi.nion

is most effectively reflected through the Legislative process and not

through quasi-judicial administrative structures that are remote fr6m

public accountability. The Legislature has the pO\'ler to revie\Y

administrative rules and to oversee agency decisions. In addition, all

agency decisions must reflect the policy of the Legislature and these

decisions are subject to judicial revie\'l.

Finally. we would hope that if modifications arc made to increase

public involvement. that those steps would be directed at promoting

consensus, not polarization. We believe t.he structure of agencies
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assertion that there is not enough notification of formal proceedings no\y .

issues. The recommendations contain nothing new, since the tlinnesota
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Although we have no qUllrrel with more extensive notification to the

most appropriate and effective considering the project and the impacted

RECO~frffiNDATIONS 1, 2 and 3

consensus amoung the diverse utilities included with the M/WPSG.

agencies should have the flexibility to use those procedures that seem

not all projects require this type of notification. The regulatory

Recommendations I, 2 and 3 deal primarily with ways of increasing the

public's awareness that hearings are being conducted on energy related

. .
statute) that these recommendations be followed in all cases. However,

Energy Agency and the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board already have

statutory authority to imp] ement any of the three recommendations.

Therefore, it appears that the author's intention is to require (by

public in regard to energy issues. we find very little basis for the

processes being studied. and without significant outside input.

In the follOWing specific comments, we have tried to combine a number

of recommendations under general groupings in order to facilitate

complex issues without any real data, no actual experience with the

general comments, we hope that t~is report will be viewed 8S what it is, a

single repo.rt provid.ing one individual's attempt to address lIlany highly
.'

proposed in this report will promote polarization and will set up a

structure in whicb a~y voice. regardless of bow biased. is given an arena

in whic'h to perturb decision-making. In closing these introductory

.
w

. If there is a complAint aboul lack of information,. it is generally in

reference to that period of time prior to the formal application by the
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utilities (either need or site) and thus. prior to a formal hearings

aWlounccment. The utilities a~e working to minimize this difficulty by

making a positive effort to open up the planning process to the public

during the development of applications anq prior to submittal of formal

applications for a~ency decisions. This effort by the utility is

illustrated in the early public involvement in the UPA's Benton County to

Milaca transmission line. the early announcement of the planning process

for NSP's consideration of a metropolitan generating facility and the

early announcement of the Southern Minnesota Municipal Utilities

Association's potential for generating needs in southern Minnesota .. In
.'

all three of these examples. public announcements were made through news

releases and meetings with local government and public gro1-lPS prior to any

formal applications in order to alert the public at the earliest stages of

planning.

RECOWoIENDATION 4

In the short experience that the utilities have had with the public

advisor concept. they have found it works reasonably well. The reason is

that the public advisor has been a generally knowledgeable single point. of

contact within the agency and has acted as a facilitator rather than an

advocate. That is t the public advisor has provided a central point wi thin

the agency for citizen inquiry about a project. At the same timet the

public advisor bas provided the citizens with an objective explanation of

the process and their rights.

One of the main advantages is that the public advisor is located

within the MEQB. The disadvantage of being located outside of the agency

is that the public advisor would not be aware of \\'ho \\'ithin the agency can

provide information to the pul)lic and ·what information exists. Thus, we

.. 4 -
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"do hClV~ difficulty with the second part of this recommendation -- the

creation of a new office of public advisor.. This will simply promote

conflict. and misundeistcmding rather than resolution and understanding.

As we have said ~bove, government works best as a facilitator --advocacy

in government sin~ly institutionalizes special interests.
",

RECOMMENDATIONS 5, 6 and 7

We see no problem with promoting coordination between the agencies

and the provision of adequate information to citizens. In fact, the MEQB

was established specifically to accomplish these ends. Thus,

Recommendation 5 has already been implemented.

The other two recommendations appear to be based on ~he assumption

that citizens have been denied the right of access. We have no

inf~rmation that would suggest this to be true. Citizens already have

unqualified right to access to non-personal information held by any

agency. No one, as far as we are aware, has been denied information by the

egcIIcies in any procedure related to environmental review. \~e agree \dth

the need of open and free access to public information, but at the same

time, \\'e oppose the idea that our governmental agencies should act as

public librarians for potentially aggrieved special interest groups.

RECOHt'JENDATJON 8

"1e agree that transcripts should be made available to the publiC'. but

there should be reasonable lim! ts. It would seem worth\,'hilc for

transcripts to be placed at .all public librari.es \\'ithin the study area

(whethcl" thAt area be a routc or site). We cannot agree ho\,'cvcr, that the

. multiple file requirements should be removed, and we do not. feel th~t this

is in the best interest of th~ parties involved. The question 'I'ould

.. 5 -
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appear to be one of due process--notification of the other parties. The

process as it now exists~ requir~s the parties to a proceeding to submit

information not only to the Hearing Examiner~ but to all other parties.

This practice has its roots in the concept that each of us should have the

opportunity to face o~r accusers--and also have the opportunity of knowing

of what we are being accused. The extension of this concept to civil law

requires that parties to 8 proceeding have a right to know what

information is being provided to the Hearing Examiner in order to

adequately respond. Transferring this right and duty to the State would

not be in the best interest of a fair and impartial hearing--and most

certainly not in the best interest of the parties involved.

As far as we know~ the public already has access to agency staff-

within reason, of course. However, the staff cannot be unqualified in

their response to individuals. The agencies have statutory requirements

placed on them by the Legislature and these must be met--this is the

primary duty of the agencies in their response to the best interests of

all citizens as expressed by the Legislature.

RECO~rrffiNDATIONS 9) 10, 11 and 12

These four recommendations again simply assume that there is a

problem where there is no substantiation that one exists. In \I'hat

specific instances have the solutions suggested in Recommendations 9, 10,

11 and 12 been needed? \~e do not see \\'here and in ,."hilt instances there
•

have been problems. If there is no problem, no solution is required.

In regard to Recommendntion 11, the agencies now have the

responsibility to listen and to respond, t.o all relevant interests.

Consideration of all interests is substantially different from

consideration of ull relevant interests. Any agency, board or hearing

- 6 -
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examiner hOiS the responsibility to consider all relevant interests within

the contcxt of the applicable law or regulations. To mandate that an

agency tIlust specifically respond to each suggestion or piece of

information, no Dlatter how unreasonable, would tend to confuse and detract

from the actualques~ionsat issue..

In addition, considering 811 issues is different from agreeing with

all issues. In any proceeding where there are opposing groups, one group

will win and the other will lose. The group that loses will always feel

that their interests were overlooked.

The responsibility of the agencies is to notify and listen to the

interested public and then evaluate the information received. However,

"all interests" is simply not determinable.

RECOJ-1IENDATIONS 13) 16 and 17

These recommendations are the most far reaching of all those in this

report and our comments in the introduction are directed most specifically

at these recommendations.

The key to these recommendations, in our minds, is the first sentence

in Recommendation 13. The sent.ence reads: "The Legislature should create

a varicty of institutional mechanisms to effectively provide

representation to unrepresented interests in governmental decision

nlaking". \.,7ho arc these unrepresented intcrests? Why are they not

reprcf>ent.ed by our elected officials as \\'c all are? Ho\\' ''>'ill the

fOrlllstion" of an Office of Public Counsel, all Office of Ci tizens' Advocate

or a Center for Intervcntion assure adequate and fair r.epresentation of

the best interests of our total citizcllr)'? Whi ell "pul)lie" or ci tizcn

group gcts rc!>resentntion in a pr.ocess whcre several. routes or sites nrc

being considered? Is the only solution to real or perceived probleolR in

.. 7 ..
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1:lae administrative agencies the formation of additional administrative

agencies.

Recommendation 17 would invite a flood of legal actions against

admini~trative agencies because it is rela~ively easy to demonstrate that

one has a t'legitirna.te issue" 'in questioning an agency's decisi,on.

Requiring the State to fund any party who challenges an agency decision by

meeting the low threshold requirement of presenting a "legitimate issue"

would result in chaos and unending delay.

In the past. the Legislature has acted responsibly to try to ensure

effective citizen involvement in administrative decisions. The citizens'

board of the Pollution Control Agency was an~~arly effort at this. as are

,the citizen participants in other agencies -- particular~y the citizen

members on the MEQB. In addition. we have the Citizens' Advisory,

Committee on the Power Plant Siting Program and the numerous advisory

committees on site and routing decisions. In what way have these many

citizen participants failed in their intended purpose? The report has not

even attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of these groups. but has

only -- blindly. in our opinion -- proposed additional administrative

agencies.

RECO~ffiNDATION 14

The present process for power plant licensing takes approximately 10

yearfl from the first application for a Certificate of Need to the

commercial in-service date of the unit. This already presents a major

problem because of the difficulty and uncertainty in forecasting.

planning, designing and liccnsing units., Forecasting need, 10 ycars into

: the futurc, is fraught with uncertainties -- and the uncertainty increases

as the length of time increases. One sh,ould attempt to structure the
"

.. 8 ..
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Certificate of Heed as close'as possible to the proposed in-service date.

The author's recommendation of a two to five-year extension of this

process puts the public in a position of reacting to utility or ,agency

prC7pos.als with even less certainty and dep,endable information than we now

have. Considering how fast env~ronmental standards, technology, and the

economic't:ondit~~ns change~ we ~elieve that this would be counter

productive to effective permitting and public participation.

One should recognize that extending the process two to five years, as

this report proposes, would mean that all system additions scheduled for

1990' would already be two to five years behind schedule.

RECO~frffiNDATIONS 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24

In regard to environmental regulations to the general comments are

app!-:opriate. First, the structure of the statutes and the regulations

have been changed so often, we have yet to see a power plant application

and only one transmission line application come under the entire process.

In the one translIIission line application (UPA-TR-2) where the entire

process was followed, the process worked without controversy on either

side and produced general public consensus. In fact) the utilities"

efforts to work with local citizens and the Citizcns'Advisory Committee

resulted in 8 scheduled hearing in \'.'hich no adverse testimony was

presented. The Citizens' Route Advisory Committ.ee, the utility involved,

the tffiQB staff, and apparently the broader public, all supported the !.inal

route recommendation that was brought before the lIEQB for approval. In

retard to the questions of po\\'er plant permitting, no proposal has yet

cone through the entire process from Need through Siting through EIS. It

, seems um~isc to change a process that has not even been tcsted on no more

evidt~ntial 'basis than tbat presented in tbh rcport. Therc arc

.. 9 ..
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problems ,-- particularly of the extended time required for the process as

discussed below -- but since 'the process seemed to work well in its first

complete test, it does not make good sense to change it without evidence

that it is either unworkable, unfair or flawed.

The second difficulty that we have with the· proposals contained in

these recommendations is the time required to complete the permitting

process. This is one of the most significant obstacles that proposers

. face in this State. The present structure, if it functioned perfectly and

without extensive data requirement, would take approximately two and one

half years to go from Application for Need through Siting and to a

complete EIS. Since for a power plant, MPCA requires one year of site

specific data prior to the EIS, if the system worked perfectly, without

delays, it would require about three and one-half years. As the

individual parts of the system (Need, Siting, EIS) have operated

historically, we estimate that about four and one-half years are required

to go through the entire process to obtain a final construction permit.

This does not include the time required for preparation of the application

for a Certificate of Need. In the document under review, the process

would require five and one-fourth years -- almost two more years .(not

including the time required for the preparation of applications for

Certificate of Need and Site Certification and the time for data

collection).

It also appears that the author intends to propose at least two

complete Environmental Impact Statements J starting during th.e planning

stage and ending with a final project EIS. Further, it is proposed that

the agencies do generic EIS's and generati~n and transmission planning for

the whole State. \~e should. learn from the federal experiences in tId s

regard. A number of federal agencies have attempted to prep,1rc generic

- 10 -
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EIS's and they have resulted only in confused analyses and no definitive

answers. The end result will be that proposals will still have'to be..
reviewed "on a case-by-case basis~ Very ·litUe-, if anything, would be

gainecl.

To complicate matters even more, the state process -- even as it

exists today -- must be integrated with the federal requirement for an

ElS. The federal process consists of a single step -- preparation of a

Federal Envirorunental Impact Statement (FEIS) ..- prior to formal

permitting or licensing procedures. The FEIS is intended to incorporate

statements concerning all issues of concern into a single effort: i.e.,

need; alternative energy systems; alternativ~l of size, siting or fuel;

conservation; etc. Because of conflicting and duplicativ~ requirements)

federal and state requirements completed concurrently now can require ~ix

or ~ore years for completion rather than the approximatel)T four yea'rs that

the state process would take alone.

If we must change, why not pattern the process to work better with

the federal EIS structure?

RECOHHENDATIONS 37 I 38 and 39

Recommendations 37 through 39 deal with exact locations in routing

and siting. Although not law, Recommendations 37 and 38 are present

general practice for utilities. In any event, even though not la\,') the

tIEQB hal' the authority to implement Recommendations 37 and 38 at its

discretion. There arc a number of instances ""here the tl'EQB has specified

exa~t locations. giving neither the uti lit)' nor the bndcH..'ner any

flexihility for negotiation.

Since following property lines where ever practi~al and negotiatiang

locations ".'ilh landowners is the present ~encr.al practice - .. and since the

- 11 ..
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MEQB already bas authority to order exact locations, these

recommendations simply express today's practice.

If prime agricultural land ~s included as an exemption, it would

appear: tbattbere would be very little,' if any) transmission line

construction in the 'southern pa.rt of the State. It does not appear. to us

that this makes much sense in terms of reliability, costs or the best

interests of the people of southern Minnesota'.

RECO~lliffiNDATION 40

Recommendation 40 is that a utility must complete both the tffiA and

lffiQB processes before eminent domain actions can begin. This

recommendation is nothing more than what already happens. Since the lffiA

has jurisdiction over need and the lillQB over siting, a utility has noth~ng

to condemn until the process is complete. The example used by the author

in citing the need for this type of change is the Tyrone Nuclear Plant in

Wisconsin. The example is not applicable since Tyrone site was purchased

before the court ruled that the Tyrone Project was under Wisconsin PSC

jurisdiction. This recommendation seeks to solve a problem that is not a

problem.

- 12 -
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February 21, 1980
'.

80 WEST aUPlE.. IO.. aT'UtET. DULUTH. M'NNESOTA .s.oa
PHONR (AnIrA .t.) " •••••• ,

MINNESOTA POWER Be LIGHT COMPANY

Cooperative Power Association
Dairyland Power Cooperative
Interstate Power Company
Lake Superior District Power Company
Minnesota Municipal Utilities Ass'n.

As you know, the report is voluminous and the issues very
complex. We have reluctantly devoted a significant amount of
man-hours to this effort. Considering that complexity and that
several utilities may have differing views, the M/WPSG comments
represent only those areas where reasonable consensus could be
developed. Also, for the most part, the comments are to grouped
recommendations rather than individual recommendations and each
of the utilities has retained the prerogative of responding indi
vidually. In this regard, because of the breadth and depth of
the report, the lack of comment on any specific issue or recommen
dation should not be taken to imply approval or lack of disn~ree

ment. Further, our comments are directed on]y at this report and
the recommendations therein. If, in fact, legislative proposals
surface regarding various issues touched on in 'the report, we will
address these as they arise.

Tbe Honorable Wayne Olhoft, Chairman
Joint Legislative Committee on

Science & Technology
29 State Capitol Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Dear Senator Olboft:

Pursuant to our earlier communications I am enclosing
Minnesota Power & Light' Company's comments on the draft report,
Regulating Electrical Utilities in Minnesota; The Reform of
Legal Institutions. Additionally, on behalf of the Environmental
Committee of the Minnesota/Wisconsin Power Suppliers Group
(M/WPSG), you will find a joint response and commentary on the
major environmental/regulatory portions of the report: specifically,
Recommendations 1-14, 16, 17, 19-24 and 37-40. For your informa
tion, tbe Power Suppliers Group consists of tbe following electric
utilities serving Min~esota and Western Wisconsin:

- _a •..

OMAS A. MICHELElTI
or of Governmenta' A"I'"

.nd Aublanl 5eCIetIrv
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The Honorable Wayne Olhoft
February 21, 1980 "'.
Page 2.

To summarize generally, we are of the 0p1n1on that while
portions of the Report may be worthy of further consideration
and study, the bulk of the recommendations are unsupported,
undocumented-,-- and erroneous. We would suggest that the Report
does not warrant publication.

Thomas A. Micheletti

TAM:ed
Enclosu;:yS

Bcc; ~. John G. Malinka (w/e)
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,
MINNESOTA pmrER & LIGHT COMPANY'S

ADDITIONAL COMUENTS ON TilE DRAFT REPORT,

"REGULATING ELECTRICAL VTILITIES IN MINNESOTA:
'..' THE REFORM OF LEGAL INSTITUTIONS"

Recommendation 15: Response is contained in the two attached
papers irom the Minnesota Investor-O\vned Electric Utility Infor-
mation Guide. ~

Recommendation 18: (Was omitted from Report Summary) ,
Presently all agency fees are paid by the utilities in the
MEA, MEQB or llPSC either by the annual assessment, a contested
case assessment, or direct billing on a per hour basis. We have
never encountered a situation where such an agency billed a
"plaintiff" for any services the agency performed •

. Recommendation 25: Response is contained in, An Analysis of the
Lifeline Rate Issue, a study conducted by Mr. Randall J. Falken
berg. The study pertains to lifeline rates and MP8~ customers.

The Legislature has considered the energy assistance proposals
as a more efficient and effective method of assisting low income
people with their home energy costs. MP&L has supported the
energy assistance concept since 1978.

Recommendation 26: MP&L currently mails the petition ~'ith the
Notice of Hearing as a matter of courtesy to the landowner. The
petition should definitely not have to be published as notice
as it is too long and publishing would be costly.

Recommendation 27: The non-contiguous tracts of land provision
as covered under MSA ~17.086 should be left as presently written.
To allow the commissioners to determine whether the tracts are··, '
dependent and use connected may impose a burden of decision upon
the commissioners well in excess of their capabilities. When the
propriety of use relationship is debated, this seems clearly to
be an area reserved for appeal before a salaried judge.

, Recommendation 28: It should also be noted that an appeal from
a commissioners' award is a Trial de Novo. That is, the commis
sioners' award has no binding precedent on the jury when an eminent
domain appeal is heard. :Thercfore, requiring the commissioners
to make findings of fact Would not cause a legal delay in a
challenge to those findings and a subsequent appeal. Any problems
with the commissioners' findings would generally be ignored when
the matter goes into an appenl before a jury because the damages
are totally examined for a second time without regard to the prior
findings .

.,
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Reeommendation 29 :''--MP&L concurs .

•~~>

Recommendation 30: Inasmuch as it is often difficult in a small
county to locate a qualified real estate appraiser who is unbiased
to either party to the:action under consideration,' the following
may be more:appropriate: (1) a ~eal 'estate broker, (2) a qualified
real estate appraiser or other person familiar with real estate
values, and (3) an attorney knowledgeable in eminent" domain or
real estat.e l~w ..

Recommendation 31: In'regard to burden of proof on appeal, it
usually is the case that the landowner wants more money and the
utility wants to pay less. In other·words, if one party appeals,
the other party generally enters an appeal in the opposite way
even though the second party may not have appealed had the first
party not appealed. It may be appropriate to require each party
to shoulder the burden of proof as to any value different from
the commissioners' award. In other words, the utility would have
the burden of proof of showing that the land is worth less and
the landowner would have the burden of showing that the land is
worth more. This, of course, would change existing law, but in
fact, would probably not make a major difference in jury awards.

Recommendation 32: Initially, this recommendation changes exist
ing procedure followed by MP&L to the extent that awards in all
actions, regardless of whether the project falls under MEQB
jurisdiction or not, can be received by the landowner in ten
installments, the balance drawing interest. It is improper to
have to pay interest on a commissioners' award that is either
refused by the landowner or that cannot be tendered due to liens
or other encumbrances on the property. In the case of appeals,
should the award rendered by the jury exceed that awarded by the
commissioners in the initial action, interest may then approp
riateJ.y be payable on the initial amount of the commissioners'
award for the period of time from the filing of the report and
award of commissioners until the jury award payment is made to
the landowner. There is no point to be materially gained by
applying a retroactive clause to include aJ.l awards presently __ ,,-
held by the courts to this provision of proposed legislation~

Finally, to allow the money deposited with the Court to be released
upon landowner demand places an undue burden on the Clerk. He
must then decide whether all reasons causing the' initial deposit
have been satisfied. This should remain a judge's decision.

Recommendation 33; To require the utility to pay all appraisal,
witness and attorney fees: in appeals is simply going to encourage
landowner appeals,' even in the case of a satisfactory award,
as the clement of risk becomes almost nil. Present law calls for
covering responsible appraisal fees up to $300. (MSA 117.085}
It would ~eem that all related expepses should be ~nclud~d on
the commissioner level onl~7 if the award exceeds our offer b}' at
least $700 •. This margin would eliminate the tendency of the land
owner to completely disregard our offcr~

-2-
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It should also be ~otcc.l that mnny attorneys accept eminent domain
cases on n contingent fee basis, especially when a major taking
is involved. Therefore, paying attorneys' fees would be a major
burden on the utilities in a large settlement, and if there is
not a large inereasc in value, the landowner would have to pay
very little ~r no attorneys' fee".

Recommendation 34: Although it is generally MP&L's present
practice to have appraisals done and offer that price to the
landowner, It can cause some major delays and potential issues
at trial in regard to whether the Company properly negotiated
the matter. If suth ~'statute is passed, a section should be
placed therein which states that the burden is on the landowner
to show that the Company did not attempt to negotiate properly.

Recommendation 35: The nature of condemnation generally indicates
that someone is not totally satisfied with the taking of his
property, either due to the value or to a general objection to
the facility in the first place. Therefore, as a general matter,
feelings are on edge, and it would be much more likely that a
.landowner would accuse the utility of misdealing.

Recommendation 36: Presently, utilities are worlcing with the
MEQB in its proposed Post Designation Program. Part pf that
program calls for the development of a handboolc. The Wisconsin
handbook is very complex and confusing to the landowners.

Recommenpation 37: This could in some cases create a domino
effect on structure placement, involving repeated calls on
landowners with whom negotiations have been completed. MP&.L is
o~posed to this for the reason that time limitations will often
be overrun and more ill will may be created than positive feelings
toward the utility. "

Recommendation 38: The following of land lines with transmission
lines under MEQB jurisdiction is presently a recommended procedure
and as such should not hnve to be pursued further. To amend th~s ..... -.
to a mandatory status may, in some instances, invoke an unnecessary
hardship on the landowner.

RecommendRtion 39: If the MEQB amends its policy to include prime
agricultural land as an exemption, it would appear that there

. would be very little, if any, transmission line construction in
southern and western Minnesota in the future. The increased cost
of fossil fuels and their related scaricy is going to create a
greater need for electric power in all parts of the state. This
type of rastriction, therefore, creRtes a burden to utility and
consumer alike that overshadows benefits to individual landowners.

-3-
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Recommendation 40: We doubt that any court would allow condemna
tion prior to a Certificate of Need or Consturction Permit or
Certificate of Site Compatability being issued. The law, as it
presently exists, seems to indicate that the state must first
grant these particular permits .. Further, a utility would not
proceed to condemnation prior to having a site or a route due
to the fact that it would be spending money for something it was
not sure it would need. As a matter of fact, such a condemnation
procedure could serve .. to turn the decision away from that si:te
or route. .

-4-
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DISCUSSION MEMORANDUM

RATES UNDER BOND

Minnesota Statutes Chapter 216B which provides for state regulation of

gas and el~ctric utilities was enacted by the 1973-74 legislature after'

118ny hours of testimony .nd discussion.,.
I •

' ..
After very extensive consideration, the legislature added the following

provisions to the proposed Statute:

216D.Ol Legislative Finding. It is hereby declared to be in the

public interest that public utilities be regulated as h~reinafter

provided in order to provide the retail consumers of natural gas

~nd electric service in this state with adequate and reliable

services at reasonable rates, consistent with the financial and

economic requirements of public utilities and their need to

construct facilities to provide SUCh, services or to otherwise

obtain energy supplies, --- provided herein.

216B.16 Subd. 6. The Commission, in the exercise of its powers

under Laws 1974 Chapter 429 to determine just and reasonable rates

for public utilities, shall give due consideration to the public

need for adequate, efficient, and reasonable service and to the

need £! the Eublic utility for rev~ sufficient to enable it to

~ the ~ ~ furnishing the service, including adequ3te

provision for depreciation ~ its utility property used and useful

in rendering service!£ lli public, !m! !£ E!!! ! fair and

re~sonable return upon the investment in such ~oEerty.
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"': Regulatory' iag is one of the biggest obstacles preventing a utility from

earning a tair and reasonable return on its investment. A major factor

contributing to regulatory lag is the delay in time from the time the

utility riles.for a needed increase in rates and the time the utility

-.actually starts collecting the higher rates.

The 1974 legislature recognized this fact,and as a result included the

rates under bond procedure in the regulatory statute they adopted.

Under present procedures, when a utility desire~ a major change in
.'-<

rates, it files a notice with the Commission. The contents of this

~ filing are covered by Rules of Filing which the Commission has' adopted.

These rules provide for a very complete filing of the material required

to make a determination of the need of a utility for a change in its

schedule of rates including the prepared testimony of all witnesses that

the utility intends to have testify.

The statute provides that the Commission has 90 days to determine if it

should suspend the rates. A suspension may be for an additional 90 days

and during this time the Commission is to determine whether there can be

8 resolution of all issues raised by the Department Staff or others to

its satisfaction. If not, the matter goes to the Office of Hearing

Examiners for hearing and the suspension is extended to 9 months. If

the filing is suspended (which it always is for any material change),

the statute provides that the utility may put the filed rate schedules

into effect under bond after the 90-day period. If the final findings

of the Commission provide for less revenue than what the utility filed

for, then the utility must refund to the customers the difference plus

interest at the prime r3tc in a manner approved by the Commission.

..
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The procedure followed by the Com~ission in Minnesota is probably

the· most complete and thorough of any state. It provides for the

following:

136
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a. Time for the Commission staff to review the filing to

determine that it is proper and complete before rates go into

effect under bond.

b. Time for complete evidentiary hearings before a professional

hearing examiner so that a complete record is comp~led for the

Commission.

c. Time for public hearings so that a record of the concerns of

members of the public arc available to the Commission.

d. Time for the hearing examiner to make his reco~~endations to

the Commission.

e. Time for the Commission to hold hearings to receive oral

arguments on exceptions that any party may take to the hearing

examiner's recommendation.

f. Time for the Commission to review the C'omplctc record and

reach I final decision.

Some of the advantages' of the "rates under bond" procedure are:

1. The Commission has 12 months in which to reach its final decision.

This removes pressure on the Commission for a quick decision ahd

gives ample time for complete study and consideration of all the

complex issues involved.

If the Commission has not made a final determination by the end of the

9-month suspension period, the schedule filed by the utility is deemed

to be approved by the ·Commission.
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The customer pays the actual costs of the service he receives as

determined in the Commission's final order. Any excess which the

customer may have paid under rates under bond will be refunde~.to

him 'plus interest at prime interest rates. The refund procedure

prescribed by the Commiss.ion results. in the customer's ending up

having paid only what he would have paid -had the final rates

presc:ibed by the Commission been in effect the full time. In

addition, the customer receives the interest paid on the money

refunded.

..

3. Regulatory lag is lessened and therefore the Commission has been

able to justify a lower rate of return to the utility. "A lower

rate of return results in lower rates to the customer.

4. The procedure helps to eliminate earnings attrition which helps to

maintain a higher financial rating for the utility. This results

in a lower cost of borrowing money and therefore lower rates to the

customer.

The Public Service Commission had this to say about regulatory lag in

its Order on Northern States' 1975 rate case:

"Under the tlinnesota Public Utilities Act, a utility may put

proposed rates into effect subject to refund as soon as one month

(now 90 days) after the date on which it applies for the rates.

Furthermore, the Commission must act on the utility's application

for a rate increase within 10 months (now 12 months) of the date on

which _the applic3tion is filed or the rates go into effect

-automatic311y. The effect of these provisions of Minnesota law is

+



Commission.

Iloney.

difference is returned to the customer with interest.

.' ....

S!38'.

use of the excess revenue collected free or at very low cost of

revenues far in excess of what is justified and they will have the

When a utility files for an increase in revenue's. ·the filing must

include all necessary documents to substOlutiate the need. as

if that is less than the interim amount collected under bond. the'

.pecified by Commission rules. The Commission will reject the

ends up paying are those ultimately approved by the Commission; and

This is not really valid. since the fates the customer actually

the investor and thus reduce the rate of return he will require." I

statutory provisions decrease the risk of earnings attrition to

consideration in determining what rate of r~turn he will,require in

order to invest in utilities stock. Accordingly. these favorable

-
attrition -is one9f the facts which an investor takes into

to decrease substantially the regulator,y lag which has plagued

utilities in othcr'jurisdictio~s. In times of high inflati~n such

as these. regulatory lag is a lIIaj~r contributor to earnings

attrition experienced by utilities. It is obvious that this

2. Results in a big windfall for the utilities since they can file for

1. Customer is charged rates that have not been approved by the

procedure are:

Some of the objections that have been raised aSJo the rates under bond
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filing and the proposed increase if they determine that the filing

. is incomplete •

The Commission has also in their rules established "prime interest

rate" as the rate,'a utility shall pay on the money to be refunded

as a result of the Commission's final order. Since utilities can

borrow money directly from a bank at the prime interest rate~ there

is no incentive to purposely collect excess amounts from

customers.

..'
Actually many utilities can borrow money at less than prime

interest ra tes by selling commercial paper.

Results in involuntary use of customer's money by the utility and

thereby creates a hardship for the customers.

This argument is blown way out of proportion, since the amount of

refund the average residential customer gets usually is less than

$25.00. The amount of protection the customer receives under the'

current rate procedures in Minnesota more than justifies this

small amount of inconvenience.

We believe that anyone who fully understands the "rates under bond"

procedure and fairly evaluates it will agree that it is essential in

order for a utility to have any chance of actually earning the return on

its investment that the Commission determines to be "fair and

reasonable", that it allows adequate time for the Commission to make a

fair decision, and that it fully and fairly protects the interests of

the consumer.
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The utilities will need to be in sound financial condition in order to

be able to attract the capital necessary to build the facilities that

will be required to meet the future needs of their customers. Without
.

the "rates under bond" procedure, it will be very costly and maybe

impossible for them to do so.

August 15, 1978

.',
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StJPPLEMENTAL TO

RATES UNDER 'BOND

The fol~owin~ will supplement other information being provided with

respect to Rates Under ~ond and will discuss specifically the matter of

what effects the discontinuation of Rates Under Bond would have on

MP&L I S revenues.

MP&L IS 1977 revenues were examined with the results graphically

.presented on Figure 1 attached.

As a result of the extensive hearings and investigation into MP&L's 1976

and 1977 rate filings, the Commission determined that MP&L's cost of

serving its customers was approximately $200 million in the year 1977 as

shown by the first bar graph. This included a 13.25% return on common

equity for the rates in effect during January through April and a 13%

return on common equity for rates in effect during May through December.

The Commission permitted MP&L to charge rates which produced those

revenues. This $200 million represented by the first bar graph includes

all major components of cost of service - fuel and purchased power,

labor, depreciation, operation and maintenance expenses, interest on

bonds, taxes, and a return on stockholder's investment.

The Company actually collected $187 million in calendar 1977. Of this

amount $14 million was revenues collected from MPSC jurisdiction

customers subject to refund which the Company was allowed to keep after

the February 1978 Commission ruling. This is illustrated by the middle

..
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«
bar graph. Actual financial results were worse than anticipated in the

filings because of an iron .i~ing workers' strike of four months in the

last half !f 1977, and due to generating unit problems which increased

purchased power costs.

However, without the current rates unde~,~ond provisions the Company

would not have been able to colle~t the $14 million the Commission found

to be due the Company. Since expenses such as fuel and purchased power,

labor, O&M, property taxes, and bond interest all must be paid first it

would be MP&L stockholders who would have suffered this loss, along with

some reduction in income taxes. This is iHultra,ted by the bar graph on
"

the far right. Earnings for common stock would have dropped well below

the level ~f dividend payments, requiring cuts in dividends or borrowing

to pay dividends. This would have been a clear case of confiscation of

investor capital, an unfair practice and one which investors will not

tolerate.

Since the 1977 filing covered only about eight months of calendar 1977,

the full impact of not having Rates Under Bond available would have been

much worse than shown in Figure 1. The full impact, part of which would

have been felt in calendar 1978, would have been to almost completely

wipe out earnings for common shares. The Company could not finance its

future construction programs on any kind of reasonable basis with such

an adverse financial picture for equity investors.

It is easy to lee that the Company could never receive the return on

investment which the Commission determines is appropriate if Rates

Under Bond were not permitted, because of inflation and increases in the



into effect Rates Under Bond in 1980 the stockholder will be stuck for

effect under bond. There will be some $46 million of uncollectible

<
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determined by the MPSC to be in excess of what should be allowed, and

helps assure the financial viability of the electric utili ties. The

the consumers interests by refunding with .interest any amounts

benefits of the plant and should be paying for the cost of the capital.

to deny investors their rightful compensation for the use of their

to the investors and totally unrealistic from a rational point of view

Rates Under Bond provisions should be maintained because they protect

capital. It is the customers (ratepayers) who are receiving the

because MP&L will finish construction of a $400 million power plant,

Boswell i/4 commences operations on January I, 1980 and it is not

permitted to make application for a rate change and place rates in

recover them from the ratepayers.

delay before rates covering these expenses could be put into e~fect to

expenses during the first year of operation. It would be grossly unfair

the additional expenses on the plant because there would be a year's

Clay Boswell 14. During that year cost of capital expenses alone will

there will be uncollectiple revenues.

Bond proyisions. Each year as costs of providing electric service go up

Figure 2 shows MP&L's projected total costs to serve and assumes that

points out further the inherent· inequity of remOVing the Rates Under

It should be noted that in 1980 the impact will be extremely severe

year. Figure 2, attached, illustrates year to year deficiencies and

amount of investment committea to .erving consumer needs from year to

,total nearly $40 million on that plant. If MP&L isn't allowed to place

!
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inconvenience, if any to the consumer is fully compensated for by the

interest paid on refunded amounts, and the consumer enjoys the very

important:-added benefit. derived trom having available an adequate and

reliable supply of electric service •

. ¥h

August 15, 1978
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An Analysis of the Lifeline Rate Issue

landall J. Falkenberg
Rate Engineer

Rate Deparr:nent
Minnesota Power & Light Company
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Upon closer exaCination of the technical details of lifeline rates, we
shall see that lifeline legislation will not promote eonservation and
will not benefit all low income families. Before a deeper analysis of

• these technical details is done, it should be pointed out that the
basic premise behind lifeline rates 11 in error (i.e., there is a
quantifiable minimum necessary amount of electricity). While energy
is a necessity of life, electricity ia just one of its forms. No two
consumers need or u.e tbe same amount of electricity, so it is nearly
impossible to quantify the minimum necessary amount. wnat would be
sufficient for a customer with a gas water beater would be insufficient
for a customer with an electric water beater (which average 375 kWh
per month). 1/

All lifeline proposals, in effect, require tbat the lifeline amount of
electricity be sold below the eost of producing and delivering the
energy. This is because residential electric customers are already
being lold the first few bundred kWh's per month at the lowest possible
price. For example, a bill introduced into the Minnesota Legislature
last year specifically required that the lifeline amount be sold at as

148
ITesident Carter bas ealled the energy erisis "the moral equivalent
of war". Whether or not 0118 agrees with ehe President' a assessment of
the situation or his energy program, nearly all.agree ~hat the energy
erisis ts a eollection of extremaly eomplex technical and social problems.
1'his paper will deal with one of these problems: What k.:1nd of .0c:1&1
policy will best belp alleviate the burden rapidly rising energy
prices have placed upon those liVing on low or fixed incomes? Many
proposal. dealinl with ~I problem have been debated in the Minnesota
Legislature, but to date no unified 80cial policy has emerged. Proposals
have fallen into two seneral categories: 1.) Price administration
through festructuring the electric utility rate table (the ao-ea11ed
"lifel1ne rate" plan). and 2.) Some form of tax relief or 1ncome supple
lIIentation through the :state taxes. An example of the latter type of
proposal is the bill propose4 by Minnesota Public Service Commissioner
lCather1ne Sasseville. %his act would set aside annually up to $20 m1llion
from the sales taxes on sale. of ele~tricity, natural gas and other
fuels. This money would then be redistributed in lump sum payments
to those meeting income requirements. In this study both types of
programs will be discu.sed. .

. First we shall examine ehe arguments for lifeline proposals. Lifeline
supporters argue that electricity t. one of lif.'s necessities and there
is some quantifiable minimum amount necessary.;..to sustain life.
They also eontend that the low income consumers are by necessity
among the smallest users of electricity. "Lifeliners" eonclude that
selling a "subsistence" amount of electricity (typically 300-500
kWh per month) at reduced rates will insure that low income families
will be able to afford the minimum necessary amounts. By requiring
that kWh eonsumed above the lifeline level be sold at a higher rate,
lifeline proponents eontend that higher income consumers will make up
the revenues lost 011 the lifeline sales and will be encouraged to
eonserve energy.

1/- "The Jtesident1al Demand for ~erlY: Est1mates of Residential
Stocks of Energy Using Capital." b1 Data Resources Inc. January
1977. Section 4. Page 1.
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.,' much as 50% below cost. --'If the "lifeline amount of energy' is sold below
cose, then the rate on othe~ sales must be increased to recover the lost
revenues. As noted before, ~'life.liners" are in general agreement with
this proposition. What ~uld happen to a customer's monthly bill should
lifeline rates go into effect? Let us assume for the moment that the
lifeline level is set at 500 kWh per month~ All customers would pay
less per kWh on the first 500 kWh and more on additional kWh used.
Whether one's total monthly bill wOuld be higher or lower under lifeline
rates depends on how much he uses. This is because· after having saved
on the first 500 kWh, it would take a few hundred more kWh under' the
penalty rate before one's bill is higher under lifeline rates than under
ordinary rates. The mcinthly usage separating those whose bills would go
up after implementation of lifeline rates from those whose bills would
go down, the "break-even point", can be thought of as separating those
who get service below cost from those who pay more than cOSt for service.
The "break-even point" 1s a figure of central importance in the consid
eration of any lifeline rate plan because it is the division line between
those who are subsidized and those who subsidize. Table I shows a
lifeline rate designed to sell the first 500 kWh per month at a reduced
rate.

'1'ABLE I

.', Lifeline Rate

$3.00 Service Charqe, plus
3¢ per kWh for the first SOO kWh
6¢ per kwh for all additional kWh

Ordinary ltate

$3.00 Service Charqe, plus
4.2¢ per kWh for ~e first 700 kWh
3.0¢ per kWh for ~ll additional kWh

We have attempted to make this rate realistic and typical of lifeline
rates. For comparison MP&L's ordinary residential rate (proposed rate
subject to refund) is also listed. Figure 1 shows the monthly bill a
customer would have under both rates vs. monthly energy use.
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I~ can be seen ~ha~ ~he break-even·po1n~ is 800 kWh per mon~h, so
everyone (regardless of' income) using above 800 kWh per mon~h subsidizes
everyone using below 800 kWb;per mon~h. Na~urally every lifeline ra~e

plan will produce a differen~ ra~e, bu~ all share -the features illustrated
here. Figure 2 shows what percentage of customers would benefit under
lifeline rates•

This graph shows the percentage of customers Who use above any given
monthly kWh level. It shows 23~ of MP&L's residential customers use
more than 800 kWh per mon~h. This leaves 77% of MP&L's customers below

. 800 kWh per month and ~herefore benefiting under the example lifeline
rates. If the only purpose of this rate is to aid low income customers.
it seems to have missed its mark because 77% of MP&L's residential
cus~omers do not fall into the low income category. Later we shall see
that some low income customers do fall into the 800 kWh per month or
greater group. In this example many dollars originally intended to
provide relief to low income households go to subsidizing middle class
and affluent customers. As can be seen from Figure 1, the impact on
those customers who do pay more can be quite severe.' (Owners of
electrically heated homes could expect an average mon~hly increase
of around $25.00.) Some lifeline suppor~ers might argue that
this is actually desirable, because those who conserve are rewarded
while those who waste a lot of electricity are penali~ed. This is not
a sound argument. Price elasticity i. the measure of how much a change
in price causes a change in consump~ion. Due to di£ficul~y in measure
ment, no precise value for the price elastiCity of elec~ricity is known.
It is kn~wn, however, that for some customers the demand is relatively
inelastic (i.e., increases in prices do DOt cause decreases in
consumption). Examples of this would be owners of electrically heated
homes. Such individuals can only turn down their thermosta~s so much.
For these individuals, lifeline rates would artificially cause a
large jump in prices and would constitute discrimination more than an
incentive to conserve.
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~ It is by no means clear tha~ distore1on of pricing structures encourages
- conservation. Many economises believe that such d1stor~ions actually
... work counter to the efficient" allocation of resources by preventing

consumers from receiving proper price signals. Clearly ~he 77% of
MP&L's residential cus~omers who would be able ~o buy electricity
below cost ,would not be encouraged to conse~e. Furthermore, those
customers using above 800 kWh per month are not necessarily wasting
electricity. Table 2 shows 'the results of an MP&L appliance saturation
survey. .

..
'- ..

••

~ABLE II: Appliance Sat~ration Survey and Customer Characteristics Data

, of MP'L customer with air conditioners -"13\
Average monthly consumption for all electric homes. 1700 kWh
Average consumption for MP'L rural residential customers • 850 kWh

Estimated average monthl{ kWh consumption for a household with a .
given I of occupants. (Excluding air condtioned and electrically
heated homes)

Residential customers using above 800 kWh per month tend to have bigger
families and a higher percentage of electric ranges and water heaters
than customers using below 8~0 kWh per month. These customers have
higher consumption because their appliance m~~ture is weighted towards
the use of electricity (as opposed to gas) for cooking and water heating.
Because of their larger families (hence more cooking, 'water heating and
washing), they are not likely to be able to reduce their electricity con
sumption. Reducing air conditioner use is probably the only area where
many residential customers could save a significant amount of electricity.
However, Table 2 shows that only about 13% of MP&L's residential customers
have air conditioners. Due to our climate, ~hey are expected to have
relatively few hours of usage. In southern Minnesota where there is
more air conditioning, a pricing policy 'might have some impact on .
consumption. NSF has implemented seasonal rates which charge more
per kWh during the air conditioning season.

Estimated Monthly kWh
280
490
680
860

1030
1190
1350
1500
1650

Customers using less
than 800 kWh/month

2.5
62\

48\Above 94\
' ..

Customers Using
~re than 800 kWh/month

4.5
88\

f of Occupants
1
2
3..
5
6
7
8
9

Avg. • occupants/household
Avg. \ use electric ranges
Avg. \ use electric water

heaters

Customer Characteristics

c



ADoeher group of ~esidene1al euseomers vieh above average consumpeion
are farmers.. MP&L~s rural cu~~omers average 850 kWh per mon~h so a
significant number of farmers could expect higher bills under lifeline
~ates. Farmers have a high mon~hly consumption because they have
large motor loads (for material handling). ~efrigeration loads
(especially dairy farme~s) and ~hey use electricity for heating animals
and equipment. In Vermont. farmers lobbied against lifeline legislation
because they recognized the effece it would have on their bills.

So ve have seen it is Dot ~rue ~hat residential customers with higher
consumption are necessarily big vasters. Many are farmers. owners of
electrically heated homes. have larger families and use electricity for
cooking or vater beating. In Minnesota ~st electriciey is generated
by coal. nuclear power or hydro power. Penalizing those who use elec
tricity in order to wbsidue those who use sas or fuel oil. for example.
Would seem co be a poor conservation pol~cy and' contrary to our national
objectives of maximizing our utilization of less scarce resources.

Other studies support these conclusions. In a February 1977 study on
utility rate design conducted by the YEA ~/. it was concluded that lifeline
rates offer no net energy savings. while reducing the overall fairness of
electricity ra~es and vorking counter to the efficient allocation of
resources.

Lifeline supporters might argue ~hat the main purpose of the lifeline
plan is to provide rate relief to low income consumers and any conserva-

.. tion or rate equity considerations are secondary. It could be argued
that the example rate was poorly designed and that lowering lifeline
level cc~d remove its deficiencies. However. it can be shown that even
with the high lifeline level and break-even point. of the example rate.
a significant portion of low income citizens fail to benefit under
the lifeline plan. In Minnesota 10-15% of all low income families have
their electric bill iDcluded iD their rent. These people are not likely
to benefit from any lifeline rate legislation. The 120 municipal electric
utilities. serving nearly 200.000 residential customers. do not have
their rates regulated by ~be MPSC. Minnesota t I 51 rural electric co-ops •. ::
serving 450.000 customers. may be removed from rate regulation by the }~SC

(depending on the outcome of pending legislation). Since the Legislature
will almost certainly have to·use the Public Service Commission as the
vehicle to implement the lifeline legislation. all low income customers
lerved by municipals and perhaps all those served by co-ops will not receive
any benefit from lifeline legi.lation.

2/-

"

"Electric Utility Rate Design Proposals" Inter1m Report by the
Federal Energy Administration. February 1977. 'ages 76-78.
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In addition, there is a significant portion of low income consumers who
would actually pay more under lifeline rates. Figure 3 shows the per
centage of low income customers using more than any given monthly kWh
level.
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This graph was produced from an MP&L customer survey performed by
Reichman Research Inc., an independent marketing research organiza-
tion. This survey, with over 90 low income customers, has a reasonably
high degree of statistical validity. It will be noted that the actual
income level designated as low income is not crftical because there is not
a significant difference between the shapes of the $5,000, $8,000 and
$10,000 per year curves. This graph shows that about 12% of MP&L's low
income customers use more than 800 kWh per month. These individuals will
be faced with a peculiar hardship; their electricity bills will go up
to subsidize other customers, who in many cases actually have higher
incomes.

The example lifeline rate has been shown to have no effect on at least
10-15% of Minnesota's low incom~ families and could create a hardship
for an additional 12%. All in all, about 25: of all low income families
receive no benefit under the example lifeline rate which, as previously
remarked, is a very generous rate. Any lifeline rate with a lower
lifeline level will benefit even fewer low income families. Figure 3
makes it easy to see what the effect of lowering the lifeline level
(and hence the break-even point) would be. A low use lifeline (lifeline
level 300 kWh per month giving a break-even point of about 500 kWh per
month) would cause increased bills for 38% of MP&L's low income consumers.
However, Figure 2 shows 48% of all MP&L customers (low, middle and upper
class) would get lower bills under this lifeline rate. The facts are
simply that the correlation between income artd monthly kWh consumption
is not strong enough to design a viable lifeline rate. Many of

-
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•• Minnesota' 8 low income families are large C:U!rR'Y CIOt1lIUlllet'S j)eC::lllt.l!Je

they have la~ge families, they farm
families farm) or Use electric water heaters
families use electric water heaters). Furthermore,many U.15U~~~

consumers may use little electricity because they are single or have
small families or they may use gas for cooking ·and water heating. the
Minnesota Legislature will have ~o decide 1£ such individuals should
receive the benefits of a subsidy intended to aid (and partially financed
by) low ~come citizens.

These arguments have been substantiated in recent lifeline rate studies
carried out by the TennEl;ssee Valley Authority. 1.1 The 'IVA found that under
lifeline nte. 26% of low income customers would have paid more for
electricity while 49% of the affluent and middle cla.s customer. would
have paU lea••

The facts are thatlife1ine rate. pose an insoluble problem in rate
design. Setting the break-even point too low causes a .ignificant portion
of low income families to pay higher bills. Setting the break-even pOint
too high creates extrame hardships for thOle who do end up paying mere
and will produce no net energy savings.

A final point is that ouly a aua.ll part of low income customers needs
would be met by lifeline rates. The "expected value" to low income

,.customers of a ltfeline rate 19 their average savings under the rate.
Taking into account the fact that some will lose money, for customers
earning below $10,000 a year the "expected value" of the example
lifeline rate is only about $1.30 per month. This amount hardly seems
adequate for its intended purpose.: When it is realized that for most
famllllies home heating fuels (which are not affected by lifeline
legislation) are a much bigger portion of their monthly budget than
expenditures for electricity, it can be leen that lifeline rates provide

.. at best, only a parti~l solut~on to t~e problem.

Other experts agree that lifeline rate plans are very questionable. •
In direct testimony regarding MP&L'. 1977 rate case, Kennedy E. Lange,
an Economist and Senior Rate Analyst for the MPSC, testified '~he dif
ficulties with such income transfers are .everal. One peculiar
characteristic is that it applies to only One necel.ity 111 no
relationship to other needs ••• it provide. the recip1ent with DO op~t1Clns

except in the comparatively minor sense of freeing up a portion of
income which might otherwise be dedicated to use of electricity."

"But the needs of such individuals are not limited to electricity
the problem is not the price of electricity. It is their lack of
The obvious (and appropriate) solution is income adequacy not price
administration. An effective and efficient means to prOVide

'exists at the disposal of our legislature in the form of the income

"The national or Itate legislatures are or can be L"q)osed to all
criteria in determining income adequacy, can index that judgment
costs of necessity and possess the near perfect tool to administ

1/ See "Lifeline RAtes" Fact Sheet October 1977 by Reddy C01mn~ln1cal

The June 1977 TVA'Study is discussed.



judgment 1:hrough their taxing authority.·'

.. '

The Minnesota State Legislature i~ faced with a question of basic social
policy: will assistance be provided to low income families to help them
meet the rising cost of energy? If so. will they provide an efficient
solution? Will they risk creating hardships for some of those they intend
to help? Will they target certain groups (such as farmers or owners of
electrically heated homes) for increased prices? Will they try to provide
a complete solution or will they implement a S% solution?
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Lange also mentioned the signifieant benefit targeting problems previous
ly discussed and later suggested that in the absence of a negative income
tax, the next best solution would be some kind of lump sum reimbursement
or tax credit for low income taxpayers. In order that wasteful energy
consumption would not be encouraged, the size of the tax relief would be

.unrelated to the individual's energy consumption. This seems to be the
form of ~he proposal of Commissioner Sasseviile. In this study w~ will uot
analyze or recommend any specific piece of legislation. Suffice it
to say that several options exist which do not suffer from the draw backs
of lifeline rate plans~ Minnesota's progressive tax structure could
easily accommodate tax relief programs in one of several ways. Such
a program could be built into the Minnesota low income tax credit, senior
citizen tax credit or into the renters or circuit bteaker tax credit.
The chief advantage of such a program ~uld be that aid would be directly
tied to income level. In this manner no dollars would get sidetracked to
economic classes who are not intended to receive benefits. .
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